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D  
 

os com nmente conocidos como ayos smicos  uegan 
hoy en d a un importante papel en el estudio y comprensi n de muchos 
de los interesantes fen menos f sicos ue tienen lugar por e emplo en 
el sol, factor principal de los procesos atmosf ricos terrestres, o en otras 
estrellas, gala ias y el universo en general. o podemos negar ue se 
ha aprendido mucho en los ltimos tiempos sobre muchos de estos 
fen menos y sus propiedades, pero todav a los ayos smicos 
esconden muchos secretos ue necesitan ser descubiertos. 

 
os ayos smicos fueron descubiertos en las primeras d cadas del 

siglo pasado por el f sico austr aco ictor ess. e puede decir ue, en 
general, tienen la misma composici n ue el resto del universo. 

art culas de muy alta energ a procedentes incluso del espacio m s 
profundo bombardean continuamente la Tierra. on los ayos 

smicos primarios. a contribuci n principal es de protones de muy 
alta energ a, con contribuciones menores de otros n cleos ligeros como 
helio o carbono, los cuales pueden alcan ar energ as de hasta unos 
cuantos ulios, electrones e incluso otros n cleos pesados, 
principalmente hierro. l origen de estos n cleos pesados no es del todo 
conocido, y pueden proceder de las etapas finales de la nucleos ntesis 
estelar en procesos astrof sicos. os llamados ayos smicos 
secundarios se producen cuando los primarios interaccionan, colisionan 
y decaen en la atm sfera terrestre. e producen entonces, 
principalmente, grandes cantidades de protones, piones, aones y 
electrones. os aones y piones son part culas no estables y contin an 
desintegr ndose. l resultado final es una cascada de part culas a nivel 
de la superficie terrestre formada principalmente por muones, con 
contribuci n de electrones y gammas. a observaci n y el estudio de 
toda esta radiaci n a nivel de la superficie terrestre puede ser clave en 
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el estudio tanto de la estructura de ob etos e tragal cticos como en el 
de los fen menos atmosf ricos. 
 

l rango energ tico de los ayos smicos es realmente grande, 
llegando en casos hasta los 10!"	𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒. a componente menos energ tica 
se produce en fen menos violentos de la superficie solar, como las 
llamadas coronal mass ejections , en donde se aceleran 
part culas hasta unos pocos 𝐺𝐺𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒 ue llegan a la superficie de la tierra 
como parte del viento solar, con una tasa apro imada de 10#	𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻/𝑚𝑚!. 

 energ as mayores, el origen de los ayos smicos se encuentra bien 
en nuestra gala ia como en gala ias e teriores. e clasifican como 

ayos smicos al cticos . ara energ as menores de 10$%	𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒 
se puede asumir ue los  no tienen energ a suficiente para abandonar 
la gala ia y permanecen confinados. s , por encima de esa energ a, se 
puede decir ue todos los  ue llegan tienen un origen 
e tragal ctico. n efecto fascinante es la interacci n del viento solar 
con los  gal cticos, modulando as  el flu o de llegada a la Tierra. 

sto da pie a ue la medida del flu o de  en la superficie de la tierra 
sea una monitori aci n indirecta de la actividad solar y pueda ser usada 
en la predicci n de, por e emplo, tormentas solares electromagn ticas. 
 

os  primarios pueden ser observados y medidos con detectores 
locali ados en sat lites o globos estratosf ricos, mientras ue los 
millones de  secundarios producidos en las interacciones de los 
primarios en la atm sfera, produciendo las llamadas Extended Air 
Showers , se detectan con sistemas como monitores de neutrones 
o telescopios de muones, locali ados pr imos a la superficie terrestre, 
o en ella misma  y a uellos m s energ ticos y penetrantes muones, 
neutrinos, etc.  son medidos incluso en estaciones situadas ba o tierra. 
 

os  primarios con energ as superiores a 10$&	𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒 se pueden 
considerar eventos raros, y sus propiedades f sicas tales como la masa, 
energ a o direcci n de llegada, pueden ser estimadas a trav s de las 
medidas de las  producidas y detectadas a nivel del suelo. n 
general, los  se ven afectados por varios efectos tanto antes como 
despu s de alcan ar la atm sfera terrestre, como los campos 
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magn ticos interplanetarios, tormentas solares o el propio campo 
magn tico de la Tierra. Todo esto dificulta la predicci n de las 
propiedades de los  primarios, pero a n as  se obtiene una 
informaci n muy valiosa sobre su comportamiento y caracter sticas. 

dem s, las  pueden llegar a cubrir superficies de hasta cientos de 
il metros cuadrados en la superficie de la Tierra, lo ue representa 

todav a un desaf o t cnico m s a la hora de detectar y estimar las 
propiedades tanto de  primarios como secundarios. omo 
complemento a las medidas directas, es habitual tambi n estudiar y 
reconstruir las propiedades de  mediante el uso de simulaciones, m s 
o menos elaboradas. 
 

ace unos a os, . . ar n y colaboradores estudiaron y anali aron 
las caracter sticas de algunas  y su microestructura durante la 
instalaci n y puesta en marcha del muro de tiempo de vuelo de 
detectores de s para el espectr metro  del I, armstadt, 

lemania. ara ello, dos detectores de s con una superficie 
apro imada de 1 	𝑚𝑚! cada uno fueron instalados uno sobre el otro, 
con una distancia de separaci n entre ellos de unos 	 𝑚𝑚. e 
recogieron datos de  haciendo coincidencias de al menos un hit en 
ambos planos de detectores. as trayectorias de estos eventos fueron 
reconstruidas dentro de ventanas temporales y de posici n, dada la 
buena granularidad del detector y su alta resoluci n temporal. l 
ob etivo final de este muro de tiempo de vuelo es la medida del 
momento y la identificaci n de part culas a trav s de una medida 
precisa de la velocidad y tiempo de vuelo de las part culas entre el 
propio muro y el lugar de interacci n o producci n de dichas part culas 
en reacciones nucleares de blanco fi o. 
 

na ve  los dos detectores mencionados alcan aron sus puntos estables 
y correctos de operaci n, se estuvo tomando datos de  durante un 
per odo largo de tiempo. e anali aron cuidadosamente sobre 0 
millones de eventos de , vi ndose con una resoluci n combinada 
de unos pocos 𝑚𝑚! en posici n, unos pocos grados en la direcci n de 
llegada y un par de centenas de picosegundos en el tiempo de llegada. 
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unca antes ning n detector de  hab a registrado datos con esta 
precisi n a nivel de la superficie terrestre. 
 

un ue los resultados obtenidos no eran definitivos desde el punto de 
vista de la f sica de , s  se observaron importantes comportamientos: 
aun ue la mayor a de los eventos de  ten an multiplicidad 1 sobre 
la superficie de los dos detectores, se llegaron a observar eventos de 

 de multiplicidades much simo m s altas  en esos eventos de altas 
multiplicidades, las part culas llegaban en ventanas de tiempo de unos 
cuantos nanosegundos  todav a despu s de 10 o 0	  de ue llegase 
el grueso de una  se pod an observar part culas aisladas  algunos 
de estos eventos de alta multiplicidad agrupaban sus part culas en 
pe ue os cl sters espacio temporales  en algunos casos se observaron 
eventos con multiplicidades muy diferentes en uno u otro detector, lo 
ue pod a dar lugar a pensar en la llegada y o producci n de pe ue as 

casacadas electromagn ticas bien de muy alta o de muy ba a energ a  
la part cula m s r pida, t picamente ten a una direcci n de incidencia 
perpendicular al plano de llegada formado por el resto de sus 
compa eras, lo ue indicaba ue la part cula m s r pida era un 
indicador de la direcci n de incidencia del frente de la . 
 

os resultados de estas medidas condu eron al dise o conceptual de una 
nueva familia de detectores llamados T s: Ac  
recoSntr ctin  m d le  con altas prestaciones espacio temporales, y 
espec ficamente pensados para la medida y el estudio regular de ayos 

smicos y . 
 
unto al propio dise o de los detectores T s, se incluy  un 

desarrollo de la electr nica de Front end de ades, una tar eta de 
ad uisici n de datos basada en la actual T  del I, y sobre todo 
establecer todas las herramientas de so tware relacionadas con la 
simulaci n de los detectores, monitori aci n y control de datos 
recogidos, reconstrucci n de eventos y trayectorias, calibraciones de 
carga, posici n y tiempo, etc. espu s de iniciar estos desarrollos, se 
constru a el primer detector de la familia: T . ste 
sistema fue instalado en la Facultad de F sica de la niversidad de 
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antiago de ompostela , spa a, en , y contin a desde 
entonces tomando datos de forma casi ininterrumpida hasta la 
actualidad. n poco despu s, se un a un nuevo detector a la familia: 
T I T , con el ob etivo de anali ar  a nivel del mar en diferentes 
puntos del planeta. ste sistema reali  primeramente un recorrido de 
ida y vuelta desde igo spa a  hasta la base ant rtica espa ola uan 

arlos I, pasasndo por unta renas hile , a bordo del bu ue 
armiento de amboa, a principios de , tomando datos durante 

todo el recorrido. nas semanas despu s de su regreso en ctubre de 
, reali  un segundo via e con trayecto solo de ida a bordo del 

bu ue nacional oceanogr fico esp rides. e encuentra, pues, 
actualmente instalado tomando datos en la base ant rtica espa ola uan 

arlos I, situada en la isla de ivingston en el continente nt rtico. 
 

oco despu s, m s recientemente, los dise os e istentes de 
T  y T I T  fueron me orados y se construy  un 
nuevo miembro de la familia: el detector T T . ste sistema se 
desarroll  en colaboraci n con el aboratorio de Instrumentaci n de 

art culas I  de la niversidad de o mbra ortugal , el propio 
Instituto allego de F sica de ltas nerg as I F  y la empresa 
tecnol gica ydronav igo, spa a . l ob etivo principal de este 
nuevo sistema es la descripci n y predicci n de fen menos 
atmosf ricos a trav s del an lisis detallado de ayos smicos. 
 

l traba o presentado a continuaci n trata del an lisis de datos y 
prestaciones de los tres sistemas mencionados, intentando describir la 
naturale a de los ayos smicos detectados. s , el ap tulo  
describe la naturale a y descubrimiento de stos, la influencia de los 
campos magn ticos, los flu os a nivel del suelo y otras propiedades. 
Incluye tambi n una descripci n de las , sus componentes 
hadr nica y electromagn tica, y la interacci n de sus part culas con la 
materia, con el ob etivo de entender me or su comportamiento y 
me orar el dise o de nuevos detectores de part culas. 
 

l ap tulo  presenta una descripci n detallada de los detectores de 
tipo  esistive late hambers . os detectores de  son la 
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base de la familia T  y se convirtieron en los ltimos a os en 
uno de los tipos de detectores m s usados y e tendidos en los 
e perimentos de F sica uclear y de art culas. e presenta tambi n 
una descripci n un poco m s detallada de los casos particulares de 

s de T , T I T  y T T . 
 

n el ap tulo  se introduce el algoritmo de im rac .  ste m todo 
matem tico desarrollado por investigadores del I F  es usado a lo 
largo de todo el traba o para la reconstrucci n de trayectorias en todos 
los sistemas anali ados, y es tambi n esencial en la caracteri aci n de 
los detectores propiamente dichos ya ue es utili ado en los m todos 
de calibraci n, c lculos de eficiencia y aceptancia, a uste de datos, etc. 
 

l apitulo  presenta otra parte de las herramientas utili adas en el 
an lisis de datos. n concreto el entorno de so tware nsar oot, 
desarrollado tambi n por investigadores del I F , y ue constituye 
el entorno de traba o dentro del cual se han desarrollado e 
implementado todas las simulaciones de los detectores y parte del 
an lisis de datos. nsar oot incluye m todos basados en onte arlo, 
propagaci n de part culas usando T y proporciona una 
implementaci n simple de la geometr a de los detectores.  partir de 
simulaci n, se describe el m todo de identificaci n de part culas 
desarrollado a partir de contribuciones previas de investigadores del 
I F , y finalmente el an lisis de datos reales del detector 
T  incluyendo la mencionada indentificaci n.  
 

n el ap tulo  se investigan efectos atmosf ricos de presi n y 
temperatura sobre ayos smicos medidos con el detector T I T  
a lo largo de su primer via e de ida y vuelta a la nt rtida, cru ando de 
norte a sur y de sur a norte el oc ano tl ntico. Incluye tambi n un 
an lisis de datos simulados en T I T  y los c lculos de aceptancia 
geom trica del sistema. 
 

l ap tulo  presenta el detector T T . e describen sus sistemas 
de s, dise o, electr nica, y todos sus componentes en general.  
continuaci n, se discute toda la calibraci n desarrollada y obtenida del 
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sistema, correcciones de tiempo y carga, calibraci n de coordenadas 
geom tricas, c lculos de eficiencia y aceptancia y finalmente, la 
resoluci n temporal medida. 
 

n el ap tulo  se presentan las investigaciones sobre las estructuras 
de las  a nivel del suelo usando el simulador I  de eventos 
de ayos smicos: se simularon  primarios de n cleos de , e, 

 y Fe interaccionando en las diferentes capas de la atm sfera a 
diferentes energ as incidentes, y se observaron los efectos de los 
secundarios a nivel del suelo. e obtuvieron as  las funciones de 
respuesta de cl sters de part culas a nivel del suelo para diferentes 
sistemas y configuraciones de detecci n. 
 

l traba o se completa y complementa con un pe ue o an lisis de los 
 en el entorno de la Facultad de F sica de la niversidad de antiago 

de ompostela con el fin de corroborar datos medidos por 
T  y T I T . ste an lisis fue reali ado con un 
pe ue o sistema port til llamado I , desarrollado en el 
laboratorio I , Francia, consistente en dos detectores de 

sI Tl  le dos por fotomultiplicadores, ue admiten diferentes 
configuraciones, y optimi ados para medidas de tasas de ayos 

smicos. e presentan an lisis de medidas de  en diferentes 
locali aciones de la Facultad, diferentes configuraciones de los 
detectores, y diferentes espesores de absorbentes de b con el ob etivo 
de aislar la componente electromagn tica de los . 
 
Finalmente, los ap tulos  y  incluyen, respectivamente, una breve 
conclusi n del traba o y un resumen global del mismo en astellano. 
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D  
 

osmic rays  are high energy atomic nuclei and other 
subatomic particles coming from outer space. fter they travel through 
interstellar space, they collide with the arth s atmosphere, where they 
produce up to billions of secondary particles, the so called secondary 
cosmic rays. osmic rays are the most energetic particles ever 
measured in the niverse, reaching energies above 10!"	𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒 tens of 
oules . here are the cosmic rays produced and how they reach such 

high energies is still an un nown. ecent discoveries related to the 
e istence of blac  holes in the center of the gala ies and also with the 
merging of blac  holes or of blac  holes and high mass neutron stars 
suggest them as new possible candidates. 
 

osmic rays were discovered at the beginning of the th century by 
ector ess after having measured the air ioni ation at high altitudes 

in several balloon flights. e discovered that the ion content of the air 
starts to grow at high altitudes unveiling the presence of un nown 
e traterrestrial radiation. naly ing the data ta en during a solar 
eclipse, he also ruled out the un as the source of such radiation. ater 
this radiation received the name of cosmic rays and since they have 
been studied systematically without a pause. ome of the conse uences 
were, for e ample, the discovery of the antimatter, the u awa mesons, 
a new family of leptons the muons , a new uantum number called 
strangeness, or, more recently, the e istence of a significative 
anisotropy in the production of very high energy cosmic rays in the near 
surroundings of the local group of gala ies. lso, indirectly, the cosmic 
rays have shown their applicability, for e ample, in the real time 
monitoring of solar activity. 
 

resently there are a large number of cosmic ray detectors or arrays of 
cosmic ray detectors of different technologies, si es and accuracies, 
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ta ing data permanently all around the world and placed in satellites, in 
the I  pace tation, on the ground and in underground stations. ow, 
we now that cosmic rays have the same mean composition as the 
whole niverse. They are composed mainly of protons and a smaller 
amount of helium and other nuclei around the most stables ones:  and 
Fe. There is also a small number of electrons and positrons with 
energies up to around 10#	𝐺𝐺𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒. The rate of the high energy cosmic 
nuclei arriving at the arth decreases dramatically with the energy, 
being its rate at energies above 10$& 	𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒 𝑒𝑒  smaller than 
1 𝑚𝑚!	 . uch a low rate ma es it very difficult to measure them out 

of the atmosphere and can only be studied indirectly. 
 

igh energy cosmic protons and nuclei interacting with the nuclei of 
the atmospheric atoms, mainly  and , may induce a chain of nuclear 
collisions being their final sub products showers of subnuclear particles 
called secondary cosmic rays. They can be detected and measured at 
the arth s surface or underground, allowing the indirect study of the 
primary cosmic rays with the highest energies. This secondary radiation 
is composed mainly of neutrons, muons and a smaller number of 
protons. There is also a significant amount of an electromagnetic 
bac ground composed of electrons and gammas with energies up to a 
few 𝐺𝐺𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒.   
 

s has been already commented, the origin of the primary cosmic rays 
is not well nown. ost of the cosmic rays having energies below a 
few hundreds of 𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒 are produced in eruptive processes in the un. 
They are usually called solar cosmic rays, . They very rarely reach 
energies above a few 𝐺𝐺𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒, that is, the minimum energy needed to 
produce secondary cosmic rays reaching the arth s surface. hen this 
happens, they produce the so called ground level enhancements, s, 
detectable only in regions with low geomagnetic fields at high latitudes. 
The rate of cosmic rays above 1	𝐺𝐺𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒 is around 10# 𝑚𝑚!	  at the top of 
the atmosphere. 
 

osmic rays of the highest energies come either from our gala y or 
from other gala ies, receiving the generic name of galactic cosmic rays, 
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. It is possible to conclude that, considering the mean value of the 
magnetic field and the si e of our gala y, cosmic rays below 10$%	𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒 
cannot leave the gala y and remain confined within it. bove those 
energies, it is assumed that cosmic rays have an e tragalactic origin. 
 
The study of cosmic rays is of interest for many reasons. n the one 
hand, loo ing for a better understanding of their origin and the diffusion 
and accelerating processes they suffer before arriving at the arth s 
atmosphere. n the other hand, after they travel through the inter 
gala y and the interstellar spaces, the heliosphere, the interplanetary 
region and the arth s atmosphere, cosmic rays may act as a ind of 
privileged high energy ray  radiation able to provide information of 
all the regions of the niverse having been traversed. The uest is how 
to e tract form them all this hidden information. ne of the most 
common e amples is that the solar wind does interact with the lower 
energy galactic cosmic rays, modulating their arrival flu . Then on
ground detectors are used to monitor the solar activity indirectly and to 
predict the arrival of magnetic storms. lso, a fascinating result is the 
one observed at energies above 10$ 	𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒, which has shown a very 
significant anisotropy in the origin of cosmic rays, compatible with a 
dipole angular distribution in the near e tragalactic niverse. 
 

eutron monitors, muon telescopes and water heren ov detectors are 
the most common techni ues used to measure the secondary cosmic 
rays on ground based stations. eutrons are the most common particles 
used for measuring solar activity through their effect in the modulation 
of small energy cosmic rays. s neutral particles, neutrons are very 
penetrating and hardly affected by the atmosphere. rimary protons 
need only  or 	𝐺𝐺𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒 of inetic energy for producing neutrons with 
enough energy to reach sea level. nother significant advantage is that 
the variations in the attenuation effect of the atmosphere due to the 
changes in its pressure an easy way of measuring the air thic ness  are 
almost linear and, as a conse uence, it is straightforward to be corrected 
ust by measuring the barometric pressure at the detector position. s a 

handicap, typical neutron detectors only measure integral flu es being 
insensitive to their arrival direction. 
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econdary muons arriving at the arth s surface need primary cosmic 

rays of higher energies to be produced. The main reason is that muons 
produced in the decay of meson e ected in the nuclear reactions induced 
by low energy primary cosmic rays do not have enough energy for 
reaching the ground before decaying in electrons. nother important 
inconvenience is that their measure rate depends not only on the 
barometric pressure that is very easy to correct  but also on the 
temperature profile of the whole atmosphere on top of the detector that 
is un nown in real time. s a conse uence, the rates can only be 
corrected afterward. s a significant advantage, muons are charged 
particles and are very easy to measure with trac ing detectors, 
informing about their arrival direction and the region where they were 
produced. They are also affected by small changes in arth s magnetic 
field, being, as a conse uence, very useful for the early forecasting of 
magnetic storms. 
 

ater heren ov etectors  are very simple and robust 
detectors, sensitive to both muons and electrons at a very affordable 
cost. They are optimal detectors for building big area arrays and 
indirectly studying the arrival of high energy primary cosmic rays 
through the measurement of the shower of secondary cosmic rays 
reaching the arth s surface. 
 

s a complement to the above commented techni ues, the detectors of 
the T  T c  recon tructin  b  family we analy e in this 
wor  do offer several new and une plored features that may be very 
helpful in several of the cosmic ray research fields. nli e other 
detectors, Trasgos do offer a very high granularity and time resolution 
being sensitive not only to single particles but also to groups or bundles 
of both muons and electrons. It opens the possibility of scanning in real 
time the arrival of primary cosmic rays to the arth s atmosphere in 
different energy ranges. lso, a large amount of information they 
provide muon and electron identification, arrival directions, si e of the 
clusters of particles, time width, tc.  opens the possibility, not yet 
e plored but suggested by the simulations, of loo ing for new 
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observables that could inform in real time about the temperature in the 
highest levels of the atmosphere. 
 
The T  pro ect started a few years ago, when the F 
research group at the  analy ed some of the cosmic ray air 
shower s inner characteristics and some of the microstructure s effects, 
during the commissioning of the  esistive late hambers  ToF 
Time of Flight  all of the  uclear hysics e periment at 

I laboratory in armstadt, ermany. For this purpose, two  
detectors with a surface area of about 1 	𝑚𝑚! were stac ed on top of 
one another at a distance of appro imately 	 𝑚𝑚. osmic rays were 
measured via a trigger between coincidences of at least one hit in the 
upper and lower planes. In both detectors, trac s were reconstructed to 
match hits and as  for a velocity consistent with light speed. The role 
of ToF is to measure the time it ta es for a particle to travel to the T F 
wall from the starting detector at the target, allowing the speed of the 
particle to be measured.  signal is produced when the particle passes 
the starting detector. The time is then estimated when the particle hits 
the T F wall. aving a good time resolution is very important to re ect 
bad reconstructed trac s. 
 

round 0 million events were chosen for a careful analysis of showers 
after ta ing data from the detectors operating in a very stable condition. 

 oint resolution of a few 𝑚𝑚! in position, a few hundred picoseconds 
at the time of arrival and a few degrees in the direction of arrival were 
shown in the sample. o cosmic ray detector on the surface of the arth 
had ever met these values together. 
 

lthough the research outcomes were not definitive from the cosmic 
ray physics point of view, some interesting features were observed: 
although most events have multiplicity e ual to one, often multiplicities 
were much higher than that. In high multiplicity events, the fastest 
particle is typically perpendicular to the plane defined by the arrival 
times of the rest of the particles showing that it may be a good estimator 
or the arrival direction of the cosmic ray shower s front end. ost of 
the particles arrived in a time window of a few nanoseconds in high 
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multiplicity events. ometimes, single particles arrive around 0 
nanoseconds behind the main particle bundle. everal events showed 
high granularity, with bundles of a few particles arriving in well
defined space time clusters. The hit multiplicity was often very 
different in the first and second detectors, showing either a huge 
increase or a huge decrease. oth cases will presumably lead to 
electromagnetic showers with high energy or low energy, respectively. 
 
The encouraging and inspiring results were obtained during the analysis 
of the cosmic ray data obtained when commissioning the  ToF wall 
of the  e periment at I. That is led to the development of a 
new family of specific detectors named T s, an acronym to 
T c  recon tructin  m dule for the microstructure s regular cosmic 
rays survey of cosmic ray showers of particles with improved 
performances. 
 

long with the design of the detector based on  chambers, the 
 Front nd lectronics F  and T  reading board, another 

significant ob ective was to establish all the relevant tools relating to 
the simulation of the detector and its environment, the monitoring of 
data collection, the reconstruction of trac s and events. fter all these 
efforts, the T  detector has introduced as the first 
member of the T s family. T  was installed in 
the Faculty of hysics of the niversity of antiago de ompostela 

, pain, in  and regularly wor ing in appropriate 
circumstances until today.  few years later, another detector oined the 
T s family, named T I T , to analy e and survey the cosmic 
ray at sea level. The detector made a two way trip between igo pain  
and unta renas hile  onboard the panish vessel armiento de 

amboa, continuously monitoring the tlantic s cosmic ray rate 
crossing. T I T  was installed in the Faculty of hysics of the 

niversity of antiago de ompostela in ctober  for around three 
wee s. fter that, it moved to ntarctica in the panish part and 
wor ing in different circumstances and from that time, T I T  
ta ing data continuously and regularly. 
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ater on, the e isting T  and T I T  designs were 
improved to develop the third member of the Trasgo family called 

T T . The T T  detector was developed as an initiative of 
the company idronav technologies for atmospheric studies as a 
collaboration of the I  group in oimbra niversity, alician Institute 
of igh nergy hysics I F  at antiago de ompostela niversity 

. 
 

e i e and Me hodolo

The main ob ective of this wor  is the comparative analysis of the 
cosmic rays measured in different locations by the two opperative 
Trasgo li e detectors T I T  and T  and ma e the 
first data commissioning for the newest T T  detector. For the 
intended study, all the calibration and correction tools necessary to 
obtain absolute rates, as well as those for the study of correlations and 
oint analysis with detectors, were developed and fine tuned. 

 
The aim was to study cosmic ray arrivals with unprecedented precision 
at various acceptance angles, which will allow to study, among other 
effects, their possible relationship with the temperature profile of the 
upper atmosphere above the vertical of the detectors and also perform 
and test a method for cosmic ray particle identification based on the 
information provided by those detectors, simulated data and trac ing 
reconstruction. 
 

ome of the tas s carried out were the following: 
 

 To study and understand the response of the detectors with 
atmospheric pressure and other variables related to the detectors 
themselves, such as the room temperature, high voltage, operation 
thresholds or calibrations. 
 

 To study the corrections for acceptance, charge and dead time of 
those detectors separately and as well as the effects of radiation and 
building attenuation. 
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 To measure the muon, electron and gamma ray bac ground in 
several locations using a osmi  type au iliary detector, developed by 
the niversity of ordeau . 
 

 etermine the possible effects of temperature variation at different 
levels of the atmosphere on the measured rates as well as their 
correlation with the cosmic ray bac ground measured by the global 
networ  of neutron monitors. 
 

 To set up and commission the T T  detector, thus 
characteri ing its main performances. 
 
In this wor  we have applied the typical wor ing methodology when 
analy ing e perimental data with detector systems and also the 
systematic steps necessary to develop and characteri e a new detector 
system. 
 
For completeness, part of the wor  was carried out by means of 
simulated data. Then, we developed the methods for simulated data 
analysis, trac ing reconstruction and generation of simulated 
geometries in order to obtain results which can be compared later with 
the same for real data. ne of the ey points in this wor  is the 
development and improvement of the already e isting method for 
particle identification, based on the systematic study of cosmic ray 
trac s over the T  detector with simulated data and 
e tend the method to real data analysis, which was never done before. 
 
In the real data analysis itself, all tools and methods were prepared in 
advance. nce the data is ta en, it must be calibrated and corrected by 
the different contributions that affect to the detector performances, such 
as charge collection, time and position calibration, fa e trac s removal 
and angular acceptance, among others. Then, the final analysis is done 
and conclusions are e tracted. 
 

egarding the new T T  detector, which was recently developed, 
once it was set up in the laboratory, their performances were addressed 
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by measuring cosmic ray data. They were calculated the detector 
efficiency, angular acceptance, charge and position calibrations and 
time and position resolution. 
 
Finally, a comparative analysis of cosmic data is done with a different 
device: a small, compact and portable cosmic ray detector is used to 
monitor the cosmic ray flu  at different locations and compare later 
with data collected with T li e detectors. 
 
This thesis is organi ed as follows: 

e have covered a few aspects of some of the Trasgo detectors in this 
wor . e have e plained new feasibilities that can open new research 
possibilities using their capability to detect particle clusters. 

The nature and discovery of cosmic rays, the influence of solar and 
arth magnetic fields on galactic and e tragalactic cosmic rays, the 

particle flu  that arrives on arth and other properties are discussed in 
hapter . The study of atmospheric showers and their hadronic and 

electromagnetic components, as well as the interaction of charged 
particles from electromagnetic showers with the matter in general, with 
the goal of better understanding their interactions to aid in the design 
of particle physics detectors. 

hapter  will describe the esistive late hambers detectors  
designed and built at the I  group in oimbra niversity, which 
became one of the most widely used detectors in particle physics 
e periments. Thus, the models of the  were used in Trasgo 
detectors li e T , T I T  and T T .  

In hapter , we introduce the TimTrac  algorithm. This mathematical 
algorithm tool is used to reconstruct the tra ectory of the particles 
associated with a specific event across the e perimental setup. These 
tra ectories are essential for estimating the physical characteristics of 
our detectors, such as efficiency, calibration and acceptance and also 
for identifying the nature of particles.  
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e present the tools we used to simulate a model of our e perimental 
set up in hapter . The nsar oot framewor , developed at the 

niversidad de antiago de ompostela, was used for all simulations. 
This software includes onte arlo simulation and analysis tools and 
straightforward implementation of the detector geometry. 

In hapter , we will investigate the effects of atmospheric pressure 
and temperature on a real data of the cosmic ray detected by the cosmic 
ray detector T I T  during the first ourney of the detector 
measuring the secondary cosmic ray rate continuously throughout 
crossing the tlantic cean on board the panish vessel armiento de 

amboa from igo, pain to unta renas, hile. oreover, we 
introduce a simulation part about the geometric acceptance using 

T  software for the T I T  detector. 

In hapter , we present a description of the structure of the planes 
 for the T T  detector and their components. Furthermore, 

we will discuss the position calibration in  and  coordinates of the 
detector, the calculation of the efficiency and the time resolution. 

sing simulations with the I  pac age developed at IT, 
hapter  investigates the structure of the electromagnetic shower over 

large areas at ground level. The study generates events with primary 
cosmic rays for four nuclei , e,  and Fe  interacting in the 
atmosphere s upper layers. It enables researchers to determine the 
distribution of secondary particles at ground level. oreover, we study 
the response function for electron clusters detected by the detector at 
different angles for a proton as a primary cosmic ray. e also perform 
the response function for the electron clusters at different energy 
ranges. 

In hapter , the I  detector developed by France s radignan 
I  laboratory is composed of two scintillators esium 

Iodide sI Tl  bars one of them is movable. The detector was placed in 
the physics building in  to study the cosmic ray rates and the 
bac ground and contributions of the electrons at four different levels of 
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the building. oreover, we introduce how the coincidence rate varied 
with a thic ness of lead placed gradually above both counters at 
different floors with two configurations provided by the detector.  

Finally, in hapter , a short conclusion is introduced and a global 
summary in panish in hapter .  
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1 COSMIC RAYS 
 
1.1 Historical glance about the discovery of the cosmic rays. 

Cosmic rays have been discovered after the natural radioactivity of the 
ground was uncovered. Some elements of the Earth are radioactive, 
such as radon and uranium. The spontaneous discharge of the 
electroscopes was observed in the experiments carried out by Coulomb 
and Faraday. After the experiments performed by Crookes, it was clear 
that this discharge resulted from ambient air ionization. Pierre 
Becquerel and Marie Curie demonstrated that radioactive substances 
emit ionizing particles and so, it was obvious to assume that the 
ground’s radioactivity induced the ionization of the air and then the 
subsequent spontaneous discharge of the electroscopes. 

The ionization source of the air was of interest to Theodor Wulf, a 
German physicist who developed the most accurate electroscopes at the 
time. In 1909 he invented a very sensitive device able to measure 
electrical charges with very high precision. During several 
measurements done in the top of the Eiffel tower [1] he observed that 
ion contents in the air was higher than the value that could be expected 
if the ionization were produced by the natural radioactive substances 
existing in the ground. Consequently, it should be assumed that the air 
ionization should have a different origin and new measurements should 
be done at higher altitudes. 

Also, several experiments were carried out by Domenico Pacini 
between 1907 and 1911. He studied the ionization when the 
electroscopes are placed underwater. He used two electroscopes, one 
on the ground surface and the other at a depth of 3 meters below the 

1 COSMIC RAYS
1.1	 Historical glance about tHe discovery of tHe cosmic rays.



Bracciano lake’s surface and noticed simultaneous variations of the 
ionization between both electroscopes. He also observed that the 
radiation’s intensity at a 3 meters depth was lower than the one existing 
at the surface. Therefore, the assumption that there is a source of 
radiation independent of the source on the Earth’s surface has been 
accepted. 

In 191 , ictor Hess carried out numerous experiments on balloon 
flights using several Wulf electrometers [ ]. He observed an increase 
in air ionization above the altitude of around  demonstrating the 
extraterrestrial origin of the ionizing radiation.  ne of his flights took 
place during a complete solar eclipse. Hess noticed the same rise in the 
intensity of radiation as in previous flights. He then assumed that the 
Sun is not the source of this radiation and that if they came from outer 
space.  Such radiation must have a great capacity of penetration so that 
they can hit the Earth’s surface and underwater detectors. 

After several flights about  above sea level, the hypothesis of Hess 
was confirmed later by olh rster. Hess was awarded in 19  the 

obel prize in Physics for this contribution. 

Along the 0th century, the cosmic rays have been extensively measured 
and analyzed. Currently, to study the cosmic ray properties, many 
detectors of very different technologies have been designed and are 
taking data around the World providing us very useful information 
about the Earth’s surroundings and the rest of the niverse. Wide array 
detectors, such as those at Auger bservatory [ ], were designed to 
cover large areas, collecting information from the highest energy 
cosmic rays ever measured. 

A new family of devices, the Trasgo detectors, such as the 
T AGA DABAS [ ], T ISTA  [ ] and ST AT S [ ] detectors, 
described in this work, have been proposed to conduct complementary 
approaches to cosmic ray flux studies. A deeper investigation of the 
relationship between cosmic ray flux and atmospheric properties [7, ] 
can be done by studying some observables.  
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1.  ome general characteristics of cosmic rays 

Many experiments have studied the cosmic rays since their discovery, 
assembling many characteristic properties of these ionizing particles. Before 
reaching the Earth’s surface the cosmic rays are affected by the magnetic 
fields of the Sun and the Earth, which modify the measured rates using 
ground based detectors. A tremendous physical challenge is detecting cosmic 
rays on the Earth’s surface and the Earth’s upper atmosphere. This section 
will discuss the energetic spectrum, composition and abundance of cosmic 
rays, which may tell us more about their origin. 

1. .1 nergy s ectrum 

The solar system is continuously exposed to a flux of high energy 
cosmic rays. The energy spectrum of those particles up to the highest 
energies of around !"  is shown in Figure 1.1. With a little 
deviation across this wide energy range from a constant power law 
#$(&)
#&

(), the spectrum is strikingly featureless. As the cosmic ray 
energy increases, the flux of cosmic rays decreases rapidly. 

Figure 1.1: Differential energy spectrum 𝑭𝑭𝑭𝑭𝑭𝑭 as a function of the energy per 
nucleon as has been measured by different spectrometers and observatories.

1.2	 some general cHaracteristics of cosmic rays

2.3.2 Energy spectrum 
Figure 1.1: Differential energy spectrum  as a function of the energy per nucleon from 
air shower measurements.
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In order to show the characteristics of the steep spectrum that are 
otherwise hard to distinguish, the differential energy spectrum has been 
multiplied by ! [9]. It has a distinctive leg shape and it is typical to 
distinguish between the regions of the knee and the ankle. Particles up 
to several hundreds of  are typically originated from the solar 
wind. Cosmic rays are modulated even those up to an energy of "  
by solar activity. The rate of particles with energy  arriving 
to the Earth’s atmosphere is around  per square meter per second 
and the rate is only one particle per square meter per second for energies 
above ! . The steepening occurs between  and  
because the flux of cosmic rays starts to decrease even more rapidly 
around 3 , leading to a small change in slope, from (!  to 
( " is referred to as the spectrum knee. There are ust a few particles 

per square meter per year at these energies. The feature about  
is called the spectrum ankle, where the flux of cosmic rays is much 
higher than expected. The slope changes here to a value of . A cut
off, a theoretical upper limit of cosmic rays from distant sources, is 
expected from this energy. enneth Greisen [10], adim uzmin and 
Georgiy atsepin [11] computed this limit, called the G limit, in 
19 , based on predicted interactions between cosmic rays and cosmic 
microwave background CMB  radiation photons  the magnitude of 
this limit is equivalent to approximately  oules for protons. They 
predicted that to generate pions, cosmic rays with energies over the 
threshold energy of  would interact with cosmic 
microwave background photons. This will continue until their energy 
dropped below the threshold of pion production. Therefore, 
extragalactic cosmic rays can never be detected on Earth with energies 
greater than this threshold energy. 

1. .  om osition and abundances  
 

The chemical abundances of cosmic rays offer significant 
indications of their origin and propagation mechanisms from their 
origins to the Earth. The composition of cosmic rays up to  
energy is well known. Around  of the particles are nuclei and  
are electrons. Furthermore, roughly  of the nuclei are protons, 

2.3.3 Composition and abundances 
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 are helium nuclei and the remaining  are heavier nuclei. The 
relative abundance of the various cosmic ray elements compared to 
those of the Solar System can be seen in Figure 1.  [1 ]. The figure 
shows that the abundances of cosmic ray elements is not so different 
from typical solar systems abundances. Both distributions have peaks 
at carbon, nitrogen, oxygen and at the iron group. This could be 
explained by the fact that particles of cosmic rays must have been 
accelerated from material with a chemical composition approximately 
identical to that of the abundances of the Solar System. As a special 
feature, elements such as lithium, beryllium, boron and other elements 
ust below the iron peak, the so called the sub Fe group, show an excess 

in the abundance in cosmic rays. It can be explained as being the 
spallation products of higher more stable elements. Also, the abundance 
of hydrogen and helium is lower in the cosmic rays than the abundance 
in the solar system. The reason can be a consequence of the dependence 
of the propagation mechanisms on the electrical charge of the nuclei in 
the interstellar medium. The first ionization energies of helium and 
hydrogen atoms are relatively high. Therefore, a relatively big amount 
of these atoms is not ionized and hence, they are not accelerated. 
Therefore, the abundance of these elements decreases in the cosmic 
rays compared to their abundance in the solar system. In general, in 
cosmic rays, light elements as lithium, beryllium and boron are more 
abundant than in the solar system and, so, the elements below iron 

 and below lead . 
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Figure 1.2: The relative abundance of Galactic cosmic rays compared to those of 
the Solar System. 

The spectrum of the components of cosmic radiation may be listed 
in four different ways  1  By particles per unit rigidity. Propagation by 
cosmic magnetic fields and possibly also acceleration, depends on the 
gyroradius or the magnetic rigidity , which is the gyroradius 
multiplied by magnetic field strength, that depends also on the p  ratio 
 

  1.1  

 By nucleons per energy per nucleon. The production in the 
atmosphere of secondary cosmic rays depends on the intensity of the 
arrival nucleons and the energy per nucleon, roughly irrespective of 

Figure 1.2: The relative abundance of Galactic cosmic rays compared to those of the Solar System.
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whether the incident nucleons are free protons or are bound in nuclei. 
 By particles per energy per nucleon. Energy per nucleon depends on 

the fragmentation of nuclei propagating through the interstellar gas 
since that amount is roughly retained when the interaction with the gas 
breaks up a nucleus.  By particles per energy per nucleus. Air shower 
experiments using the atmosphere as a calorimeter typically measure a 
quantity per particle that is related to the total energy. 

The differential intensity,  has a unit (! ( ( ( , where 
 represents the unit of one of the above four variables. In the energy 

range from the several  with somewhat above , the 
intensity of primary nucleons is roughly given by 

$ (
!   1.  

where  is the energy per nucleon, including rest mass energy and the 
differential spectral index of the cosmic ray flux is , 
being the integral spectral index [1 ]. 

For kinetic energies approximately greater than nucleus, 
Figure 1.  summarizes the important nuclear components. A useful set 
of experimental data is mentioned in [1 ] for cosmic ray nuclei and 
electrons. 

sually, nuclei’s composition and energy spectra are represented 
in the sense of propagation models in which the primary cosmic 
radiation sources are located within the galaxy [1 ]. With increasing 
energy, the ratio of secondary to primary nuclei is observed to decrease. 
A fact sometimes interpreted to mean that the lifetime of cosmic rays 
in the galaxy decreases with energy. 
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Figure 1.3: Cosmic ray flux of individual nuclei per nucleus as a function of 
kinetic energy. 

In cosmic rays, all of the elements of the periodic table have been 
observed. Energy spectra for individual elements were measured for 
relatively abundant elements up to nickel [1 , 17]. As shown in Figure 

Figure 1.3: Cosmic ray flux of individual nuclei per nucleus as a function of kinetic energy.
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1. , most of the energy of the particles is greater than  because 
of the interaction between the solar wind and the cosmic rays. The 
primary radiation is decelerated by the charged particles that are e ected 
from the Sun. Thus, these primary particles are screened, which 
produces an anti correlation between intensity and solar activity at the 
low energy spectrum. 

It is possible to obtain information on the composition at the source 
from the refractory nucleus abundance measurements. They seem to 
have been sub ected to limited elemental fractionation relative to each 
other. Comparing the derived abundance at the source with the solar 
system’s abundance shows a striking resemblance between the two 
samples over a wide range [1 ]. The abundances of particular isotopes 
are consistent with being within  percent of solar values when 
uncertainties are considered  this means that cosmic rays are 
accelerated out of a sample of well mixed interstellar matter. Thus, 
cosmic rays are natural and regular matter but accelerated to incredibly 
high energies. 

1.  ources of cosmic rays  

As has been already shown, cosmic rays are charged particles of 
extremely high energy that travel at almost the speed of light and any 
magnetic field alters their paths.  Some come from the Sun solar energy 
particles , while supernova explosions and other still nt well known 
energetic events expel those in the interstellar and intergalactic spaces. 
Primary cosmic rays create showers of secondary particles  when they 
collide with the Earth’s atmosphere. This section will talk briefly about 
the cosmic ray’s source and describe the cosmic radiation separating in 
different regions. 

 

 

 

1.3	 sources of cosmic rays 
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1. .1 tragalactic and olar cosmic rays  

Identifying the properties of the cosmic rays could provide 
important information about the processes that occur inside our galaxy 
and the entire universe in general, including the events that produce 
them and the mechanisms by which they pass to reach us. The highest
energy cosmic rays have long been thought to originate outside our 
galaxy. In contrast, lower energy cosmic rays come from within the 
Milky Way, our Sun, clusters of stars and supernova events. 

As mentioned before, most of the cosmic radiation is produced 
predominantly outside the Solar System. When a star’s life comes to an 
end, it is possible to e ect the materials produced during the 
nucleosynthesis processes to the interstellar medium. For instance, the 
particles acquire energy inside the remnant after a supernova explosion 
and this energy enables the particles to escape. This radiation consists 
mainly of carbon, iron, helium, or protons, nuclei that are usually 
formed in stars.  

Supernovae are not considering the only source of cosmic 
radiation. uasars  See the Figure 1. , galactic nuclei, or gamma ray 
bursts are probable sources of cosmic rays. ther studies carried out by 
large observatories, such as PAME A satellite data [19] or the Pierre 
Auger [ ], could be the key to understanding the origins of cosmic rays. 

ew Ice Cube data [ 0] indicates that star forming galaxies are a 
significant cosmic neutrinos source [ 1].  

The presence of magnetic fields influences this e ected material 
and can interact with the interstellar medium as well. uclei such as 
lithium or boron are obtained alongside antimatter after such 
interactions. In our galaxy, the Earth or outer space, the presence of 
magnetic fields dramatically influences the direction of these particles. 

 
1 Quasar (as a quasi-stellar object is also known; the acronym QSO) is an extremely luminous 
Active Galactic Nucleus (AGN). A gaseous accretion disk surrounds a supermassive black hole 
with a mass ranging from millions to billions of times the Sun's mass. 

2.4.2 Extragalactic and Solar cosmic rays 
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This reality makes the location of the origin of cosmic rays with 
energies below around 10  e  very difficult. 

 

Figure 1.4: Quasar artistic image. The brightest objects in the Universe. 

The Sun is the nearest cosmic radiation source to the Earth. When 
there is a reconfiguration of the Sun’s magnetic field or a shock, solar 
flares and coronal mass e ections are generated. There is an 
anticorrelation between solar activity and the arriving flux of galactic 
cosmic rays. When the Sun’s e ections deflect a big portion of the 
arriving galactic cosmic rays, a sharp decrease is produced in detection 
rate  this phenomenon is known as a Forbush decrease or FD. 

1. .  osmic rays in the atmos here 

High energy primary cosmic rays interact with the atomic nuclei in 
the air, primarily nitrogen and oxygen. The results of the interactions 
depends on the air’s density and the energy of the primary cosmic ray. 
The most energetic particles will travel further, allowing for more 
secondary particles production along their paths. The strong interaction 

Figure 1.4: quasars: The brightest objects in the Universe.

2.4.3 Cosmic rays in the atmosphere
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mediates the collisions between hadrons and air atomic nuclei. As 
shown in Figure 1. , particles in the Earth’s atmosphere are created 
when primary cosmic rays interact with atoms in the atmosphere. As a 
result of these interactions, cascade reactions occur, resulting in the 
generation of other particles. There are three main components to the 
cosmic ray cascade  

1  The meson component. It is made up of kaons,  pions, , 
where pions make up most secondary particles. Both of them decay 
either directly or indirectly to produce muons, . They are very short
lived, lasting ust a few hundredths of a nanosecond. For example, 
charged pion with an energy order of  travels  meters and lives 
ust  [ ]. As a result, the ma ority of pions decay near the altitude 

at which they were produced. Depending on the charge of the pion, their 
decay will produce either muons and photons  

 
"  

 The electromagnetic component. It is composed of electrons and 
gammas or photons, , coming from the decay of neutral pions, ". 
If the photons have energy greater than , they have a big chance 
of creating electron positron pairs  

( 

These positrons and electrons are losing their energy by the 
Bremsstrahlung process producing new photons that can create new 
electron positron pairs. This process continues until the energy of the 
electrons is smaller than the so called critical energy at which the 
probability of losing their energy by ionization is higher than producing 
new photons.  

 The hadronic component. Protons and neutrons form the hadronic 
component. As seen in Figure 1. , a fraction of nucleons can interact 
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with the atomic nuclei e ecting new nucleons and mesons that can 
produce further nuclear interactions [ ]. Finally, all mesons decay in 
muons, electrons and neutrinos, whereas neutrons and protons are 
either absorbed in the air or reach the Earth’s surface. 

 

Figure 1.5: Showers of cosmic ray reactions with particles of the atmosphere. 
Figure taken from www.antarticglaciers.com  

1. .  errestrial cosmic rays osmic rays at arth surface  

The interaction of cosmic ray particles with the terrestrial 
atmosphere induces both atmospheric ionization and nuclear reactions, 
resulting in creating a cascade of secondary particles, the direct or 

Figure 1.5: Showers of cosmic ray reactions with particles of the atmosphere. Figure taken from www.antarticglaciers.
com 

2.4.4 Terrestrial cosmic rays (Cosmic rays at Earth surface)
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indirect measurements near the ground could be used to research the 
physical processes involved in the cosmic ray particle’s ourney, 
including the conditions of originating of the lower energetic particles 
and the propagation of the higher energetic particles [ ]. The 
composition of cosmic ray showers formed in the atmosphere is 
summarized schematically in Figure 1. .  

The energy spectrum of cosmic rays is represented in Figure 1.  
[ ]. The spectrum depicts cosmic ray flux as a function of the primary 
cosmic ray’s energy, sources and common cosmic ray detection 
methods. The altitude, density and composition of the Earth’s 
atmosphere are illustrated on the figure’s right hand side. sing all 
these parameters could provide a reasonable explanation and 
description of cosmic radiation. 

 

Figure 1.6: Cosmic ray energy spectrum and the most common detection 
methods. 

Figure 1.6: Cosmic ray energy spectrum, and the most common detection methods.
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Due to their relatively high fluxes, primary cosmic rays with energies 
up to around  can be measured directly using detectors placed 
in satellites or balloons. Above that energy, the flux is so tiny that it can 
only be measured indirectly using ground based detectors. 

The energy of galactic cosmic rays arriving to the Earth ranges 
between around "  and . They interact mainly around the 
tropopause region, resulting in secondary cascades that propagates 
along the atmosphere. In order to overcome their attenuation effect, 
several detectors or arrays of detectors, like the ones placed in Sierra 

egra in Mexico [ ] or in Tibet [ ], at altitudes higher than  
kilometers above sea level. ew pro ects are on the way for installing 
new observatories at high altitudes mainly in South America. 

Wide cascades are produced on the Earth’s surface by highly 
energetic cosmic rays from extragalactic sources. Although these 
cosmic rays’ flux is ust one per ! per century, they are the most 
energetic. The detection of cascades is only possible with large arrays 
of detectors because of their immense amplitude. bservatories like P. 
Auger [ ] cover vast detection areas and investigate the sources of these 
cosmic rays. 

Muons are the most abundant charged particles at the sea level, as 
it is shown in Figure 1.7. The figure illustrates the mean vertical fluxes 
of the main cosmic ray components in the atmosphere in the energy 
area where the particles are most abundant, except for electrons, which 
are most numerous near their critical energy around  in the air 
[1 ]. And also, except for protons and electrons at the top of the 
atmosphere. The energy cutoff  is greater than . 

The ma ority of measurements are made at ground level or near the 
top of the atmosphere, but muons and electrons can also be measured 
from airplanes and balloons. The measurements of negative muons are 
also shown in Figure 1.7. Since (  are emitted in combination with 

, the measurement of muons near the limit of the intensity curve 
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for the parent pions helps to calibrate the atmospheric  beam [ ]. 
The  

 

Figure 1.7: Vertical flux of the cosmic ray in the atmosphere with energy greater 
than  estimated from Equation’s nucleon flux (1.2). The points show 
measurements of negative muons with muons energy greater than  [27–32]. 

Figure 1.7: Vertical flux of the cosmic ray in the atmosphere with energy greater than  estimated from Equation’s nu-
cleon flux (1.2). The points show measurements of negative muons with muons energy greater than  [27–32].
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comparison near the production altitude is essential for the sub Ge  
range of  energies since muons usually lose almost  in 
passing through the atmosphere. 

In this context, detectors of the Trasgo family do provide new 
ingredients for a better understanding of the properties of cosmic rays 
arriving to the Earth s atmosphere and the Earth s surface. Their 
capability of measuring at the same time the arrival rates of muons, 
electrons and bundles of particles could open a broad spectrum of 
improvements in several areas as, for instance, a direct estimation of 
the energy of the primary cosmic ray using ground based detectors and, 
in addition, a more accurate correction of the atmospheric effect or, 
even, an estimation of the mass of the primary cosmic ray using a small 
array of detectors. 
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 e i ti e ate a e  detecto  

 
eneral in rodu ion  

esistive late hambers detectors, the acronym s , play a 
significant role at the beginning li e counter detectors and later li e 
timing detectors t s  than s to developing its technology. 
Therefore, it is possible to use s to perform particle trac ing. These 
days, it is one of the most widely used detectors in particle physics 
e periments. These detectors, which were first produced in the early 

s , , can cover large detection areas at a low cost per 
information channel. s have commonly been used as counter 
trigger detectors in e periments li e T  . 

article detection necessitates the use of a detector with a few distinct 
characteristics. The time resolution, for instance, must be in the order 
of a nanosecond. e will be able to classify and assign an individual 
trac  to each particle with this resolution and we will be able to rule out 
any random coincidences . 

arallel la e ham er de e or

The s belong to gaseous detectors. That implies the particles 
interact with the detector in a gaseous medium. henever a charged 
particle crosses the detector, a signal is generated as a result of this 
interaction. 

The number of ioni ations primary clusters  per unit of length follows 
a oisson distribution, assuming that ioni ation s probability is 
independent of the previous collision. The average number of clusters, 
given by / , varies depending on the gas mi ture used, with  
being the length travelled by the particle within the gas and  being the 

2 RESISTIVE PLATE CHAMBERS DETECTORS
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mean free path. It can range from less than one cluster per millimeter 
to about ten clusters per millimeter . lso, worth noting that more 
than one electron may be e pelled in a single collision, implying that 
the cluster si e is represented by distribution. ccording to simulation 
results , more than  of the clusters in a t  configuration 
using a standard gas mi ture have a si e of one. 

The origin of the s is the arallel late hamber  filled with 
a gas, which consists of two parallel metallic electrodes operated at high 
voltage to provide a uniform electric field across its volume. lectron
ion pairs are formed when a charged particle passes between two 
electrodes. t least one electrode must be coated with a high resistivity 
material to prevent discharges or perturbations in gas ioni ation. The 
released electrons are accelerated towards the anode if the field is high 
enough, regaining enough energy to induce more ioni ations in a 
cascading process nown as avalanche gas multiplication . This 
simple method will produce measurable charge from a reduced number 
of initial charges. The high speed drifting electrons emit a prompt 
signal that can be used for timing purposes, while the ions drift to the 
cathode at much slower speeds due to their higher masses. 

The first application of a parallel plate geometry for a timing device 
was developed in  and was named after its inventor, euffel 

par s . It had a time resolution of 1	  but, due to the massive 
amount of charge emitted by the spar s, a long recovery time of several 
milliseconds was needed, limiting the device s rate capability. 

In , the first parallel geometries with electrodes covered in high 
resistivity materials were operated . or ing in uenched spar  
mode, estov s team used a highly resistive material glass  to restrict 
the progress of the spar  produced. espite its great technological 
difficulty, the so called estov counter   eventually achieved a 
time resolution of 	 . 

The esistive late hambers s   developed by . antonico 
and . ardarelli solidified this technology in , as mentioned 
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before. The idea was to overcome the estov counter s difficulties 
while maintaining its core virtues. 

The high resistivity material on the order of 10$"	 𝑚𝑚  prevents 
spar s from forming and prevents the avalanche from spreading 
throughout the gas. s a result, it aids in the cleaning of the gas after 
the avalanche finishes. 

The time it ta es for the high resistivity material to recover its 
properties is the main limitation of  detectors, particularly in the 
early models of ardarelli . hen a particle interacts with the gas 
and generates a signal, it ta es some time for the detection region to 
clean up the avalanche. This time is measured in milliseconds and 
varies depending on the material. ecause of the avalanche, the 
effective electric field is wea er at this period. s a result, there is some 
dead time in the detector, which affects the time resolution. Indeed, if 
the particle flu  is high compared to the s dead time, some 
interactions will be lost, which will reduce the detector s efficiency. 

ultiple gas gaps are used in modern s to increase the probability 
of particle gas interaction and thus improve efficiency and time 
resolution see Figure . . The increase in efficiency is roughly e pected 
to be  

1 	 	1 	   .  

where  denotes the number of gaps and  is the efficiency per single 
gap. Typical values of the single efficiency,  are of the order of  
as displayed in .  

The time resolution, on the other hand, can be estimated by . 

	   .  
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where the behavior of the contributions to the total fluctuations is 
presumed to be infinitesimal and thus the time response is aussian. 

 

Figure 2.1: shows a schematic of an RPC detector. In this case, there are two 
𝟏𝟏	𝒎𝒎𝒎𝒎 gas gaps. The gas ionization causes electrical avalanches, which emit a 
signal sent to the read-out electronics. 

ifferent gases, such as rgon mi tures, were used as an active 
medium in the first  models. Tetrafluorethane !𝐻𝐻! & 2, mi ed 
with other gases such as isobutane or sulphur he afluoride, is the most 
commonly used gas in modern  detectors. The proportions of the 
mi ture are essential for controlling avalanches and the detector s 
efficiency. The T  and  e periments, for e ample, used  
detectors with a gas mi ture of 	 !𝐻𝐻! &, 	 &𝐻𝐻$" and 
0 	  . The e istence of non environmentally friendly gases 
li e  and !𝐻𝐻! & is one of the significant drawbac s of this gas 
mi ture. lternative gas mi tures based on elium have recently been 
proposed . The use of a closed circuit gas system is also a 

 
2 Freon sometimes is used as a generic name to any fluorocarbon. The chemical formula of the 
Freon-134a (R-134a) is 𝐶𝐶!𝐻𝐻!𝐹𝐹!. 

Figure 2.1: shows a schematic of an RPC detector. In this case, there are two  gas gaps. The gas ioni-
zation causes electrical avalanches, which emit a signal sent to the read-out electronics.
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reasonable solution. This mechanism e tracts the impurities in the gas 
and it is not released into the atmosphere . 

era ion mode

The  detectors can operate in one of two modes: avalanche or 
streamer. The only difference between the two modes is the intense of 
the avalanche. 

S reamer mode

 streamer is a process that differs from avalanche multiplication 
see section . . It releases a large amount of charge compared to a 

regular avalanche process  therefore, it limits the rate capability that 
becomes a potential problem for s operated in this mode.  high 
operation voltage is re uired. The charge produced by the secondary 
ioni ations is so high that it distorts the electric field, ultimately causing 
a streamer in the detector gas. ompared to the avalanche mode, this 
mode provides more significant signals that can be discriminated 
against without amplification, simplifying the readout electronics. 

s in streamer mode are well suitable for e periments that operate 
at low rates, such as  at , which operates at 1	𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻/ 𝑚𝑚! , 
or a ar at  . nd also, for cosmic rays e periments as 

 at ang a ing . 

This mode was previously nown as spar  mode  , but it is 
probably not a good choice and the term streamer mode  has gained 
popularity . 

alan he mode

In  , the avalanche mode was implemented to increase rate 
capacity by lowering the charge released per avalanche 0 	 . It was 
also nown as proportional mode  , but that was too ambitious, so 
the word avalanche mode  prevailed . In this mode, lower
amplification gas mi tures are used, necessitating integrating high gain 

3.4 O7$5*&'.+ 8.,$) 
3.4.2 Streamer mode
3.4.3 Avalanche mode
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fast amplifiers into the Front nd lectronics F  to compensate for 
this effect, ma ing the F  more comple  than in the streamer mode. 

s that operate in avalanche mode has been used in high energy 
physics li e T   or   at the arge adron ollider 

. They are nown as trigger s,  and their rate capabilities 
range from 100 to 1000 𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻/ 𝑚𝑚!. Timing detectors have also benefited 
from these s, such as I   at  or F I at I . 

odern  detectors use avalanche mode with a multigap 
configuration. ith these detectors, time resolutions of the order of 
0	  and below are possible. ecause of their high time resolution, 

 detectors are ideal for particle trac ing in high multiplicity 
environment. 

n  detector, for e ample, is depicted schematically in Figure 
. .  two gap configuration in avalanche mode corresponds to this 

particular case. a is used to fill each gas gap, which has a 1	𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚 
width. ith 	𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚 of glass, the gas gaps are isolated. The two gaps are 
inside a high voltage created by two parallel planes. Ioni ation occurs 
within the gas gaps when a charged particle passes through the . 

s a result, an avalanche occurs. The electric field is affected by the 
avalanche in the gas gap if its scale is large enough. The anode will 
attract the electrons in the gas, while the cathode will attract the ions. 

s a result, a perturbation in the electric field occurs around the 
avalanche s development region. This generates a signal that can be 
read. The induction is produced in a rectangular region in this case. 

ther methods of detection divide the detection area into layers of 
strips. The electronic devices process this signal and convert it to 
relevant physical information. 

imin R R

The relevance of gap mechanical homogeneity concerning high 
precision timing and the development of fast amplification electronics 
enabled the operation of a multi gap  in avalanche mode with tiny 

3.9 T'8'+0 :PC (&:PC) 
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gaps of less than 1	𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚 and glass electrodes at fields as high as 
100	 𝑒𝑒/ 𝑚𝑚. In the year , this was accomplished by . Fonte, . 

mirnits i and . . . illiams .  new branch of the field was 
opened, with a time resolution of 1 0	 , while the ability to go down 
to 0	  for small detectors was soon verified . The use of large 
si e t s was eventually validated , with resolutions below 
100	  and good homogeneity. 

The high resistivity material has caused further changes in the 
mechanical structure of the s. riginally, a elite electrodes were 
applied to prevent spar s from generating inside the gas. owadays, for 
timing s a type of glass is preferred as a standard with a resistivity 
of 10$! 10$#	 𝑚𝑚. 

The parallel plates must be e posed to a high voltage. It must be strong 
enough to achieve high efficiency, but not so high that streamers are 
produced and the avalanche mode is bro en. There are t s that wor  
in avalanche mode with 100	 𝑒𝑒/ 𝑚𝑚 voltages and a low probability of 
streamers. y this reason, usually, multigap detectors are built in order 
to increase their total efficiency. 

he R S ro e

The characteristics of primary cosmic rays with an energy of more than 
100	 𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒 can only be studied indirectly using detector arrays on the 

arth s surface. nly a small fraction of these particles reaches the 
ground on surfaces ranging from 0 1 to 100	 𝑚𝑚! . ecause of the 
Insufficient information about the primary interaction and the low 
density of particles at the detection level, event by event analysis is 
e tremely difficult. Therefore, simulation programs are re uired for 
this type of analysis. 

fter observing cosmic rays in the  spectrometer at I 
Institute in armstadt, ermany  , the Trasgos acronym T c  

srecon tructin  m dule  were suggested. The goal was to create a 
high performance, affordable cosmic rays detector sensitive to muons 

3.; T-$ T:ASGO 75.#$%&
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and electromagnetic showers and based on  detectors. ecause of 
the good time and spatial resolutions that the detector provides, the 
Trasgos are ideal for studying the properties of cosmic rays. s a result, 
they are perfect detectors for particle trac ing and more accurate 
reconstruction of secondary cascades. 

The Trasgo is operating autonomously and allows to assemble or 
overlap many detectors to create larger constructions. Figure .  shows 
multiple Trasgos representations. The simplest model a  shows a 
single Trasgo with one  detector plane above the other. The 
simplest arrangement can be configured to cover a wider area b  or 
arranged on top of the other as a column to improve efficiency and 
resolution c . 

 

Figure 2.2: A Trasgo with several RPC detector planes arranged one on top of the 
other inside the main box (a), many RPC detectors placed to cover more 
extensive surfaces (b) and one on top of the other as a column to improve 
resolutions and efficiency (c). The figure is taken from [61]. 

nd also, T  would provide for a more precise and better 
reconstruction of air shower properties, either wor ing stand alone or 
in large surface arrays. 

ow, in this subsection, we present some of the T  family, 
starting with the T  detector. 

Figure 2.2: A Trasgo with several RPC detector planes arranged one on top of the other inside the main box (a), 
many RPC detectors placed to cover more extensive surfaces (b), and one on top of the other as a column to im-
prove resolutions and efficiency (c). The figure is taken from [61].
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he R S de e or

The T  detector acronym T s o for the 
na ysis of the nuclear matter ecay, the tmosphere, the arth 

Field3 nd the olar activity   is a cosmic rays telescope of the 
Trasgo family. 

The detector is located in the ab F research laboratory of the 
Faculty of hysics at the niversity of antiago de ompostela . 
The detector is devoted to analy ing the structure of the cosmic rays, 
the atmospheric properties and solar activity. It was installed on the first 
floor of a two floor building and so will re ect a fraction of the 
electromagnetic component of the showers in the geographical 
coordinates  º  ,  º   at about 0	𝑚𝑚 above sea 
level , . ince , the detector is ta ing data regularly with a 
rate of about  million registered events per day, around 0 triggers per 
second. 

The T  detector is shown schematically in Figure 
. . It comprises four  planes with an e ternal area of 
1 	 	1 0	𝑚𝑚! separated into rectangular pads. nly three of the 
four detectors are currently fully instrumented and operational. 

The T  s were designed and built at the I
oimbra using the same technology as the . uger observatory . 

The s internal structure is similar to that seen in Figure . . They 
are composed of two 1	𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚 gaps filled with a Freon  gas.  high 
voltage of 00	𝑒𝑒 is applied between the outer sides of the  at 
each plate, e uating to 00	𝑒𝑒/𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚 in each gap. In avalanche mode, 
this voltage creates an electric field. opper pads are used to read out 
the induced signals. 

The T  Front nd lectronics F  were 
developed at I for the  e periment. The induced signals in 

 
 here  refers to the arth s magnetic field. 

 

3.;.2 !e TRAGALDABAS detector 
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the pads for each  are first amplified and integrated and then 
digiti ed in channels daughter boards . very  s are 
connected to a motherboard  that provides low voltage and the 
output for both the digital read out and the trigger signals . The four 

s for each  plane collected all the signals and sent them to a 
read out board T .  before registering on a computer see Figure 
. . 

 

Figure 2.3: The TRAGALDABAS detector is depicted schematically. It is made up 
of four RPC planes that are separated into rectangular detection pads. 

 
 The trigger signal is the coincidence signal bet een any t o R  lanes. 

Figure 2.3: The TRAGALDABAS detector is depicted schematically. It is made up of four 
RPC planes that are separated into rectangular detection pads.
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Figure 2.4: A single plane's FEE electronics layout. Four MBs receive the 
amplified and digitized signal from the DBs, read out by a TRB and sent via 
Ethernet to the acquisition computer. 

The various materials of T   are listed in Table 
.  , together with their width in 𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚  and radiation length in 𝑚𝑚 . 

The materials respectively are aluminum l , foam, copper u , 
rinted ircuit oard  with a thin layer of u foil laminated 
F , metacrilate, glass and a Freon  gas gap. 

Furthermore, later in ctober , a layer of lead was installed 
with around 1 	 𝑚𝑚 of thic ness under the third plane to improve the 
detection techni ue, trac ing and identification capabilities of the 
detector. 

 

Figure 2.4: A single plane’s FEE electronics layout. Four MBs receive the amplified and digitized signal from 
the DBs, read out by a TRB, and sent via Ethernet to the acquisition computer.
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Table 2.1: Components of RPC plane for TRAGALDABAS, as well as their width 
and radiation length. 

 

where " is the width divided by the radiation length ". 

In the following subsection, we will present the second member of 
the T  family, which is the T I T  detector. 

he R S N de e or

T I T  T asgo para Inve Tigaciones tarticas  does not 
loo  much different from T  in design and 
construction. The T I T  detector is a cosmic rays detector based 
on esistive late hambers  technology. It consists of three 

s, each with an active area of 1 0	 	1 0	 𝑚𝑚!, which define the 
detector instrumented with the fast Front nd lectronics F  , 

Table 2.1: Components of RPC plane for TRAGALDABAS, 

as well as their width and radiation length.

3.;.3 !e TRISTAN detector 
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. oreover, the detector was built in oimbra using the e pertise of 
the mechanical wor shop and detector laboratory teams of I  , 
including the high voltage  power supplies and the gas system with 
monitoring capability. 

Figure .   presents the three planes of s of the detector 
with a layer of lead with a thic ness of 1	 𝑚𝑚 placed under the second 
plane covering the central 1  pads around 0  of the plane surface. 

 

Figure 2.5: Left: the path of different particles (electrons, muons, gammas) 
across the active size of the detector; right: a layer of lead is placed under the 
second plane. 

The internal configuration of each  plane is depicted in Figure 
. . Three 	𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚 thic  layers of glass with a 1	𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚 gap between them 

are placed inside a gas tight methacrylate bo  to ma e each plane. The 
glass layers are coated with a conductive layer where the high voltage 
of 00	𝑒𝑒 is applied. To compensate for the slight lea  of the gas, 
Freon gas a  is used to flow through each .  total of 0 
channels, 0 pads 	 	 	 𝑚𝑚! per plane, were read out by the T  
readout board with a timing resolution of around 0	  . 
Furthermore, there are grounded guard rings 	𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚 wide separate the 
pads to prevent crosstal . 

Figure 2.5: Left: the path of different particles (electrons, muons, gammas) across the active size of the detector; 
right: a layer of lead is placed under the second plane.
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Figure 2.6: The internal layout of the RPC. 

harged particles traveling through the first and second planes will 
interact with the layer of lead before reaching the third one. This layer 
was introduced to impose electromagnetic showers related to gammas 
and electrons to improve electron muon separation. 

In addition, each plane has a set of sensors, five of them for the 
temperature and the other two for the pressure and humidity, 
respectively.  high voltage  power supply has been connected to 
each plane. ll of them are auto calibrated to eep the gain nearly 
constant by pressure and temperature , . s a result, any slight 
changes in these variables are compensated by a change in the  
increasing or decreasing. Furthermore, two independent sensors, one an 
optic sensor and the other a pressure sensor, continuously chec  the gas 
flow. The optic sensor counts how many bubbles are formed per minute 
inside the bubblers, while the other monitors pressure variations. e 
can calculate the high voltage according to the following e uation: 

𝐻𝐻𝑒𝑒 𝑒𝑒 	 	 		 𝑚𝑚 	 		 𝑚𝑚
0 011 0 	 		  

 .  

where  is the reduced electric field in the Townsend unit,  is 
the thic ness of the gap,  is the pressure and  is the temperature. 

Figure 2.6: The internal layout of the RPC.
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The T  readout board developed by I is the foundation of 
the T I T  detector s data ac uisition system . s mentioned 
before, each  has  channels connected to  daughter boards 

s  connected to a single motherboard  per plane. The same 
T  was used to connect all motherboards s  for all the planes. 
The ac uisition trigger is coincidentally between at least one hit in the 
first plane and one in the third plane. 

The T I T  detector achieved three ourneys and collected data 
while crossing the tlantic cean on board the armiento de amboa 
and I  esperides oceanographic vessels along the region where the 

outh tlantic agnetic nomaly  is located.  is a 
wea ness in arth s magnetic field over outh merica and the outh 

tlantic, which allows the inner an llen radiation belt to dip down 
closer to the atmosphere. The trips too  place between ovember  
and ecember . 

s part of the ntarctic osmic ay bservatory  . 
The first two ourneys that the detector made from ovember  to 

pril  onboard the panish vessel armiento de amboa between 
igo, pain  and unta renas, hile , measuring the 

cosmic ray rate continuously throughout the tlantic crossing. fter 
that, the detector was installed and operated in facilities of the 

niversity of antiago de ompostela , pain, for a short time, 
around three wee s from the middle of ctober  to the first wee  
of ovember . Figure .  shows the detector installed in the 

panish boat armiento de amboa. The results of these trips are 
published in  International osmic ay onference I   

. 

The last ourney of T I T  was from  artagena, pain, to 
 unta renas, hile, on board of I  esperides oceanographic 

vessel. It was the most e tended trip with more than one month of data.  
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Figure 2.7: The TRISTAN detector in the Sarmiento de Gamboa oceanographic 
vessel. 

Thus, the last latitudinal scan finished. The detector T I T  was 
installed in ecember  at the panish ntarctic ase uan arlos 
I  in ivingston Island, oining the other detectors of . 

oreover, the results of this trip are published at  International 
osmic ay onference I   . 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

Figure 2.7: The TRISTAN detector in the Sarmiento de Gamboa oceanographic vessel.
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 ac in  it  i in  i ac   
a o it  

 

n rodu ion and mo i a ion

The reconstruction of the paths of the particles associated with a 
specific event across the e perimental setup is one of the essential 
aspects of data processing. The ioni ation of a material medium causes 
a charged particle to lose some of its energy when it travels through it. 

s a result, a signal verifying the particle s detection might be 
conceivable.  particle detector operates in this way at its most basic 
level. e eep trac  of all particle interactions with our detectors for 
each occurrence. This data is necessary for describing the particle s 
tra ectory. These tra ectories are crucial for estimating the physical 
characteristics of our detectors efficiency, calibration and acceptance  
and for identifying the nature of particles and performing a more 
e tensive physics investigation. 

ot all detectors are built to deliver the same level of information. For 
e ample, we can include detectors that offer accurate information on 
the particle s velocity in our e perimental setup. ome detectors 
provide data on the position of the interaction.  set of various detectors 
gathering diverse forms of information is standard in a typical 
e perimental setup. This information must be processed to obtain a 
good description of the tra ectories or other variables and it is the 
beginning point of the data analysis. 

article tra ectory information can be obtained using a variety of 
techni ues and algorithms. Traditionally, trac ing analysis is carried 
out in two steps: first, spatial data determines all possible particle 
tra ectories in the detector. fter then, the time information is used to 

3 TRACKING WITH TIMING <TIMTRACK= ALGORITHM
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cut the events that are not compatible with the time. This two step 
procedure, which treats time and spatial variables separately, has been 
in use for decades. ne of the ey reasons for this is that early detectors 
had inade uate or perhaps non e istent temporal resolution. In that 
case, a combined analysis of the variables is not necessary. 
Investigating correlations between spatial and time variables is 
impossible due to a lac  of nowledge regarding time resolution. 

The new  detectors can provide accurate spatial and temporal 
information. s a result, suggesting new trac ing methods that 
eliminate the old two step procedure in favor of a single step analysis 
seems fair. 

The TimTrac  algorithm is described in detail in this chapter. . ar n 
and . abanelas ,  devised the method, which has been adopted 
as the Trasgo family of detectors  reference reconstruction method. In 
contrast to the methods outlined above, TimTrac  reconstructs 
tra ectories utili ing spatial and temporal information in a single step. 
This is considerable because the approach can handle data from various 
detectors regardless of the measured variable. If our setup, for e ample, 
comprises a combination of s and plastic scintillators, the approach 
will combine all data and provide a concise description of the system. 

TimTrac  is built on the least s uares method, one of the algorithm s 
essential advantages from a mathematical standpoint. ecause a full 
matri  description of the approach is possible, this information allows 
for a more comfortable formulation of the e uations. 

There are three sections to this chapter. To begin, we ll go over the 
TimTrac  method s general concept. The models utili ed in real world 
physical situations are described in the second section. The method s 
numerical e amples are shown in the third section. 
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e ri ion o he me hod

The least s uares method is used in the TimTrac  algorithm. . udi s 
wor   provides a detailed matri  e planation of this techni ue and 
is used as the basis for TimTrac s mathematical formulation.

TimTrac s purpose is to determine all of the parameters related to 
particle propagation using a set of e perimental data as input. These 
parameters are stored in an ob ect called ae a  mallest set of 
parameters , where a saeta is a vector composed of the minimum of 
parameters re uired to describe a particle s tra ectory: 

" " "   .  

where " "  are the coordinates of the tra ectory in the 
reconstruction plane the origin , the  are the slopes respect the 
 and y propagation a es along the 𝐻𝐻 a is, 𝐻𝐻 and 𝐻𝐻, the " is 

the time at which the particle crossed the plane referred to an e ternal 
counter and  is the slowness, that is, the inverse of the velocity of the 
particle, 	 1 𝑒𝑒. 

The e uation .  shows the simplest form of a saeta that describes the 
propagation of a particle. ith these si  parameters, the tra ectory of a 
particle can be fully e plained. epending on the situation, the 
parameters can be different and other parametri ations of the problem 
can be done. 

s a result, the following are the fundamental features that distinguish 
TimTrac  from other trac ing or reconstruction algorithms: 

 TimTrac  always wor s with the si  parameters that define a 
particle s movement: two coordinates, two pro ected slopes, the 
particle s time in a particular reference plane and the inverse of the 
particle s velocity. or ing with all of the available parameters allows 

 
  saeta  from atin sagitta  arro . 
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for the early stages of the reconstruction process to include the 
relationships that e ist between them. ther processes, such as energy 
loss or multiple scattering and constraints, such as verte  location or 
mass, can be added to the fit in a reasonably simple method at the start. 

ll these features ma e the algorithm more powerful and more 
sensitive. 

 

Figure 3.1: A saeta in a generic strip detector is shown geometrically. A saeta 
(blue line) represents several kinematic characteristics related to particle 
propagation through the various components of our experimental setup. [74] 
provided the illustration. 

 TimTrac  can deal with uncalibrated data and integrate the calibration 
steps as part of the algorithm if enough data is provided. 

 TimTrac  is designed in a simple matri  formalism that treats 
parameters and calibration constants in the same way. It means that 
well nown parameters can be fi ed at any moment. The procedure can 
find calibration constants or analy e any relationships between them 
and the set parameters. 

Figure 3.1: A saeta in a generic strip detector is shown geometrically. A saeta (blue line) represents several 
kinematic characteristics related to particle propagation through the various components of our experi-
mental setup. [74] provided the illustration.
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Figure .  depicts an e perimental setup with four plane parallel 
detectors as an e ample. hen a particle passes through the setup, we 
get spatial and temporal coordinates from each detector. The 
parameters are presented in e uation .  as a saeta vector for the 
particle s propagation when the reconstruction is completed with 
TimTrac . The slope of the tra ectory along the propagation direction, 
𝐻𝐻, is represented by the  and  parameters in the figure. 

The TimTrac  approach essentially connects two spaces: data and 
parameters. This lin  is made under the assumption that our measured 
data follows a specific model dependent on our parameters. To 
summari e, the TimTrac  approach re uires the following: 

.  set of e perimental data. They are grouped into a  vector. 

.  set of parameters. They are defined as saeta . 

.  model that connects the two spaces: . 

The dimension of  e uals the dimension of , as seen above. The 
dimension of both spaces is referred to as . It is essential to now 
that  refers to the number of coordinates that ma e up each element, 
not the si e of the space. In general, we have a total number of 
parameters  that must satisfy . 

y minimi ing a mathematical function, , the parameters gathered in 
a saeta are derived. The statistical distance between the measured data 
and the model is referred to as this operator in the least s uares 
approach. s a result, the parameter values must ensure that the 
residual, or distance between the model and the e periment, is as little 
as possible. 

The functions we propose have the following mathematical form:  
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	 𝑚𝑚 !!

 
.  

where  is the uncertainty associated with the  variable. The method s 
purpose is to find the parameter values that reduce this observable to 
the minimum value. 

The latter e uation can be e pressed in a matri  form ,  as: 

	 	 	   .  

where  is the matri  that contains the statistical weights of the 
variables  or the inverse of the variance matri  and the apostrophe 
represents the transpose operation over a vector or matri . 

ccording to least s uares method , the set of parameters s that 
best describes the model is: 

0  .  

The modeled data  acobian matri  with respect to 

𝐺𝐺 	 	

𝑚𝑚$
$

𝑚𝑚$

𝑚𝑚
$

𝑚𝑚
 

   

.  

we can use a linear e pansion to e press the model that follows the 
data: 
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	𝐺𝐺	 	 "  .  

where " is the difference between 𝐺𝐺 . s a result,  can be 
written as a function of the matrices 𝐺𝐺 and ": 

	 𝐺𝐺 	 	 𝐺𝐺 𝐺𝐺 	 	 	 "

	 	 " 	 	 	 "  

  

.  

The following definitions can be added to this e pression to ma e it 
more comfortable to read: 

	 𝐺𝐺 	 	 𝐺𝐺    .  

	 𝐺𝐺 	 	 	 "     .  

" 	 	 " 	 	 	 "   .  

The functional assumes the following form with these definitions: 

	 	 	 	 	 	 "  .  

ow, we need to minimi e the chi s uare functional  by applying the 
condition of the e uation . , yields: 

	   .  

conse uently 

	 $	   .  

The called sea e uation is obtained by calling  to the inverse of the  
matri : 
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	 	   .  

t this point, must note the following observations: 

. The  matri  is also nown as the con i ration matrix. It is always 
a s uared symmetric matri  of the same dimension as the set of 
parameters, . If the model is linear, it is solely affected by the 
essential properties of the detectors and the uncertainty in the 
e perimental data. 

. The matri  containing the uncertainties of the parameters  is the 
inverse of . s a result, it s nown as an error matrix: 

	 1	
!

!

$
	 $	 

  

. ecause , the  matri  can always be inverted and the 
minimi ation problem can be solved. The problem has a uni ue and 
e act solution if . 

. The  vector is called the red ced data ector. It converts the  data 
in a vector of dimension . 

. " is always a scalar uantity. 

fter all e perimental data has been reduced to  vector, the  matri  
connects the data and parameter spaces. 

ne of the ey benefits of the TimTrac  approach is that it may be 
utili ed with a variety of detectors simultaneously. ach e periment is 
made up of a collection of detectors that measure various variables. e 
can have, for e ample, heren ov detectors that can accurately 
measure velocity with a Time f Flight detector that can measure time. 

 model  is used to characteri e each of these detectors. 
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e can characteri e the entire array of detectors by solving a more 
generic sea e uation using the TimTrac  techni ue. There are a few 
things to consider: 

. In our e periment, we will assume that we have n detectors.  uni ue 
model mi is assigned to each detector. 

. The models can be various because they depict different 
e perimental data. ach detector, in general, has its own  matri  and 

 vector. 

. The sum of the individual vectors and matrices yields the total  
matri  and total  vector that describe the entire set up of the 
e periment. 

. s a result, the general sea e uation becomes: 

	
$

		  
.  

In figure . , you can see a schematic representation of the TimTrac  
applied to several detectors. ach detector in the figure measures 
different types of data. The first detector measures position , 
followed by the second detector , the third detector  and 
so on. s a result, each model produces a matri   and a vector  for 
each set of data. The solution of the general sea e uation .  is saeta, 
which describes the path through all of the detectors. 
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Figure 3.2: Scheme of the modeling of the matrices required in the TimTrack 
algorithm that applied to the different  number of detectors, each of them 
following a specific model for their measurements. 

Non linear im ra

If the data is described by a non linear model, an iterative method 
should be used to solve the problem. The vector " has no dependency 
on the parameters in the linear case. In a nutshell, this vector represents 
how much our data deviates from linearity. ecause the model is linear, 
its derivatives are constant and the acobian matri s components are 
also constant values. s a result, the solution is not re uired for these 
mathematical ob ects. 

In the non linear case, however, this reliance occurs. e must 
iterate until convergence is discovered to get the global minimum. 
Figure .  depicts a simple instance of this iterative process, with a 
proposed solution at each iteration. 

t this point, we will use . uenca s  description and notation 
for the non linear case. The same method is used to get the global 
minimum of a function with several variables. The function to be 
minimi ed has a nearly identical form. The variance lies in the ob ects  
dependency: 

Figure 3.2: Scheme of the modeling of the matrices required in the TimTrack algorithm that applied to the different  number of detectors, each of them following a specific model for 
their measurements.

4.3.2 Non-linear TimTrack 
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	 	 "	 	 	 " 	 "   .  

 

Figure 3.3: Schematic illustration of the TimTrack method’s solution search for 
a non-linear model. The first answer, , is proposed. At each step, the original 
vector is adjusted until a converged vector  is obtained. A global minimum of 
the functional  is attained for those parameter values.  

here the ob ects now have a dependency in : 

" 	 𝐺𝐺"	 	 𝐺𝐺"  .  

" 	 𝐺𝐺"	 	 	 "   .  

" 	 	 " 	 	 	 "   .  

et us suppose that a set of parameters " is proposed as a solution 
and it is close to the global minimum that solves our problem. s a 
result, a Taylor e pansion for the functional  about " can be 
performed: 

Figure 3.3: Schematic illustration of the TimTrack method’s solution search for a non-linear model. The first answer, , is proposed. At each step, the original vector is adjusted 
until a converged vector  is obtained. A global minimum of the functional  is attained for those parameter values. 
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	 " 		 	1 	 	 		
!

!

	 	 

  

.  

where 	 " 	 . ecause the minimum must satisfy the condition 
0, we can write: 

"	 "	 		 "	 	 " 0  .  

where can you get the parameters : 

	 "
$	 " 	 "  .  

The following are the new parameters: 

$ 	 " 	 	 "
$	 		 "  .  

s well as the observation that this e uation has the same form as 
. . e may recalculate the new  matri , the new  vector and so 

on with these new parameter values. The new values are closer to the 
minimum and the iterative process continues until convergence is 
reached.  more generic e uation that accounts for the recursive 
method can be written as follows: 

	 $
$ 	 $  .  

onvergence is obtained after a few iterations and the differences  
should diminish with each iteration. 

To summari e, we must follow the procedures below to find a non
linear TimTrac  solution: 
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. s an initial vector, we suggest a collection of parameters called ". 
In general, this vector should be near the global minimum functional . 

. fter calculating the acobian matri  𝐺𝐺", we calculate the vector 
" . 

. e calculate the values of " and " using these two ob ects as the 
value of  and  evaluated at ". 

. To find a new set of parameters $, we use the sea e uation. 

. Iteratively repeat the method until convergence is achieved. 

Non linear im ra i h on rain

ome physical or geometrical properties may constrain the 
parameters of the  vector, such as energy momentum conservation. 

These parameters boundary conditions can be introduced in three 
different ways. ne option is to apply the constraints to the parameters 
before performing the calculations. This redefinition could ma e 
calculating the acobian matri  more difficult, especially if the 
constraints are not linear. The covariances between the individual 
parameters are lost while using this method. 

tending the model is the second option to include constraints. 
dditional e uations are used to define the boundary conditions 

between the parameters. n arbitrary weight factor in the  matri  
related to the physical problem s uncertainty is re uired for this 
method. 

The third possible option is to redefine the functional  to include 
a set of  functions containing the parameter constraints. agrange 
multipliers are used to minimi e the function to its simplest form. 

estrictions are always given in the following format: 

4.3.3 Non-linear TimTrack with constraints 
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0  .  

If we use the agrange multipliers approach and the inde   runs to , 
we must first construct the functional: 

	 	  
 .  

where  is the set of agrange multipliers and for convenience, the 
number  will introduce later. ecause the multipliers are arbitrary, 
adding one more will have no effect on the final solution and, in this 
case, will simplify the e uations. 

sing the condition, we will find the bare minimum of the 
functional: 

	 	 	 		 	 		 	

	 	 	 0 

  

 

.  

e can use the general non linear method described in the preceding 
section to solve this problem. e can suppose the model and restriction 
functions can be e panded as first order Taylor series with neglecting 
the high order terms of the e pansion: 

	 " 	 	 " 	𝐺𝐺"	  
 .  

and 
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	 " 	 	 " 	 "	  
 .  

where " is the acobian matri  of the constraints calculated at " and 
 is the array of functions with boundary conditions. 

e may rewrite the condition of minimum .  by using the 
definitions of " and $ as: 

" $ 	 " 	 "  .  

where " 	 " 	 " ". Following the same procedure as in the non
linear case, the solution of the non linear constrained e uations is given 
by: 

	 $
$ 	 $  .  

where  was defined as 	 	 . 

The agrange multipliers, as we can see, play a role in the solution 
of the parameters. s a result, we will have to figure out their values. 
The solution will be useless if this is not done. e can suggest the 
following set of e uations based on the definition of the constraint 
functions and the agrangian form: 

"	 	 	 "  .  

"	 	 	 "  .  

sing these e uations, the " matri , the vector  and the vector " 
can be e tended as follows: 
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" "
" 0 	 	 "

"
  .  

The agrange multipliers are included in an e tension of the 
parameters. hen we use the non linear approach again, we get the sea 
e uation: 

	 $
$ 	 $  .  

where 	 $ 	 . 

The errors matri  associated with the parameters is contained in 
the inverse of the  matri , ust li e in the other cases. 

The iterative procedure is illustrated in figure . . The restricted 
sea e uation is used to create a new set of values, presented as an initial 
solution for the parameters. The solution must fulfill the restrictions 
contained in the constraint functions. 

Finally, the algorithm for the non linear TimTrac  with constraints 
can be summari ed as follows: 

. e add a set of  e uations to our model to represent the constraints 
on our parameters. 0 is the form of each restriction. 

. The e uation for constructing the agrangian to be minimi ed is 
. . 
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Figure 3.4: Searching for a solution to a non-linear model with parameter 
restrictions. The problem is solved iteratively in the same way that a 
conventional non-linear problem is solved. Still, the final values of the 
parameters  must satisfy the constraints of a constraint function (blue line). 

. we compute the acobian matri  	 . 

. There is a proposed first solution ". sing these parameters, we 
evaluate the ob ects. 

. ow, it is time to begin the iterative process. e find the solution to: 

$ 	 " "
" 0 	 		 " 	 " "

"
 

  

. The new solution ta es the form $ 	 " 	 $. 

. The iteration process epeats until convergence is reached. 

Figure 3.4: Searching for a solution to a non-linear model with parameter restrictions. The problem is solved iteratively in the same way that a conventional non-li-
near problem is solved. Still, the final values of the parameters  must satisfy the constraints of a constraint function (blue line).
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Model e am le and ome a li a ion

e define the models utili ed for calibration and reconstruction tas s 
throughout the thesis in this section. The models are based on an 
e perimental setup that includes three parallel planes in the T I T  
detector and four parallel planes in the T  detector, 
each of which provides  coordinates, as illustrated in figure . . 

t 𝐻𝐻 , each plane is located. e considered  as a free independent 
variable because the particle is traveling along the positive 𝐻𝐻 a is. 

The values of the measured uantities are grouped in the  matri  as 
statistical weights and their intrinsic uncertainty is associated with 
them. The uncertainties are ,  and  in this case. s a result, the 

 matrices ta e the following form: 

	
0 0

0 0
0 0

 
  

where  	 1 !. In all of the models in this section, this matri  will 
be the same. 

inear model

The linear model is the ma imum straightforward representation 
of a particle propagating along a straight path. The model, , is 
defined by the following e uations: 

𝑚𝑚 	 " 	 	 𝐻𝐻   

𝑚𝑚 	 " 	 	 𝐻𝐻   

𝑚𝑚 	 " 	 𝐻𝐻   

4.4 M.,$/) $?*87/$ *+, ).8$ *77/'%*&'.+)
4.4.2 Linear model 
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the  coordinates, as seen, are the parametric representation of a 
straight line, with the 𝐻𝐻 coordinate standing as the free parameter.  
linear time dependency was also considered. This is a rough estimate 
that only holds if vertical particles are present. 

In the saeta, the un nown parameters are grouped as follows: 

" " "    

as seen in figure . . The sea e uation .  must be solved in order 
to calculate the parameter values. The configuration matri   and the 
reduced data vector  is re uired for this. The  matri  has the 
following form for each plane, based on the ob ect definitions given in 
the array of e uations . : 

	
𝐻𝐻
0
0
0
0

			

𝐻𝐻
𝐻𝐻!
0
0
0
0

			

0
0

𝐻𝐻
0
0

			

0
0
𝐻𝐻
𝐻𝐻!
0
0

			

0
0
0
0

𝐻𝐻

			

0
0
0
0
𝐻𝐻
𝐻𝐻!

 

the configuration matri , as can be shown, is unaffected by the  
parameters. It only depends on the plane s position 𝐻𝐻  and the 
e perimental data s uncertainty. To construct  vector, we use the 
following definition: 

	

	 		
	 		 	 		𝐻𝐻
	 		

	 		 	 		𝐻𝐻
	 		

	 		 	 		𝐻𝐻
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 denotes the e perimental measurement in the plane . The 
 vector, li e the configuration matri  , is independent of the 

parameters. 

There are si  un nowns i.e., parameters to solve . The problem 
has an e act solution for two planes we have 	  data for 
si  parameters  since each plane contributes three data. e have two 
additional data vectors that help us answer better since they provide the 
system more information. 

The sums of the individual  and  vectors yield the total  
matri  and total  vector. The solution is reached without an iterative 
method because these ob ects are not dependant on the parameters. The 
sea e uation .  is used to find the parameters. 

Non linear model

The previous subsection shows the linear model, the most 
straightforward essential representation of a particle crossing the 
detector in a straight line. ow, in this subsection, a non linear model 
can be used to provide a more realistic description: 

𝑚𝑚 	 " 	 	 𝐻𝐻   

𝑚𝑚 	 " 	 	 𝐻𝐻   

𝑚𝑚 	 " 	 	 𝐻𝐻   

where 

	 1 	 ! 	 !   

the inematical parameters are identical to those in the linear case: 

" " "    

4.4.3 Non-linear model 
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The non vertical displacement is considered in this non linear model. 
The uantity  denotes the direction vector s module, or the actual 
distance traveled by the particle in a vertical step of 𝐻𝐻. s in the linear 
case, the  components follow the e uation of a straight line. 

nli e in a linear model, the values of the un nown parameters 
will affect the different ob ects. The  matrices and  vectors have 
the following format: 

	 		

! ! ! ! !

! ! !

!

		 		

! ! !

! ! ! ! !

!

		 		

!

!

! !

 

and  

	
𝐻𝐻 	 𝐻𝐻

𝐻𝐻 	 𝐻𝐻

𝐻𝐻

 

  

where 

!𝐻𝐻 	 !𝐻𝐻    

these ob ects, as we can see, are dependent on the parameters ,  and 
. e can also see correlations between the variables in the  matri  

that are not present in the linear model case. 

s with the linear case, the total  matri  and total  vector are 
determined. Iteratively solving the sea e uation is re uired. To do so, 
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we suggest an arbitrary initial solution as close as possible to the global 
minimum " and alter it by solving the sea e uation iteratively. hen 
a convergence criterion is met, the procedure comes to an end. The 
difference in uclidean modules of the solutions was employed in this 
thesis: 

	 $ 	 	 	 	 	   

to bring the iterative process to a halt, the value of  is optional in this 
case. In this difference of modules criteria, we utili ed 	 10 # as a 
convergence value. 

Su er ae a

The multiple oulomb scattering occurs when the particles interact 
with the materials of the detector. y reconstructing the interaction 
vertices, the material s shape can be created.  new ob ect, super saeta, 
is now defined.  super saeta is made up of two saetas that shared the 
same verte . 

The data is described by two models: one for the two top planes 
and another for the lower planes. ach model produces a saeta and we 
impose that both tra ectories intersect at the interaction verte . The 
reference point for the calculations is the verte  " " " . 

The two models are as follows: 

𝑚𝑚 	 " 	 $	 𝐻𝐻 	 "    

𝑚𝑚 	 " 	 $ 	 𝐻𝐻 	 "    

𝑚𝑚 	 " 	 	 𝐻𝐻 	 "    

  

𝑚𝑚 	 " 	 !	 𝐻𝐻 	 "    

4.4.4 Super-saetas
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𝑚𝑚 	 " 	 ! 	 𝐻𝐻 	 "    

𝑚𝑚 	 " 	 	 𝐻𝐻 	 "    

The symbols  and  indicated for up planes and down planes, 
respectively. The super saeta parameters are as follows: 

" $ ! " $ ! " "    

The parameters of both tra ectories are included in this super saeta 
because $, $  are the slopes of the reconstructed tra ectory in the upper 
planes and !, !  are the slopes of the reconstructed tra ectory in the 
lower planes. The verte  is represented by the points " " " , the 
time is represented by " and the slowness is represented by . e 
assume that the particle s velocity is a free parameter in this model, 
meaning that it is not constant. 

The new array of e uations shows the non ero elements of the 
configuration matri  . e defined the uantities to ma e notation 
easier 

	 1 	 $
! 	 $

! 
  

and 

	 𝐻𝐻 	 "   

where ! 	 𝐻𝐻 	 " !. ince there are nine parameters, the 
configuration matrices are  s uared symmetric 	 . The 
following are the elements of : 

$$ 	    
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$! 	 	    

$ 	 	 $   

!! 	 	 ! 	 	 		 !	 		 $
!	 		 !

!  
  

! 	 	 		 !	 		 $
!	 		 !

! 	   

!% 	 	 		 	 		 $	 		  
  

! 	 	 $	 !	   

! 	 !	 	 $	 	 	 $	 	   

&& 	    

& 	 	    

& 	 	 $    

	 	 ! 	 	 		 !	 		 $!	 		 !

!  
  

% 	 	 		 	 		 $ 	 		  
  

	 	 $ 	 !	   

	 !	 	 $ 	 	 	 $ 	 	   

%% 	    

% 	 	 	    

% 	 	 	    

	 	 !	 !   

	 	 	 !	    

	 	 $
! 	 	 $

! 	 	 !	 !   
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The reduced data vector  for a measurement  in the plane 
𝐻𝐻  has the following form: 

𝒂𝒂 = 	

⎝

⎜
⎜
⎜
⎜
⎜
⎜
⎜
⎜
⎜
⎛

𝑤𝑤 	.		∆𝑥𝑥
−𝑍𝑍	.		 𝑤𝑤 . 𝑘𝑘 . ∆𝑥𝑥 + 𝑆𝑆.𝑤𝑤 . 𝑋𝑋 . [−𝑡𝑡 . 𝑘𝑘 + 𝑆𝑆. (𝑍𝑍 . 𝑘𝑘 −	𝑧𝑧 . 𝑞𝑞 )]

𝑘𝑘
0

𝑤𝑤 	.		∆𝑦𝑦

−𝑍𝑍	.		 𝑤𝑤 . 𝑘𝑘 . ∆𝑦𝑦 + 𝑆𝑆.𝑤𝑤 . 𝑌𝑌 . [−𝑡𝑡 . 𝑘𝑘 + 𝑆𝑆. (𝑍𝑍 . 𝑘𝑘 −	𝑧𝑧 . 𝑞𝑞 )]
𝑘𝑘

0
𝑤𝑤 . 𝑡𝑡 . 𝑘𝑘. 𝑆𝑆. −𝑍𝑍 . 𝑘𝑘 + 𝑧𝑧 . 𝑞𝑞

𝑘𝑘
𝑤𝑤 . 𝑍𝑍. 𝑡𝑡 . 𝑘𝑘. 𝑆𝑆. (𝑍𝑍 . 𝑘𝑘 − 𝑧𝑧 𝑞𝑞 )

−𝑆𝑆. 𝑡𝑡 . 𝑤𝑤 . 𝑘𝑘 + 𝑤𝑤 . 𝑋𝑋 . ∆𝑥𝑥 + 𝑤𝑤 . 𝑌𝑌 . ∆𝑦𝑦 + 𝑆𝑆 .𝑤𝑤 (𝑘𝑘 . 𝑍𝑍 − 𝑞𝑞 . 𝑧𝑧 ) ⎠

⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎞

 

where 

	 $ " 

	 $ " 

1 $
!

$
! 

	 $
!

$
! 

The model defining the data of the two lower planes is constructed 
in the same way. The non ero values of the  matri  have the same 
form as the non ero values of the  matri , but as a function of !, 
! . 

The variables  and  have the e act definition as in the upper 
case: 
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	 1 	 !
! 	 !

! 

and 

	 𝐻𝐻 	 " 

The configuration matrices  are  s uared symmetric 
	  since there are nine parameters. The elements of  are as follows: 

$$ 	    

$! 	 	    

$ 	 	 !   

## 	 	 ! 	 	 		 !	 		 !
!	 		 !

!  
  

# 	 	 !	 !	 ! 	 !

! 	   

#% 	 	 		 	 		 !	 		  
  

# 	 	 !	 !	   

# 	 !	 	 !	 	 	 !	 	   

&& 	    

& 	 	    

& 	 	 !    

	 	 ! 	 	 		 !	 		 !!	 		 !

!  
  

% 	 	 		 	 		 ! 	 		  
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	 	 ! 	 !	   

	 !	 	 ! 	 	 	 ! 	 	   

%% 	    

% 	 	 	    

% 	 	 	    

	 	 !	 !   

	 	 	 !	    

	 	 !
! 	 	 !

! 	 	 !	 !   

The same is done for the reduced data vector  and ta es the following 
form: 

𝒂𝒂 = 	

⎝

⎜
⎜
⎜
⎜
⎜
⎜
⎜
⎜
⎜
⎛

𝑤𝑤 	.		∆𝑥𝑥
0

−𝑍𝑍	.		 𝑤𝑤 . 𝑘𝑘 . ∆𝑥𝑥 + 𝑆𝑆.𝑤𝑤 . 𝑋𝑋 . [−𝑡𝑡 . 𝑘𝑘 + 𝑆𝑆. (𝑍𝑍 . 𝑘𝑘 −	𝑧𝑧 . 𝑞𝑞 )]
𝑘𝑘

𝑤𝑤 	.		∆𝑦𝑦
0

−𝑍𝑍	.		 𝑤𝑤 . 𝑘𝑘 . ∆𝑦𝑦 + 𝑆𝑆.𝑤𝑤 . 𝑌𝑌 . [−𝑡𝑡 . 𝑘𝑘 + 𝑆𝑆. (𝑍𝑍 . 𝑘𝑘 −	𝑧𝑧 . 𝑞𝑞 )]
𝑘𝑘

𝑤𝑤 . 𝑡𝑡 . 𝑘𝑘. 𝑆𝑆. −𝑍𝑍 . 𝑘𝑘 + 𝑧𝑧 . 𝑞𝑞
𝑘𝑘

𝑤𝑤 . 𝑍𝑍. 𝑡𝑡 . 𝑘𝑘. 𝑆𝑆. (𝑍𝑍 . 𝑘𝑘 − 𝑧𝑧 𝑞𝑞 )
−𝑆𝑆. 𝑡𝑡 . 𝑤𝑤 . 𝑘𝑘 + 𝑤𝑤 . 𝑋𝑋 . ∆𝑥𝑥 + 𝑤𝑤 . 𝑌𝑌 . ∆𝑦𝑦 + 𝑆𝑆 .𝑤𝑤 (𝑘𝑘 . 𝑍𝑍 − 𝑞𝑞 . 𝑧𝑧 ) ⎠

⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎞

 

where the same variables as in the upper plane case were introduced: 

	 ! "	 

	 ! " 
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1 !
!

!
! 

	 !
!

!
! 

s with the  vector, the total  matri  represents the sum of the 
contributions for the two models: 

	
!

$
	
!

$
 

	
!

$
	
!

$
 

as a result, the parameter values are found by solving the sea e uation 
. . 

y assuming that the particle s velocity remains constant, we can 
modify these models. In this case, there are eight rather than nine 
parameters grouped in the super saeta: 

" $ ! " $ ! " "    

Therefore, the dimensions of the  matrices are  and the 
elements have a new form. 

im ra in ide a ad i h dri elo i

ow we will loo  at a set of  planes with rectangular pads 
dividing their detecting area, as we saw in hapter , section .  
particle traversing two  planes is demonstrated in figure . . The 
detection regions or pads on each  plane are rectangular. The signal 
propagates inside the detecting region until it is read at the center of the 

4.4.9 TimTrack inside a pad with dri@ velocity
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cell when a particle interacts with the detector at some pad. The drift 
velocity the signal s velocity inside the pad  is estimated to be roughly 
0  of that of light. 

 

Figure 3.5: A particle detected in two pads is shown schematically. Rectangular 
areas divide the detection areas of the planes. The signal readout is in the pad’s 
center ( ) and must go from the hit  to the pad’s center. As a 
result, the signal’s drift velocity inside the pad is considered in the data model. 

s a result, a model that includes the drift velocity and represents 
the propagation of a particle is: 

𝑚𝑚 	 " 	 	 𝐻𝐻 

𝑚𝑚 	 " 	 	 𝐻𝐻 

𝑚𝑚 	 " 	 	 𝐻𝐻 	 	  

Pad 1

Pad 2

(x1, y1, t1)

(x2, y2, t2)

(Xc, Yc)

(Xc, Yc)

Figure 3.5: A particle detected in two pads is shown schematically. Rectangular areas divide the detection areas of the planes. The signal readout 
is in the pad’s center () and must go from the hit  to the pad’s center. As a result, the signal’s drift velocity inside the pad is considered in the 
data model.
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where  is the inverse of the signal s velocity, 	 1 	 ! 	 ! 
and  is the distance the signal travels inside the path from the 
interaction site to the detection point in the pad s center: 

	 𝑚𝑚 	 ! 	 𝑚𝑚 	 ! 

This is a non linear model that must solve iteratively. In the saeta, the 
following parameters are grouped: 

" " "  

For all planes, we assumed that the drift velocity is constant. 

ecause one pad has dimensions  and the signal is read out 
in the center,  and  are random variables that are distributed 
uniformly. The uniform probability distribution is used to compute the 
uncertainty of the measurements . That is lead to: 

	 1  

and  

	 1  

The configuration matri   consists of the following elements: 

$$ 	
!	 		 	 		 !

!  

$! 	 𝐻𝐻 	 	 		 	 		 	 	 		 	 		 	 		 	 		
	 		 !  
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$# 	
!	 		 	 		 	 		

!  

$& 	 𝐻𝐻 	 	 		 	 		 	 	 		 	 		 	 		 	 		
	 		 !  

$ 	 	 		 	 		
 

$ 	 	 		 	 		 	 		 	 		𝐻𝐻
 

!! 	 	 𝐻𝐻! 	 	 		 	 		𝐻𝐻 	 		 	 		𝐻𝐻 !
 

!# 	 𝐻𝐻 	 	 		 	 		 	 	 		 	 		 	 		 	 		
	 		 !  

!& 	 	 	 		 	 		 	 		 	 		 	 	 		 	 		 	 		 	 		
!	 		 !  

! 	 	 	 		 	 		𝐻𝐻 	 		 	 		𝐻𝐻
 

! 	 	 𝐻𝐻!	 	 		 	 		 	 		 	 		
 

## 	
!	 		 	 		 !

!  

#& 	 𝐻𝐻 	 	 		 	 		 	 	 		 	 		 	 		 	 		
	 		 !  
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# 	 	 		 	 		
 

# 	 	 		 	 		 	 		 	 		𝐻𝐻
 

&& 	 	 𝐻𝐻! 	 	 		 	 		𝐻𝐻 	 		 	 		𝐻𝐻 !
 

& 	 	 	 		 	 		𝐻𝐻 	 		 	 		𝐻𝐻
 

& 	 	 𝐻𝐻!	 	 		 	 		 	 		 	 		
 

	  

	 	 	 𝐻𝐻  

	 	 !	 𝐻𝐻! 

where the uantities  and  are defined as follow: 

	𝑚𝑚 	 " 	 𝐻𝐻  

and 

	𝑚𝑚 	 " 	 𝐻𝐻  

fter determining the configuration matri  . ow, we determine the 
reduced data vector,  and ta es the form: 
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𝒂𝒂 = 	

⎝

⎜
⎜
⎜
⎜
⎜
⎜
⎜
⎜
⎜
⎜
⎜
⎛

𝑤𝑤!. 𝑥𝑥" + ∆!. 𝑆𝑆#. 𝑤𝑤$. -
𝑟𝑟. 𝑆𝑆(𝑋𝑋%& + 𝑌𝑌%&)𝑧𝑧" + 𝑘𝑘[−𝑟𝑟&𝑆𝑆# + 𝑟𝑟. 𝑡𝑡" + 𝑆𝑆#(∆!. 𝑚𝑚! + ∆'. 𝑚𝑚')]

𝑘𝑘. 𝑟𝑟& :

𝑤𝑤!. 𝑥𝑥" . 𝑧𝑧" + 𝑤𝑤$(∆!. 𝑘𝑘. 𝑆𝑆# + 𝑟𝑟. 𝑆𝑆. 𝑋𝑋%)𝑧𝑧" . -
𝑟𝑟. 𝑠𝑠(𝑋𝑋%& + 𝑌𝑌%&)𝑧𝑧" + 𝑘𝑘[𝑟𝑟(−𝑆𝑆#. 𝑟𝑟 + 𝑡𝑡") + 𝑆𝑆#<∆!. 𝑚𝑚! + ∆'. 𝑚𝑚'=]

𝑘𝑘&. 𝑟𝑟& :

𝑤𝑤'. 𝑦𝑦" + ∆'. 𝑆𝑆#. 𝑤𝑤$. -
𝑟𝑟. 𝑆𝑆(𝑋𝑋%& + 𝑌𝑌%&)𝑧𝑧" + 𝑘𝑘[−𝑟𝑟&𝑆𝑆# + 𝑟𝑟. 𝑡𝑡" + 𝑆𝑆#(∆!. 𝑚𝑚! + ∆'. 𝑚𝑚')]

𝑘𝑘. 𝑟𝑟& :

𝑤𝑤'. 𝑦𝑦" . 𝑧𝑧" + 𝑤𝑤$<∆'. 𝑘𝑘. 𝑆𝑆# + 𝑟𝑟. 𝑆𝑆. 𝑌𝑌%=𝑧𝑧"	. -
𝑟𝑟. 𝑠𝑠(𝑋𝑋%& + 𝑌𝑌%&)𝑧𝑧" + 𝑘𝑘[𝑟𝑟(−𝑆𝑆#. 𝑟𝑟 + 𝑡𝑡") + 𝑆𝑆#<∆!. 𝑚𝑚! + ∆'. 𝑚𝑚'=]

𝑘𝑘&. 𝑟𝑟& :

𝑤𝑤$. -
𝑟𝑟. 𝑆𝑆(𝑋𝑋%& + 𝑌𝑌%&)𝑧𝑧" + 𝑘𝑘[−𝑟𝑟&. 𝑆𝑆# + 𝑟𝑟. 𝑡𝑡" + 𝑆𝑆#(∆!. 𝑚𝑚! + ∆'. 𝑚𝑚')]

𝑘𝑘. 𝑟𝑟 :

𝑤𝑤$. 𝑧𝑧" . -
𝑟𝑟. 𝑆𝑆(𝑋𝑋%& + 𝑌𝑌%&)𝑧𝑧" + 𝑘𝑘[−𝑟𝑟&. 𝑆𝑆# + 𝑟𝑟. 𝑡𝑡" + 𝑆𝑆#(∆!. 𝑚𝑚! + ∆'. 𝑚𝑚')]

𝑟𝑟 :

	

⎠

⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎞

 

by using the same definitions that were used before. The parameters are 
determined by solving the sea e uation iteratively. 

ven though this model appears to be highly comprehensive, it 
does have significant limits due to the computation approach. a ing 
a perturbation on the saetas at each iteration is one such solution. If the 
particle enters the pad vertically, the final solution provides the pad s 
center, as if the drift velocity is ero. s a result, the process will see  
the global minimum rather than local stable solutions. 

he model i h numeri al e am le

ndoubtedly, the numerical e amples assist in understanding the 
physics situation that we have. Thus, this section will present two 
numerical e amples of some models illustrated before to e plain how 
the TimTrac  algorithm wor s with more details, one for the 
T  detector and the other for the T I T . 

The central point of each  for the detectors is used as the origin of 
the spatial components. e used the units 𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚 and  for the 
magnitudes of space and time. For each plane, we assumed that the 
uncertainties in position , position  and time  are the same. The 
following are the values we assigned to them: 

	 	𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚 
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and 

00	  

s a result, the weight matri  remains constant: 

	
1 ! 0 0
0 1 ! 0
0 0 1 00!

 

ow, we will start with the first e ample for the T  
detector. 

am le o a linear model or R S de e or

For this e ample, we employed the same set up for the 
T  detector as in figure . , consisting of four  
planes. ach  measures  position,  position and  the time 

. 

 

Figure 3.6: TRAGALDABAS experimental setup for numerical demonstration of 
TimTrack method. The distances between the RPC's are in mm. The origin of , 
 is located at the center of each RPC plane. 

(0,0)

RPC 1

RPC 2

RPC 3

RPC 4

Z = 0

Z = 600

Z = 900

Z = 1800

4.9.2 Example of a linear model for TRAGALDABAS detector
Figure 3.6: TRAGALDABAS experimental setup for numerical demonstration of TimTrack method. The distances between the RPC’s are in 
mm. The origin of ,  is located at the center of each RPC plane.
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The linear model described in subsection . .  will be evaluated 
numerically. e create a list of hits, as follows: 

$ $ $ 00 00 1100  at 𝐻𝐻 0 

! ! ! 00 1 0 00  at 𝐻𝐻 00 

# # # 00 0 0  at 𝐻𝐻 00 

& & & 1 00 0 00  at 𝐻𝐻 1 00 

These numbers are based on a particle traveling at the speed of light 
crossing the detector. s the  coordinates decrease, the  coordinates 
increase. 

e calculate the con i ration matrix  for each plane using the  
matri  definitions: 

$ 	

0 0
0
0
0
0
0

			

0
0
0
0
0
0

			

0
0
0 0
0
0
0

			

0
0
0
0
0
0

			

0
0
0
0

0 0000
0

			

0
0
0
0
0
0

 

! 	

0 0

0
0
0
0

			
1 00
0
0
0
0

			

0
0
0 0

0
0

			

0
0

1 00
0
0

			

0
0
0
0

0 0000
0 01

			

0
0
0
0

0 01
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# 	

0 0

0
0
0
0

			
00
0
0
0
0

			

0
0
0 0

0
0

			

0
0

00
0
0

			

0
0
0
0

0 0000
0 0

			

0
0
0
0

0 0
0

 

& 	

0 0

0
0
0
0

			
1 00
0
0
0
0

			

0
0
0 0

0
0

			

0
0

1 00
0
0

			

0
0
0
0

0 0000
0 0

			

0
0
0
0

0 0
1

 

and then the total  matri  is as follows: 

	
&

$
	

	

0 1
1
0
0
0
0

			

1
1 00
0
0
0
0

			

0
0
0 1
1
0
0

			

0
0
1

1 00
0
0

			

0
0
0
0

0 0001
0 0

			

0
0
0
0

0 0
110

 

ow, we calculate the inverse of , which is nown as the error 
matrix: 

ℰ = 	𝐾𝐾

= 	

⎝

⎜⎜
⎛

16.33
−0.0122

0
0
0
0

			

−0.0122
0.000015

0
0
0
0

			

0
0

16.33
−0.0122

0
0

			

0
0

−0.0122
0.000015

0
0

			

0
0
0
0

26133.33
−19.555

			

0
0
0
0

−19.555
0.0237 ⎠

⎟⎟
⎞
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The same way is used to calculate the red ced data ector : 

$ 	

1
0
1
0

0 0
0

			 ! 	

1
00

0
0 0

 

			 # 	
1 00
1
10 0

0 10
			 & 	

0
10 000

1 0
0 1

 

and then the total  vector is as follows: 

	 	
1 00

1 0
0

&

$
 

y solving the sea e uation . , which is the product of the total 
 matri  with the total  vector, the values of the parameters can be 

found as follows: 

	 $ 	 	

00
1
00

0
1100

 

s a result, the parameters are: 
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" 00							 	 1 

" 	 00							 0  

" 1100							  

ow, we present some comments and interpretations related to these 
parameters: 

. The point 00 00  is the initial point on plane 1 where the 
particle starts propagation through the detector. 

. The slopes are 	 1 and 0 . This means that the variables 
 and  changes 1	𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚 and 0 	𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚, respectively, per 𝐻𝐻 unit. The 

negative value in  means that the variable is decreasing in 𝐻𝐻 and the 
positive value in  means that the variable is increasing in 𝐻𝐻. 

. The initial time is 1100	 , identical to the time measured in plane 
1. 

. The velocity of the particle is 𝑒𝑒 	1 	 1 0 	𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚 . 
The speed of light is 0 	𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚 . Therefore, the velocity of the 
particle agrees with the speed of light. 

The last important comment about the error matrix in which was 
previously calculated is the diagonal elements of this matri  provide 
information about the uncertainties associated with the parameters of 
the saeta: 

	 1
$ 

The covariances are contained in the non diagonal terms, which 
provide information about the correlations between the parameters. The 
0 01  coefficient indicates that there is a negligible correlation 
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between " and  in this matri . nd the same for the rest of the 
parameters. 

am le o a linear model or R S N de e or

ith this e ample, we present the same set up for the T I T  
detector as in figure . , which consists of three  planes. ach  
measures . nd we apply the same procedure as the previous 
e ample. 

 

Figure 3.7: TRISTAN experimental setup for numerical illustration of TimTrack 
method. 

e generate a list of hits, as follows: 

$ $ $ 100 00 1100  at 𝐻𝐻 0 

! ! ! 110 1 1  at 𝐻𝐻 10 

# # #  at 𝐻𝐻  

nd again, these numbers are based on a particle traveling at the speed 
of light crossing the detector. s the  coordinates increase, the  
coordinates decrease. 

(0,0)

RPC 1

RPC 2

RPC 3

Z = 0

Z = 210

Z = 484

4.9.3 Example of a linear model for TRISTAN detector
Figure 3.7: TRISTAN experimental setup for numerical illustration of TimTrack method.
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e calculate the  matri  for each plane: 

$ 	

0 0
0
0
0
0
0

			

0
0
0
0
0
0

			

0
0
0 0
0
0
0

			

0
0
0
0
0
0

			

0
0
0
0

0 0000
0

			

0
0
0
0
0
0

 

! 	

0 0

0
0
0
0

			
1
0
0
0
0

			

0
0
0 0

0
0

			

0
0

1
0
0

			

0
0
0
0

0 0000
0 00

			

0
0
0
0

0 00
1 10

 

# 	

0 0
1
0
0
0
0

			

1
0
0
0
0
0

			

0
0
0 0
1
0
0

			

0
0

1
0
0
0

			

0
0
0
0

0 0000
0 01 1

			

0
0
0
0

0 01 1
 

and then the total  matri  is: 

	
#

$
	

	

0 1

0
0
0
0

			
111

0
0
0
0

			

0
0
0 1

0
0

			

0
0

111
0
0

			

0
0
0
0

0 0000
0 01

			

0
0
0
0

0 01
 

we calculate the error matrix by ta ing the inverse of the  matri : 
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	 $

	

1
0 0
0
0
0
0

			

0 0
0 000 1

0
0
0
0

			

0
0
1
0 0
0
0

			

0
0
0 0

0 000 1
0
0

			

0
0
0
0

1 0
			

0
0
0
0

0

 

The same way is made with the  vector: 

$ 	
0

0
0 0
0

								 ! 	 11 0
0 0

								 # 	

1

10
0 0

 

and the total  vector:  

	 	

1

1
1
0 1

#

$
 

e solve the sea e uation, which is the product of the total  
matri  with the total  vector, the values of the parameters can be as 
follows: 

	 $ 	 	

100
1
00
0

1100
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o the parameters are: 

" 100							 	1 

" 	 00							 0  

" 1100							  

ome comments and interpretations related to these parameters: 

. The point 100 00  is the initial point on plane 1 where the 
particle starts propagation     through the detector. 

. The slopes are 	1 and 0 . This means that the variables 
 and  changes 1	𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚 and 0 	𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚, respectively, per 𝐻𝐻 unit. The 

positive value in  means that the variable is increasing in 𝐻𝐻 and the 
negative value in  means that the variable is decreasing in 𝐻𝐻. 

. The initial time is 1100	 , identical to the time measured in plane 
1. 

. The velocity of the particle is 𝑒𝑒 	1 	 1 0 	𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚 . 
The speed of light is 0 	𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚 . Therefore, the velocity of the 
particle is compatible with the speed of light. 

The diagonal elements of the error matrix provide information 
about the uncertainties associated with the parameters of the saeta: 

	 1
$ 

The covariances are contained in the non diagonal terms, which give 
information about the correlations between the parameters. The 0 0  
coefficient indicates that there is a negligible correlation between " 
and  in this matri . 
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n rodu ion

imulation is defined as the e ecution of a software program by a 
computer or a group of machines to reproduce an abstract model of a 
physical system . This mathematical model is said to be an accurate 
description of reality. 

ecause we can establish, alter, or decide the values of the parameters 
that play a crucial role in the system, the simulation is a controlled 
environment. In the sense that it must describe its e uivalent in a real
world situation, a simulation should be as realistic as possible. ue to 
the vast number of parameters included in a given situation, this is 
sometimes e tremely difficult to perform and in many circumstances, 
it is entirely impossible. In other circumstances, the model may contain 
e uations that are impossible to solve using a computational method or 
algorithm. The model may have e tremely restrictive boundary 
conditions, ma ing it impossible to find a representative solution. 

Finding a simplified physical system that behaves similarly to the real 
one could be one solution to overcome these challenges. If the 
simulation results differ significantly, that means our model is not 
accurately representing the real system. s a result, we must change the 
e uations or boundary conditions in our model. This reduction would 
assist us in determining the relationship between system variables and 
writing computer code to describe it . 

everal types of detectors and electronics are used in nuclear and 
particle physics e periments. any aspects must interact and operate 
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together, necessitating the consideration of numerous e perimental 
subtleties, impacts and features. ven small scale e periments 
necessitate a prior simulated analysis to ensure that our models, 
detectors and observables are in good wor ing order. 

The onte arlo approach ,  was selected to improve various 
physical problems by employing an innovative probabilistic 
mathematical algorithm. Integrodifferential e uations and random 
numbers in a onte arlo simulation are essentially a statistical 
approach to a problem.  onte arlo simulation is roughly e uivalent 
to repeating the same e periment many times while introducing random 
effects at each step. It generates an initial state, then applies our model 
to that starting state of the system many times before evaluating the 
final stage. It is feasible to give the variables a probabilistic 
interpretation and then connect them to the parameters of the real 
system model using the law of large numbers. 

onte arlo simulations are crucial in statistical physics since, in 
principle, every stochastic process can be solved with the onte arlo 
method. It is widely used in many physical branches such as 
meteorology, olecular ynamics , nuclear physics, particle 
accelerators, space and medical physics. onte arlo simulations are 
also necessary for particle physics e periments. owadays, 
e perimental setups in high energy physics re uire a lot of staffing and 
infrastructure. It is therefore essential to perform a previous study on 
the design of the facilities. These studies can cover the behavior of our 
detectors to the influence of the building in the e periment. 

imulations, on the other hand, can be utili ed for purposes other than 
structural analysis. e may be interested in a specific theory or 
researching a physical observable in a variety of situations.  suitable 
simulation is used to do a previous study of such variables. These 
analyses appear to be necessary because they provide preliminary 
information about the e periment before it is performed and assist in 
the understanding of the physics behind it. 
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omputer simulations are currently one of the most powerful tools 
available for managing all of the data generated by physics 
investigations.  typical physics simulation can re uire millions of 
events and computers are the only method to run it. e can now run 
simulations on a computer in a reasonable time because of 
advancements in hardware and software technology. For e ample, in 
around ten minutes, a onte arlo simulation of a million muons or 
electrons interacting with a material can be completed and analy ed. 

everal computer programs can perform onte arlo simulations. 
They are usually written in many different languages, including 

ython, , or any programming language. esides the data 
simulation, we will need an analysis code to e tract the interest 
information. 

This chapter is devoted first to e plaining the standard simulation tools 
for simulation and analysis and the software pac ages used and 
developed during this thesis. The introduction presented a glance at the 
commonly used onte arlo method for data generation. nsar oot 

, as we will see later, is an official flavor of the Fair oot framewor  
that includes a group of software to simulate detectors, e perimental 
setups, run onte arlo simulations and analy e the results. 

The nsar oot framewor  and the osmic ay hower ibrary , 
were utili ed to implement all geometries and custom particle 
generators. The implementation of the simulation and analysis software 
was made, ta ing as a reference two different setups. ith simulated 

tend ir hower  data, they both give a study of the 
T  detector system behavior and response. The two 
different configurations performed in T  are the initial 
setup with three  active planes and a second configuration where a 
1	 𝑚𝑚 thic  lead layer was placed between the second and the third 
active planes. 

ur simulations are based on the interaction of secondary cosmic 
radiation with matter. This radiation is the result of particle interactions 
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in the arth s atmosphere. remsstrahlung and pair formation are two 
mechanisms that compete after these interactions. s a result, the 
cosmic radiation that reaches our detector has two main components: 
muons on one side and electrons photons on the other. 

The following section describes the internal structure of the code and 
the enhancements made during this thesis, including the use and 
description of a article Identification I  method. Then, real 
T  data from different time periods are analy ed. The 
most important results are compared with simulation and the particle 
identification method is used to estimate the nature of cosmic rays 
arriving at our detection system. 

So are rame or or imula ion

This section discusses the simulation, event generation and data 
analysis systems and programming languages.  software framewor  
consists of classes, scripts and templates that provide specific functions 
that the user can select, perform, or modify. uch a structured 
framewor  aims to ma imi e the efficiency of developing new 
software, improve the reliability of new applications and reduce 
programming effort. 

ere is a summary of the essential software tool its and framewor s 
that used in this wor : 

ean

The eant pac age developed at  ,  is one of the most 
widely used software tools for simulating geometrical structures for 
detectors and subse uently running onte arlo simulations. 

The eant framewor  is composed of various pac ages that allow the 
definition of essential characteristics of the simulation process. uch as 
the system geometry, onte arlo event data generation, simulated 
particle trac ing passing through the detector, particle detection by 
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active materials and operations management.  onte arlo 
simulation results are typically saved in files are of several gigabytes. 

s a result, it is re uired to employ appropriate software to analy e 
large data files with effective computer memory management. 

oreover, the user interface facilitates interaction with the computer 
and later the data is analy ed with the T program. 

R

The T pac age  was developed at  as a platform for 
developing data analysis applications. The oot is an ob ect oriented 
framewor  written in the  programming language and one of its 
advantages is that it can encapsulate information more efficiently 
because it is ob ect oriented. oot allows the management of large 
amounts of data and creates customi able histograms. The 
T lones rray data type allows storage and manages many ob ects 
while optimi ing the amount of memory used on the computer. s can 
be seen, every simulation process is divided into two parts: one is 
devoted to generating simulated data and the other is responsible for 
analy ing those data. The oot is currently being used to monitor, store 
and analy e data in ma or igh nergy and uclear hysics 
laboratories worldwide. 

airRoo

The Fair oot framewor   was designed as an interface between the 
information provided by the eant simulation pac age and the oot 
analysis tools. The Fair oot framewor  is based on the oot system. 
The ob ective is that the user gets access to the e periment s geometry, 
may alter and set the simulation parameters and then gets a file that 

oot can understand at the end of the process. 

ecause the Fair oot framewor  provides access to a collection of 
services and they are available to us at any time, utili ing the Fair oot 
is more convenient than using a pure eant simulation combined with 
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oot or another analysis tool. In this situation, a service creates the 
geometry, while others ad ust the simulation parameters. 

In Fair oot, the simulations are run by e ecuting a tas  list file. This 
file allows the user to change and set parameters, choose a particle 
generator, select a specific geometry and reconstruct tra ectories. 

any e periments have customi ed the framewor  to their specific 
detectors and geometries since Fair oot s inception in . For 
e ample, anda,  and  have chosen to oin the Fair oot 
structure and develop their geometries, detectors and data management 
systems. ll these flavors share the framewor s core structure, but the 
simulated data is handled differently in each of them. 

n arRoo

The simulation and analysis framewor  for   is called 
nsar oot . It shares the core structure of the original code but is 

readapted for different e periments. It has written in , is based 
on the Fair oot framewor  libraries and loads the oot libraries to 
create a T li e output structure. The nsar oot implements 
several detectors and e perimental setups and the representation of our 
e perimental setups is included in these customi ed programs. 

The nsar oot code ma es it straightforward to implement these 
adaptations. ecause it is built on e isting tested codes, this 
significantly lowers programming time and effort. 

ll simulations and data analysis for this wor  were done with 
nsar oot because the setting of the T  detector was 

built as a module inside its structure. e will go over how to run an 
nsar oot simulation in the ne t subsection. 

The ingredients that must combine in a simulation process can be 
summari ed as follows: 
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In the beginning, we must determine the geometry of the detectors, 
detecting materials and other components. The second thing we need is 
the simulation script. This script contains all the steps in the process 
that must be completed and must include the type of particles to be 
generated and the rest of the specifications. nd then, we need to 
organi e the data and the results of the simulation. fter that, we need 
to describe the simulated data in detail. Typically, the simulated data 
does not reflect real world conditions. t this point, the simulated data 
must convert into real li e measurements. Finally, proceed to the data 
analysis. 

S ru ure o n arRoo

The ob ects defined within the nsar oot framewor  will be 
presented in this subsection. The Trasgo detector families are used as a 
reference for our simulations, as previously mentioned. The code 
implementations will be described in detail. 

efore getting into the specifics of the simulations, there are a few 
things to eep in mind about the nsar oot code s internal structure. 
Following this introduction, we will discuss how a Trasgo family 
detector is simulated to show how the simulation components combine. 
The  plane detector utili ed in the T  detector at 

 is an e ample of this type of detector. The nsar oot code 
contains classes that allow us to simulate detector characteristics and 
further analy e the simulations. 

The essential software dependencies can be installed automatically 
because the nsar oot structure utili es all the Fair oot libraries. That 
means all the oot framewor s classes can be used conventionally. For 
e ample, we can use TTree structures or T lones rray of oot to 
organi e our data levels, minimi ing memory usage and e ecution 
time. The following are nsar oot s general characteristics: 

 cripts are used to run the simulations and analy e the data. That 

9.3.2 Structure of EnsarRoot
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means no e ecutables are re uired  everything may be accomplished 
using a script and run with oot. 

 The geometry of our detectors is built using oot s T eo class. The 
e ecution script calls the setup, which is included in a root file. 

 The simulation engines eant  and eant  are both available. 
irtual onte arlo  is an nsar oot interface that connects 

simulated events with analysis tools. scii generators can also be used. 
The events are saved in a te t file, which the code reads to generate the 
trac s. 

 T lones rray can be used to structure simulation results. ecause 
we can simulate millions of events, this is especially valuable. It is 
easier to eep all this data in a binary format rather than a te t file. s 
illustrated in figure . , the variables generated by the simulation using 

eant, an scii file, or another way as a generator engine are stored in 
a oot file and shown in a TTree. 

 

Figure 4.1: An example of a TTree generated by EnsarRoot following a simulation. 
The Monte Carlo simulation's variables are organized into several data levels. 

Figure 4.1: An example of a TTree generated by EnsarRoot following a simulation. The Monte Carlo simulation’s variables are orga-
nized into several data levels.
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 The T ve viewer, which uses pen  libraries to provide a modern 
and interactive interface, can see all the events. The viewer shows the 
particle s trac s, detectors and information, such as its energy and ind. 
The T ve viewer generates the simulated geometry related figures 
illustrated in this chapter. 

s can be seen, the nsar oot code is nothing more than an 
interface between the simulated data and its translation to a oot file, 
where the data is more effectively arranged and displayed using trees. 

o mi ra ho er enera or R

 is a software library that generates correlated particle shower 
distributions for cosmic rays .  can create distributions that can 
be utili ed as input to simulation codes for transport and detectors. That 
enables the generation of cosmic ray particles with data tables in a wide 
range of energies. The data tables are based on muons, neutrons, 
protons, electrons, photons and pions simulations with  . .  

 at various altitudes. hower multiplicity and the time of arrival and 
enith angle of secondary particles are generated by the  software 

pac age within a specified area up to 00	𝑚𝑚	 	 00	𝑚𝑚 . It enables 
wor ing with a geomagnetic limit based on the latitude of the principal 
cosmic ray spectrum and its modification over time depending on the 
average solar cycle. It lets to choose between three elevations: 
𝑒𝑒 	 𝑒𝑒 𝑒𝑒 , 100	𝑚𝑚 and 11 00	𝑚𝑚. The program operates in the 
1	𝐺𝐺𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒 100	 𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒  and 1	 𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒 100	 𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒  energy ranges for 

primary and secondary particles, respectively. 

To create the software library lib/libCRY.a. type make from 
the top level directory of the software distribution. That will also 
compile and run the test/testMain.cc program, then compare the 
results to a reference. The test results will be identical to those of the 
reference on most systems. The input file setup.file, found in 

s test folder, is used to set the simulation input parameters, as we 
will see later. The following command is used to generate data: 

9.3.3 Cosmic ray shower generator (CRY)
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g++ -I. -I../scr -o testMain testMain.cc -L../lip -
lRCY 

In case we made changes in the test program test ain.cc we should run 
the command above to be sure that the changes are saved. 

nother important program in the test folder is an II input file 
setup.file. This file enables us to set and change the default 
behavior of  so that we can choose the type of secondary particles 
that we need to generate in the simulation processes. ll secondary 
particle types are returned by default. ach of these flags 1 return 
the particle and 0 do not return the particle can be independently 
deactivated as the following illustration: 

returnNeutrons n 
returnProtons n 
returnGammas n 
returnElectrons n 
returnMuons n 
returnPions n 
altitude A 
latitude L 
date month-day-year 
subboxLength S 

where the allowed values for  are 0 default , 100	𝑚𝑚 and 11 00	𝑚𝑚. 
and  is a bo  s uare plane surface  its area  by  𝑚𝑚!, the particles 
are returned inside it. ome tables provide the data for 1, , 10, 0, 
100 and 00	𝑚𝑚 for bo  si es between these values. 

For e ample, suppose that we need to generate 100 secondary 
particles with the input parameters as illustrated in figure .  after made 
the re uired changes in the file setup.file we run the following 
command: 

./testMain setup.file 100 
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Figure 4.2: CRY input parameters. 

e can also save the output file produced from the generation process 
with a specific name and with dat or t t e tension by running this 
command: 

./testMain setup.file 100 >> filename.dat 

e developed an interface that treats the  generator s output 
file as an scii generator adapted for the T  reference 
system. 

R S imula ion

s mentioned before, a complete study of the T  
detector system behavior and response under simulated  data will 
present in this section. 

The geometric modifications in nsar oot were varied and the second 
plane, , is not operating so, we have three s wor ing. 
Furthermore, implementing the relevant geometry of the Faculty of 

Figure 4.2: CRY input parameters.

9.4 T:AGALDABAS )'86/*&'.+)
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hysics building and implementing a  thic ness of lead layer after the 
third plane of the detector for a T . dding a lead layer 
to the detector allows us to improve the calorimetric capabilities of the 
e periment. s it is e pected that most electrons are stopped in the lead 
layer and thus, almost only muons reach the last detector plane. The 
simulations present interaction behaviors between particles and the 
material medium of the detector. 

R S imula ion eome r

nsar oot implements the entire T  detector 
geometry. It was created using the oot T eo eometry pac age. e 
are ust interested in the forms and materials of the detector s 
components, not in the construction of the code that represents the 
geometry on the physics of the detector. ne of the benefits of using 
the T eo classes is that the volume of the detector may be applied to 
standard geometrical operations. The detector may be easily rotated and 
duplicated by using the methods implemented in the T eo class. 

hen a particle reaches the detector, it interacts with various 
materials based on their cross sections. e are usually ust interested 
in the interaction with a specific medium, not all materials. The 
simulation s active volume refers to this medium. The interaction of a 
particle with freon a  gas in T  generates a signal. 
Two gaps have been filled with freon gas in these particular s. In 
order to simulate the final measurement, the particle leaves information 
in both gaps, which we must process. That allows us to present the 
concept of data level. This step is essential in the simulation process 
since they include the data needed to create a realistic e periment 
description. 

a a le el

There is a possibility that a particle will interact with a material 
medium when it travels through the detector. The eant pac age 
includes data on the probability of interaction with material media that 

9.4.2 TRAGALDABAS simulation geometry 
(.).*.* Data levels
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provide cross sections. ecause it does not represent a physical 
measurement of our detector, this information presented by eant 
differs from the real world representation. sing the eant data as 
input, more practical information must be produced. These two 
representations e emplify data levels. They are defined as point and hit 
data levels in T . 

The data at the point level relates to the perfect information 
provided by the simulation engine. In our case, eant is instructed to 
submit data whenever a particle interacts with active volume. This 
information is not real because it does not match what we see in the 
e periment. In other meaning, the data in the point level need 
calibration. 

The hit level of data provides a more realistic description. The 
output of the simulations must be translated into our observable 
coordinates. In the case of the T  detector, osition and 
time coordinates. That is nown as digiti ation and it varies based on 
the detector. That means the data in the hit level is the same data in the 
point level but after the calibration of the position and time coordinates. 

The classes raR oin h and raR Hi h in the 
T  module included with nsar oot are used to 
implement both data levels for T . The oot classes are 
used to store and structure both levels of data: 

 The simulated interactions with the gas are saved in a T lones rray 
at the point data level. s a result, every event has a collection of all 
the points formed by the incident particle s interaction. The position, 
momentum and detector in which the interaction too  place are always 
available to the user. This data is saved in a computer with a uni ue 
identification of the event. 

 it data level: ust because a point is identified within the active 
volume does not mean it will yield a hit. e assumed that a cell pad  
is fired when the charge is left in the medium by a particle which 
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indicates its energy  above a specific threshold. e can also debate 
whether the particle s trac  entered, passed through, or vanished within 
an active one. In some circumstances, the points are processed to 
obtain a hit and saved in a T lones rray. The information about the 
cell s center, time and charge deposited is encapsulated in a hit. 

 aeta data level: in this level, we convert the hits processed in one 
event and then reconstruct the possible tra ectories of the particles 
traveling through our detector using the TimTrac  algorithm. The 
implementation was done in the T  module s 
raR Sae a h class. This saeta ob ect holds information on the 

particle s propagation, such as its initial position, slope and velocity. 
These saeta ob ects are saved in the same way as the points and hits in 
a T lones rray structure. 

enera or o he ar i le

In the T  module, we can use different 
generators: 

The first one is Tra o enerator and this generator was used and 
implemented as the first cosmic ray simulator for the 
T  detector. It generates muons from a random point on 
a plane at a user specified distance 𝐻𝐻. The ne t one is the o  generator. 

ith this generator, the user can modify the type of particle, inetic 
energy, multiplicity, momentum and angles of the incident particles. 
The particle s source can either be formed from a surface or a point 
located at a distance of 𝐻𝐻 above the detector and also determined by the 
user. e used in this thesis wor  the o  generator to generate general 
cosmic ray data at the ground level, used in T  detector 
simulations and particle identification methods. The events are written 
in a te t file in II. The particle type, energy and angles are read by 
the code. The code then displays the trac s and this is the third way to 
generate particles in the T  module. The last one is the 

 generator and we e plained this generator in detail in subsection 
. . . 

(.).*.+ Generators of the particles
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on rol he imula ion arame er

The simulation process is launched with these two scripts 
macros : tragsim.C and tragall.C. These files contain the list 

of tas s to be performed. The user controls both scripts: 

 The script ra im  includes the list of tas s and the options to 
define the simulation configuration. The user can specify the particle 
propagation engine onte arlo T , T , or Flu a , the 
event generator tragbo , bo , ascii, or cry , activating the TimTrac  
option, selecting the geometry and the number of events. 

 The simulation parameters are offered by ra all . The user can 
specify the particle type or angular energetic range. hen the 
ra im  script is e ecuting, it will call ra all  script. In other 

meaning, we modify both codes, but we run ust the ra im  script. 

The following command is used to run the simulation with 
oot: 

root -l -q tragsim.C 

ra all roo  is the default output file. The nsar oot file contains an 
event TTree structure whose branches match each data level in the 
reconstruction process. Trac , R oin , R Hi , R Sae a 
and M en Header are the branches involved. M ra  contains 
pertinent information about all particles generated in the simulation, 
regardless of whether they interact with the detector. s mentioned 
before, R oin  holds information on the points where the particles 
interact with the active volume in each plane. R Hi  offers 
information about hits for each plane. The data in the R Hi  branch 
is essentially R oin  data that has been digiti ed. igitali ation is a 
techni ue for analy ing simulated data in which the planes have pads. 
The pads have two active medium gaps. fter performing the TimTrac  
fitting algorithm, the tra ectory reconstruction from hits in the planes is 

(.).*.) Control the simulation parameters
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stored in R Sae a. Finally, M en Header gives all the technical 
details about the simulated event. 

nsar oot was used to create a realistic model of the Faculty of 
hysics building, containing the T  detector. The 

addition of critical aspects to constructing these geometric 
implementations is an essential ob ective of the thesis wor . s a result, 
the code was ad usted to include the geometry of the detector s essential 
components in the Faculty of hysics. 

Figure .  depicts the most concise description of the detector 
inside the building of the physics faculty with three  planes and 
one electron with an energy of around 0 	𝐺𝐺𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒 interacting with the 
concrete floor. fter this interaction with the floor s materials, 
secondary particles are produced and pass through the detector, moving 
toward the usual cosmic ray angular distribution. ow energy photons 
ma e up the ma ority of the secondaries. The image was displayed 
using the nsar oot framewor s event viewer tool based on oot s 
T ve functionality. The thic ness of the traces represents the energy 
difference between the particles. s the energy of the particles 
increases, the trace will be thic er. 

Furthermore, in this wor , we repeated the study of a 
calorimetric investigation of the T  detector but using 
a layer of lead inserted at 1 1	 𝑚𝑚 under the third plane. The lead layer 
was added to the detector s geometry with 1	 𝑚𝑚 thic . 

Figure .  illustrates the se uential interactions of a 1	𝐺𝐺𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒 
muon with the building s floors in its path to the detector. It is essential 
to notice how the muon slightly deviates in the concrete floor ust above 
the detector before interacting with the planes of the detector system. 

oreover, the muon suffered slightly from deviation again when it 
interacted with a lead layer of 1	 𝑚𝑚 thic  inserted at 1 1	 𝑚𝑚 under the 
third plane. 
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Figure 4.3: shows how the EnsarRoot framework represents a simulated cosmic 
ray event over the detector system. A primary electron with an energy of around 
500 MeV interacts with the floor's concrete and secondary particles produce 
mainly photons with low energy interacting with three active planes.  

 

Figure 4.4: Representation of a simulated cosmic ray event over the entire 
detector system inside the building within the EnsarRoot framework. A primary 
muon with an energy equal to 𝟏𝟏	  interacts with the building materials and 
with a lead layer of 𝟏𝟏	 𝒎𝒎 thick installed at 𝟏𝟏 𝟏𝟏	 𝒎𝒎 under the third plane. 

Figure 4.3: shows how the EnsarRoot framework represents a simulated cosmic ray event over the detector system. A primary electron 
with an energy of around 500 MeV interacts with the floor’s concrete, and secondary particles produce mainly photons with low energy 
interacting with three active planes. 
Figure 4.4: Representation of a simulated cosmic ray event over the entire detector system inside the building within the EnsarRoot fra-
mework. A primary muon with an energy equal to  interacts with the building materials and with a lead layer of  thick installed at  under 
the third plane.
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Figure .  displays an incident electron with an energy of about 
1 0	 𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒 over the  T  detector with the lead layer, as 
shown in the figure. The product of the interaction creates a et of 
particles that collide on T . ow energy photons and 
other particles, such as electrons and positrons, ma e up the ma ority 
of the ets. ultiple interactions related to the same secondary cosmic 
rays can be considered incident particles on the detector. 

 

Figure 4.5: illustrates a simulated event over the three planes in the 
TRAGALDABAS detector with a lead layer within the EnsarRoot framework. A 
𝟏𝟏 	  electron crosses the detector interacting with the detector and a 
shower is produced and arrives at the third plane of the detector. The geometry 
includes three active RPC planes and a 𝟏𝟏	 𝒎𝒎 thickness of lead layer after the 
third plane. 

ar i le den i i a ion i h R S

The so called I  ultisampling I entific tion oftware  
particle identification method for Trasgo li e detectors was initially 
developed in .  

ne of the essential goals of this thesis was to improve and implement 
that techni ue for particle identification in the T  
detector, which was done in this chapter. tarting on the topology of 

Figure 4.5: illustrates a simulated event over the three planes in the TRAGALDABAS detector with a lead layer within the EnsarRoot framework. A  electron crosses the detector interacting with the detector, and a 
shower is produced and arrives at the third plane of the detector. The geometry includes three active RPC planes and a  thickness of lead layer after the third plane.
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the event recorded by the detector, it can identify muons and electrons 
with a degree of accuracy. The method uses simulated and real data to 
analy e three physical observables: chi s uare ! , weighted range 

 and total multiplicity  and then generates a behavior pattern 
for the particles and, after that, implemented to real data to identify the 
particles. Two configurations for the T  detector are 
simulated and analy ed: three active  planes without a lead layer 
and three active planes with a lead layer of 1	 𝑚𝑚 thic nesses placed 
1 1	 𝑚𝑚 below the third plane. oreover, real data was obtained with 
the same configurations as the simulation ones to compare them, which 
was done for the first time. In the following sections, the entire 
approach and its outcomes are described and discussed. 

e ini ion o h i al o er a le

ome physical observables have been defined and used to analy e 
simulation data and real data to better understand the 
T  event s behavior and improve a article 
Identification method. The main ones and also those on which the 
method is based, are: 

 o al mul i li i   is the total number of hits good or valid 
signals  across the whole detector in a single event. In other words, the 
total number of the signals hits  produced in the pads in each plane in 
the entire detector all the planes  for the same event. 

 ei h ed ran e  is the distance traveled by a shower or a 
particle trac  in some planes, weighted by the hit multiplicity in each 
plane. It can be presented as 	 	$ , where  is the planes 
number,  is the multiplicity in each plane and  is a weight that goes 
from 0 to 1.  

Figure .  shows an e ample of how to calculate the total multiplicity 
 and weighted range  in the T  detector. s 

we can see, the  is not operated. 

9.9.2 DeCnition of physical observables
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Figure 4.6: the scheme of the TRAGALDABAS detector illustrates an example of 
how to calculate the total multiplicity  and weighted range .   

ccording to figure . , we can find the total multiplicity and weighted 
range as follows: 

	 	 	 $ 	 ! 	 # 	 &
$

 
  

.  

1 0  

	 	
$

 
  

.  

1	 	0 0	 	1 	 	 	 	 1  

 hi uare !  is the trac  fitting offered by the TimTrac  
algorithm. The value of the !  estimates the trac s deviation from 
the straight line when the particle travels through certain  planes 
that can access them. 

Figure 4.6: the scheme of the TRAGALDABAS detector illustrates an example of how to calculate the total multiplicity  and weighted range .  
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e ri ion o he ar i le iden i i a ion me hod

e Improved and implemented an algorithm for identifying the 
various particle species identified by the T  detector 
during this wor . The algorithm is based on a systematic investigation 
of certain particles influence on some specific physical observables. 
The simulation was used to parameteri e the behavior of these 
observables, which were then applied to real data. s a result, we can 
determine the capacities of separation between electrons and muons for 
T  detector in particular or any member of Trasgo s 
family. For the study of particle identification with Tragaldabas, 
choosing appropriate observables is crucial. The total multiplicity 

, the weighted range  and the chi s uare !  of the trac  
fitting are three observable candidates for the research defined and 
described in the previous subsection. These three physical observables 
have enabled a deep study to develop and improve algorithms for 
identifying electrons and muons using the Tragaldabas detector. The 
study was carried out on three active  planes without a lead layer 
and three active planes with a 1	 𝑚𝑚 thic  lead layer located about 
1 1	 𝑚𝑚 below the third plane. tudies with lead layers reveal the 
e periment s calorimetric capabilities for identifying electrons and 
muons. The addition of lead would increase the stopping power of most 
electrons, forcing them to interact with it and deflecting their path, 
causing the physical observables to display significant variations 
between electron and muons and increasing the accuracy. 

Simula ion da a and real da a

ne million 10  particles of electrons and the same for muons 
were generated using the bo  generator see subsection . . .  with a 
simulated configuration without lead layer and 10  particles for both 
electrons and muons with a simulated configuration with lead layer. 
The generated particles collide with the T  detector 
randomly from a virtual plane with an area of about 1 0	 	1 0	 𝑚𝑚!, 
it is appro imately e ual to the area of the  plane, located 1 	 𝑚𝑚 
above the detector and with directions uniformly distributed in angles 

9.9.3 Description of the particle identiCcation method
9.9.4 Simulation data and real data
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 Theta  and  hi , where  is between 0 and 1  and  is between 
0 and 0 . lectrons have a inetic energy range of 10 0 	 𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒, 
while muons have a inetic energy range of 100 0 	 𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒. The 
virtual plane is large enough to collect many events in all detector 
planes and the number of events is high enough to provide significant 
statistics for effective results. For each type of simulated particle, the 
three dedicated observables mentioned before were analy ed to 
produce a behavior pattern for the particles, then applied to real data 
gathered with identical configurations as the simulation data to enable 
particle identification. 

The algorithm provides particle identification , probability 
of being a specific particle  and estimated minimum energy 

 and ma imum energy  for the particles. 

on i ura ion o hree a i e lane i hou a lead la er

For all energy ranges, Figure .  displays the chi s uare ! , 
weighted range  and total multiplicity  histograms for 
electrons and muons. The histograms demonstrate that electrons and 
muons have significant differences. lectrons have a higher value in 
chi s uare, weighted range and total multiplicity than muons. In figure 
. , it is clear that for ! more than 1 ,  greater than 10  and  

greater than , the probability of electron detection is very high. For the 
! values in the region, less than  and in the region greater than  and 

less than 1  were studied in deep with the weighted range and total 
multiplicity to distinguish effectively between electrons and muons. 

ecause the electrons and muons have the same range of ! in these 
regions, we used other observables to separate muons and electrons. 
Thus, for a first electron and muon separation, the ! parameter can 
serve and it is, in fact, the first input to the particle identification  
algorithm. 

9.9.9 ConCguration of three active planes without a lead layer
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Figure 4.7: Distributions of the three physical observables for simulated data for 
three operated planes of TRAGALDABAS with a geometry without a lead layer. 

Figure 4.7: Distributions of the three physical observables for simulated data for three operated planes of TRAGALDABAS with a geometry without 
a lead layer.
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The flowchart of the algorithm depending on the simulated data 
without a lead layer for three planes available in the T  
detector is shown in Figure . . n optimal procedure and final particle 
identification are possible, starting with ! evaluation and an 
appropriate combination of the three observables proposed. 

 

Figure 4.8: Flowchart of the particle identifications algorithm for the 
TRAGALDABAS detector when  planes are operated without a lead layer. 

fter analy ing the simulated data through studying and 
parameteri ing the behavior of the three dedicated physical observables 
and then improving a robust algorithm for identifying the particles after 
that, we applied the algorithm to real data that were ta en before 
installing the lead layer for the T  detector. In figure 
. , we can see the histograms for real data for the chi s uare ! , 

weighted range  and total multiplicity  for the electrons and 
muons after applying the particle identifications algorithm. gain, for 
the real data, the algorithm provides particle identification , the 
probability of being a particular particle  and minimum energy 

 and ma imum energy  for the particles. 

Figure 4.8: Flowchart of the particle identifications algorithm for the TRAGALDABAS detector when  planes are operated without a lead layer.
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Figure 4.9: Distributions of the three dedicated physical observables for real data 
for three operated planes of TRAGALDABAS with a geometry without a lead layer. 

Figure 4.9: Distributions of the three dedicated physical observables for real data for three operated planes of TRAGALDABAS with a geometry 
without a lead layer.
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The results in figure .  for the chi s uare ! , weighted range  
and total multiplicity  shows great agreement with simulation 
data. That means that the algorithm is robust and effective in the 
separation between electrons and muons.   

on i ura ion o hree a i e lane i h a lead la er

In this subsection, where ust three operational T  
planes with a lead layer are available, the same analysis was performed 
in the previous subsection. Figure .  shows the chi s uare ! , 
weighted range  and total multiplicity  histograms for 
simulated data for electrons and muons for all energy ranges. The 
histograms show that electrons and muons have vast differences once 
again. uons have a lower chi s uare, weighted range and total 
multiplicity value than electrons. The probability of electron detection 
is very high when ! is more than 1 ,  is greater than  and  is 
greater than , as shown in figure . . 

Figure .  shows the flowchart of the algorithm for three active 
planes configuration for the T  detector, based on 
simulated data with a lead layer. The algorithm was modified to be 
suitable for the new configuration. n optimal process and ultimate 
particle identification are possible, beginning with ! evaluation and a 
suitable combination of the three dedicated physical observables. 

9.9.; ConCguration of three active planes with a lead layer
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Figure 4.10: Distributions of the three physical observables for simulated data 
for three operated planes of TRAGALDABAS with a lead layer geometry. 

Figure 4.10: Distributions of the three physical observables for simulated data for three operated planes of TRAGALDABAS 
with a lead layer geometry.
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Figure 4.11: Flowchart of the particle identification algorithm for the 
TRAGALDABAS detector with a lead layer when three planes are operated. 

e used the same previous approach to apply the algorithm to real 
data obtained after installing the T  detector s lead 
layer. fter applying the particle identifications algorithm, the 
histograms for real data for the !,  and  for electrons and muons 
are presented in figure . . 

omparing the results of the simulation data in figure .  with the 
results of real data in figure .  for the chi s uare ! , weighted 
range  and total multiplicity  reveals a perfect agreement 
between them. oreover, we reali ed that the probability of the 
detected particles being a specific particle with a lead layer 
configuration is higher than the probability without a lead layer, as 
illustrated in figure . . Furthermore, the algorithm is more effective 
in distinguishing between muons and electrons. 

Figure 4.11: Flowchart of the particle identification algorithm for the TRAGALDABAS detector with a lead layer when three planes are 
operated.
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Figure 4.12: Distributions of the three dedicated physical observables ,  and 
 for real data for three operated planes of TRAGALDABAS detector with a lead 

layer geometry. 

Figure 4.12: Distributions of the three dedicated physical observables , , and  for real data for three operated planes of TRAGALDABAS 
detector with a lead layer geometry.
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Figure 4.13: 2-Dimensional histograms for the probability of the detected 
particles being a particular particle for the configuration of the TRAGALDABAS 
without lead layer (up) and with lead layer (down) versus the identity number of 
the particles, where the identity number of the electrons is 𝟏𝟏𝟏𝟏 and 𝟏𝟏  for the 
muons.   

oreover, in the real data, without using a lead layer, we found 
that the ratio of the electrons from the total number of the detected 
particles is about  and the ratio of the muons about . The 
probability of the most electrons is around  and 0  for the most 
muons. hereas after using a lead layer, the ratio of the detected 
electrons becomes around  and the ratio of the detected muons 
about . Furthermore, the probability of being the detected particle 
is a specific particle was improved, where the probability of the most 

Figure 4.13: 2-Dimensional histograms for the probability of the detected particles being a particular particle for the configuration of the 
TRAGALDABAS without lead layer (up) and with lead layer (down) versus the identity number of the particles, where the identity number 
of the electrons is  and  for the muons.  
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electrons becoming almost 100  and  for the most detected 
muons.   

The aim of adding the lead layer to the T  
configuration for studying the e periment s calorimetric capabilities for 
identifying muons and electrons more effectively by increasing the 
stopping power of most electrons and forcing them to interact with it 
and deflecting their tra ectory is achieved. s we can see, the physical 
observables show significant variations between the particles, which 
means increasing the accuracy of the separation between electrons and 
muons and increasing the probability of the detected particles being a 
particular particle see figure . . It would be advisable to include 
perhaps another lead layer behind the second plane or increase the 
width after the third layer. 

n ular di ri u ion

The real data of the T  detector with a 
configuration including three active planes without utili ing a lead 
layer was used to study the angular distribution for the detected 
particles. oreover, to correct the angular distribution by the geometric 
acceptance, 10  muons were generated to calculate the geometric 
acceptance by the simulation using the bo  generator with the energy 
around 	𝐺𝐺𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒 corresponding to each polar angle, as shown in Figure 
. .  

The generated muons collide with the T  detector 
randomly from a virtual plane with an area appro imately e ual to the 
area of the  plane, located about 1 	 𝑚𝑚 above the detector. 

Figure .  shows the normali ed angular distribution histogram to its 
integral and then a fit to a cosine power law  was 
applied within a selected range of 0 1 0  . The best fit of the 
distribution gives a value of 0 0 . This value is compatible 
with the typical value  observed everywhere. The considerable 
uncertainty is due mainly to the small amount of data used in our 

9.9.D Angular distribution 
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analysis and the fact that the trac  reconstruction algorithms still need 
to be improved. In any case, the method and the programs eep 
available to be used in the future with higher statistics and with a better 
sample of data. 

 

Figure 4.14: The histogram of the angular distribution for the TRAGALDABAS real 
data without using a lead layer and the geometric acceptance calculated by the 
simulation when the trigger between the first and the third plane. 

 

Figure 4.15: Normalized angular distribution for the incident polar angles 
corrected by the acceptance in the TRAGALDABAS detector. The red line is the 
best fit for the distribution. We observe an angular variation as  of the 
polar angle. 
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Figure 4.14: The histogram of the angular distribution for the TRAGALDABAS real data without using a lead layer and the geometric acceptance calculated by the simulation when the trigger between the first and the third 
plane.
Figure 4.15: Normalized angular distribution for the incident polar angles corrected by the acceptance in the TRAGALDABAS detector. The red line is the best fit for the distribution. We observe an angular variation as  of the 
polar angle.
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perimentally, it is commonly accepted that the angular distribution 
follows a !  law. 
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 e i ina  ana i  o  t e  detecto  
 

In this chapter, we investigated the effects of atmospheric pressure 
and temperature on cosmic ray data recorded by the cosmic ray detector 
T I T  during the first trip of the detector as shown in Figure . , 
on board the panish vessel armiento de amboa from igo, pain 
	  to unta renas, hile 	 , measuring the secondary cosmic

ray rate continuously throughout the tlantic crossing from ovember 
th to ecember rd, . Furthermore, we introduce a simulation 

part about the geometric acceptance of the T I T  detector, 
considering the dead ones in the structure of the detector system. 

The structure of the T I T  detector is e plained in detail in 
subsection . . . 

 

Figure 5.1: Represent the path of the TRISTAN detector (one red triangle per 
day) during the first trip of the detector from Vigo, Spain, to Punta Arenas, Chile. 
The figure is taken from [5].  

5 PRELIMINARY ANALYSIS OF THE TRISTAN DETECTOR
Figure 5.1: Represent the path of the TRISTAN detector (one red triangle per day) during the first trip of the detector from Vigo, Spain, to 
Punta Arenas, Chile. The figure is taken from [5]. 



n rodu ion 

hanges in numerous atmospheric parameters, most significantly the 
pressure at ground level and the atmosphere s temperature profile, 
affect the rates of cosmic rays detected at the arth s surface. The 
pressure or barometric effect is caused by energy loss from radiation 
absorption in the atmosphere. s a result of the more efficient 
absorption of secondary cosmic ray particles, the measured rates are 
modified in anticorrelation with the ground level pressure. In more 
detail, the increased mass is related to a higher air column height, which 
alters the decay probabilities of the particles involved, implying a slight 
but considerable  contribution to the main negative correlation . 

In cosmic ray physics and astrophysics, investigations of the physical 
nature of cosmic ray changes on different time scales are a significant 
factor. The modulation of cosmic rays, in particular, is a helpful tool 
for describing disturbing circumstances in the heliosphere . 

The modification of the density of the air column as a result of 
temperature variations influences cosmic ray rates even when there are 
no variations in ground level pressure. The interaction positive 
correlation  and decay negative correlation  of secondary particles 
through the atmosphere are responsible for the temperature effect. The 
temperature effect can be roughly one order of magnitude smaller than 
the pressure effect, needing much additional control of systematic 
instrumental origin effects and high statistics in the first place. 

hen using ground based detectors to study fluctuations in cosmic ray 
intensity, atmospheric influences on secondary particle flu es must be 
considered. ignificant bac ground changes are produced by pressure 
and temperature effects. Thus, before studying the relation between 
ground based data and any e traterrestrial events, it is necessary to 
remove these effects . 

 

;.2 I+&5.,6%&'.+
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mo heri ro er ie  

The relationship between cosmic ray measurements and atmospheric 
properties, namely pressure and temperature, has been studied since 
cosmic rays were discovered and the significant intervening 
phenomena are well understood . In addition, many investigations 
revealed that the atmosphere has an integrated effect on the measured 
rate of cosmic rays at arth s surface. everal e periments, such as  
and , have found fascinating correlations between the rate of very 
high energy muons and the temperature at the stratospheric, in addition 
to the well nown inter ummer seasonal effects.  

arome ri e e

The barometric effect the pressure effect  on secondary cosmic 
ray variations is e perimentally determined and a linear relation can 
e press it: 

	 	   .  

where 	is the relative variation of the cosmic ray rates due to the 
pressure effect,  represents the average value of the cosmic ray rates 
over the period under consideration, 	  is the deviation of 
the ground level pressure concerning its mean value  over the same 
period and  is the barometric coefficient, which is dependent on 
several factors, including the nature of the secondary component and 
the altitude at which the observation is done . 

The atmospheric pressure deviation  and related relative 
deviation of cosmic ray rates  measured by the T I T  detector 
have been analy ed after correcting the rate by efficiency. The 
relationship between  and  is shown in Figure . .  linear 
regression fit method was used to find the barometric coefficient  and 

;.3 A&8.)7-$5'% 75.7$5&'$) 
;.3.2 Barometric eEect
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its value was 0 	 /𝑚𝑚 , too big compared with the typical 
values measured with other detectors. 

 

Figure 5.2: The anticorrelation between the relative cosmic ray rate variation 
and the pressure deviation observed in the first trip of the TRISTAN detector 
from Vigo, Spain to Punta Arenas, Chile. 

e observed that such barometric coefficient  is not properly 
calculated because the detector was not in the same place throughout 
the trip. s mentioned before, atmospheric properties li e pressure, 
temperature, latitude and geomagnetic field, among others, affect the 
rate of cosmic rays arriving at the arth s surface. In other words, the 
cosmic rays rate that reaches the surface of the arth differs with 
different atmospheric properties at these ones depending very strongly 
on the terrestrial latitude. That means we can not use the value of the 
barometric coefficient that we got to correct the rate of the cosmic rays 
detected by the T I T  detector. lternatively, we divided the trip 
period into several periods to ma e a better correction. ach one 
contained  days of data with the mean value every 1 hour and was 
analy ed separately, as presented in Figure . . 

Figure 5.2: The anticorrelation between the relative cosmic ray rate variation and the pressure deviation observed in the first trip of the TRISTAN detector from Vigo, Spain to Punta Arenas, Chile.
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Figure 5.3: shows the linear fit method used to obtain the barometric coefficient 
for every  days of data for the rate of the cosmic rays and the pressure deviation 
measured by the TRISTAN detector. 

ow, a preliminary barometric coefficient for the whole period 
achieved by the T I T  detector while crossing the tlantic cean 
was calculated by calculating the mean value for the barometric 
coefficients for every period of  days of the data and the value was 
0 1 	 /𝑚𝑚 . e observe that in one of the periods, we get an 

unphysical positive value. In others periods, we get to big values. These 
discrepancies can be e plained by the low uality of the data used that 
still needs to be corrected by some failures in the cooling system during 
the ourney and other problems. s a conse uence, our results should 
be ta en as a first appro imation. 

fter calculating the barometric coefficient  and using it to 
correct the cosmic ray rates during the ourney, Figure .  shows the 
rate of the secondary cosmic rays corrected by efficiency a  and 

Figure 5.3: shows the linear fit method used to obtain the barometric coefficient for every  days of data for the rate of the cosmic rays and the pressure 
deviation measured by the TRISTAN detector.
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presents a comparison between the cosmic ray rates without applying 
pressure correction c  and corrected rates with pressure d  and also 
the pressure time variations b . ll the data presented are the mean 
value every 10 minutes. e see that the pressure correction improves 
the uncorrected distribution slightly. For instance, the sharp pic  
observed on the left side of the figure that was produced by the very 
low pressures e isting during the first days of the ourney disappears in 
the corrected distribution. 

 

Figure 5.4: Illustrates the cosmic ray rates corrected by efficiency (a), the 
atmospheric pressure (b), (c) and (d) uncorrected and corrected rates of the 
cosmic rays with pressure, respectively, in the period from November 15th to 
December 23rd, 2018. 

 

 

Figure 5.4: Illustrates the cosmic ray rates corrected by efficiency (a), the atmospheric pressure (b), (c) and (d) uncorrected and corrected rates of 
the cosmic rays with pressure, respectively, in the period from November 15th to December 23rd, 2018.
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em era ure e

The temperature influence of secondary cosmic ray particles in the 
atmosphere can be ta en into consideration using a variety of ways  
and . The integral method  has been demonstrated to be one 
of the most precise. owever, it re uires nowledge of the distribution 
of temperature coefficients in the atmosphere. These can be calculated 
theoretically for various threshold energies, enith and a imuth angles 
of incidence , or e tracted from the data of the cosmic rays . 

e will repeat the same procedure done in the previous subsection 
to find the temperature effect on the secondary cosmic ray. It can be 
represented using the following linear relationship: 

	 	   .  

here  is the relative variation of the cosmic ray rates due to the 
temperature effect,  is the temperature coefficient and 	  is 
the deviation of the ground level temperature concerning its mean 
value .  represents the average value of the cosmic ray rates over the 
period under consideration. 

 significant increase in rates occurred due to an air conditioning 
failure as the boat was near the uator. ccording to environmental 
sensors placed around the detector, the temperature increased from 0 
to 0	  in about  hours, as shown in Figure . . 

;.3.3 Temperature EEect 
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Figure 5.5: Time evolution of the temperature recorded by the TRISTAN 
detector. An air conditioner failure occurred when the detector was near the 
Equator, where the temperature increased about 𝟏𝟏 	  through 𝟏𝟏  hours. 

Figure .  shows the atmospheric temperature deviation  and 
related relative deviation of cosmic ray rates  detected by the 
T I T  detector during the ourney. e used the same data that was 
corrected by efficiency.  linear regression fit method was applied to 
calculate the temperature coefficient  and the value was 0 	 /

.   

Figure 5.5: Time evolution of the temperature recorded by the TRISTAN detector. An air conditioner failure occurred when the detector was near the Equator, where the temperature increased 
about  through  hours.
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Figure 5.6: Example of the linear fit method used to obtain the temperature 
coefficient for the anticorrelation between the relative variation of the cosmic 
ray rates and the temperature deviation measured in the first trip of the TRISTAN 
detector. 

For the reasons mentioned in the previous subsection, we did the 
same thing where we divided the ourney period into several periods. 

ach one included three days of data with the mean value every  hour 
and was analy ed individually, as illustrated in Figure . . The 
temperature coefficient  for the whole trip period was computed by 
calculating the mean value for the temperature coefficients for every 
period of  days of the data e cept the last two values in Figure .  
because it seems the data belongs to other periods. The value of the 
temperature coefficient that we got was 0 1	 / . gain, some 
e treme results observed in some periods are a conse uence that the 
data or not yet corrected by several problems that happened during the 
trip. 

Figure 5.6: Example of the linear fit method used to obtain the temperature coefficient for the anticorrelation between the relative 
variation of the cosmic ray rates and the temperature deviation measured in the first trip of the TRISTAN detector.
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Figure 5.7: Represents the linear fit method used to get the barometric 
coefficient for every 3 days of data for the rate of the cosmic rays and the 
temperature deviation measured by the TRISTAN detector.  

 comparison between the cosmic ray relative variations without 
applying temperature correction and corrected relative variations with 
temperature is shown in Figure . . 

 

Figure 5.7: Represents the linear fit method used to get the barometric coefficient for every 3 days of data for the rate of the cosmic rays and the temperature 
deviation measured by the TRISTAN detector. 
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Figure 5.8: The cosmic ray relative variations uncorrected by temperature (left) 
and the cosmic ray relative variations corrected by both pressure and 
temperature (right) from November 15th to December 23rd, 2018. 

s a short summary, we reali e that a preliminary correction of the 
data by the pressure and the temperature effects after dividing the 
ourney into short three day periods is enough for correcting the most 

significant atmospheric effects in the rate measurement. owever, 
getting better results would re uire a more careful analysis of all the 
problems affecting the measured rates, a tas  that is out of the scope of 
this wor . 

eome ri a e an e

The geometric acceptance of the T I T  detector or any member of 
the T s family, in general, has been defined by generating all 
possible simulated trac s from !  distribution over it, in other 
words, a probability distribution of characteri ing the tra ectories of 
particles that cross the detector. The geometric acceptance depends on 
the geometry of the detector and that includes the dimension of the  
plane in the detector system, how the  plane is divided into pads 
such as T I T  or T  or strips such as T T  
detector and finally, the distance between the planes  play an 
essential role in the determination of the value of the geometric 
acceptance.   

Figure 5.8: The cosmic ray relative variations uncorrected by temperature (left) and the cosmic ray relative variations corrected by both pressure and temperature (right) from November 15th 
to December 23rd, 2018.
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The importance of geometric acceptance determination is that it can be 
used to correct the real rate 𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻	 𝑚𝑚 ! of particles detected by the 
detector. In addition to the structure of the T I T  detector 
described in detail in subsection . . , proper electrical insulation with 
	𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚 wide was needed between the pads nown as the dead ones  to 

avoid the crosstal  between neighboring pads, as shown in Figure . . 

 

Figure 5.9: The pads in the TRISTAN detector are separated by grounded 
insulator rings 6 mm wide to eliminate crosstalk between neighboring pads.  

The study of the geometric acceptance for the T I T  detector was 
done by simulation where was generated 10  particles incident 
randomly over the entire detector system with !  distribution.  

The geometric acceptance is studied with a configuration ta ing into 
account the dead ones of all the planes in the detector and also, the 
trigger between any two planes in the detector. The incoming particle 
with any direction is recorded as an event if the generated particle is hit 
the upper plane in the active regions. In case the particle hits the lower 
plane, it will record as a detected event, as illustrated in Figure . . 

Figure 5.9: The pads in the TRISTAN detector are separated by grounded insulator rings 6 mm wide to eliminate crosstalk between neighboring pads. 
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Thus, the geometric acceptance calculates by the ratio between the 
detected events to the generated events. 

 

Figure 5.10: Shows an example for the map of the generated (hit) events in the 
first plane (left) in the TRISTAN detector and the map of the detected events in 
the third plane (right). We can see the effect of the electrical insulator between 
the pads. 

Figure .  represents the dimensional histograms of the geometric 
acceptance for the T I T  detector at different distances between 
the planes. 

 

Figure 5.11: Geometric acceptance at different distances for the TRISTAN 
detector, when the trigger between the first and second plane, 𝟏𝟏 	 𝒎𝒎 
(left) and when the trigger between the first and the third plane, 	 𝒎𝒎 
(right). 

Figure 5.10: Shows an example for the map of the generated (hit) events in the first plane (left) in the TRISTAN detector and the map of the detected events in the third plane 
(right). We can see the effect of the electrical insulator between the pads.
Figure 5.11: Geometric acceptance at different distances for the TRISTAN detector, when the trigger between the first and second plane,  (left) and when the trigger between 
the first and the third plane,  (right).
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ote that the acceptance is higher in the middle of the plane and 
decreases with the approach to the edge of the plane. That means most 
particles that are incident with small angles are accepted. Thus, 
acceptance has the ma imum value. hereas with increasing the 
incident angle of the particles, the acceptance gradually decreases until 
it reaches ero, as shown in the Figure . .   

 

Figure 5.12: The acceptance as a function of the incident angle for the TRISTAN 
detector, when the trigger between the first and second plane, 𝟏𝟏 	 𝒎𝒎 
(left) and when the trigger between the first and the third plane, 	 𝒎𝒎 
(right). 

ccording to Figure . , we can see that with increasing the distance 
between the trigger planes, the acceptance angle  decreases and vice 
versa. The acceptance angle is found when the trigger between the first 
and the second plane is around  and  when the trigger is between 
the first and third plane. The acceptance angle is defined as the 
ma imum angle at which the particle has to an incident to interact with 
all the detector planes. In other words, if a particle incident with an 
angle greater than the acceptance angle, that means the particle will 
interact with one plane or two depending on the angle but not with all 
the planes. Furthermore, the value of the acceptance in both cases is 
about  due to the effect of the dead ones in the planes, as 
mentioned before. 

Figure 5.12: The acceptance as a function of the incident angle for the TRISTAN detector, when the trigger between the first and 
second plane,  (left) and when the trigger between the first and the third plane,  (right).
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 a i ation and e o ance ana i  o  
t e  o ic a  detecto  

 

The e perience obtained in the design and construction of the 
different detectors, as well as the e cellent performance offered by  
technology in terms of covering large areas at a reasonable price and 
the availability of some of the electronics used, led to the idea of 
proposing a new generation of cosmic ray detectors called T T , 
the third member of the T s family. The idea was to create 
detectors that seem to be relatively small in si e but modular enough to 
cover large areas or volumes. Than s to the s good timing 
precision, they have the ability to reconstruct the direction of incident 
particles using several s and a particular ability to identify 
electrons and muons, the main components of so called secondary 
cosmic rays at the arth s surface. The main goal is to find correlations 
between measured cosmic ray trends and the atmosphere s temperature 
profile and enhance climate predictions by studying the real time 
change of stratospheric temperature. 

n rodu ion

The T T  detector was developed as a collaboration of the I  
group in oimbra niversity , alician Institute of igh nergy 

hysics I F  at antiago de ompostela niversity  and the 
company idronav technologies  for atmospheric studies. It is an 
improvement of the e isting T  and T I T  designs. 

s a novelty in its design, first, instead of rectangular pads, an active 
area per plane of 11 	 1 	 𝑚𝑚! is separated into  long strips, as 
shown in Figure . . econd, compared to prior  versions, the read

 
 .hidrona .es 
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out electronics design lowers the price per channel. The T T  
detector comprises four s planes. ll of them are instrumented and 
fully operational, which defines the system e uipped with fast Front

nd lectronics F  . Furthermore, the detector was 
manufactured in oimbra with the assistance of the mechanical 
wor shop and detection laboratory teams of I .  

 

Figure 6.1: View of the RPC design of STRATOS detector. Each plane of the four 
planes is divided into  strips, with an active area of 𝟏𝟏𝟏𝟏 	 	𝟏𝟏 	 𝒎𝒎 , 𝟏𝟏𝟏𝟏 	 𝒎𝒎 
in a transversal dimension and 𝟏𝟏 	 𝒎𝒎 in a longitudinal dimension. 

Figure 6.1: View of the RPC design of STRATOS detector. Each plane of the four planes is divided into  strips, with an active area of ,  in a transversal dimension, and  in a longitudinal dimension.
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The eference ystem of the T T  detector is chosen in the 
following way: the origin is located at the first plane level with e ual 
distances of 	 𝑚𝑚 between the four  planes for the detector as 
shown in Figure .  and the a is in the direction of the incident 
particles. 

 

Figure 6.2: Schematic diagram of the STRATOS detector (left) and a photograph 
of the real system (right). 

The internal configuration of each  plane is depicted in Figure . . 
i  1 	𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚 thic  layers of glass with four gaps of freon gas a  

of 1	𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚 width for each, two gaps between the first three layers of glass 
and two between the last three layers. very three layers of glass with 
the two gas gaps between them are placed inside a polypropylene bo . 
The glass layers are coated with a semi conductive layer where the high 
voltage of 00	𝑒𝑒 is applied.  polystyrene layer of 0	𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚 thic  
was added from the top to fi  and protect the internal components, as 
shown in Figure . . Furthermore, all the internal components are 
placed inside a tight aluminum bo . The different internal components 
of each  in the T T  detector are listed in Table . . 

Figure 6.2: Schematic diagram of the STRATOS detector (left) and a photograph of the real system (right).
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Figure 6.3: The internal configuration of the RPC in STRATOS detector. 

In terms of the read out and Front nd lectronics F , each  
holds  motherboards , two of them located in front of the 
detector, two in the bac  and one read out oard T  at the center 
see Figure . . The signals generated in the  are first amplified 

and integrated and then digiti ed in channels daughter boards . 
The low voltage and output for both the digital read out and the trigger 
signals are provided by a motherboard  connected to each of the 
eight daughter boards .  Time To  igital onverter T  
based read out oard T  reads out the four motherboards  that 
collect all the signals of an  plane . 

 

Figure 6.3: The internal configuration of the RPC in STRATOS detector.
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Table 6.1: Components of RPC plane for STRATOS detector. 

 

 

Figure 6.4: RPC plane of the STRATOS detector, each one of the four RPCs is 
composed of 4 MBs connected to 1 TRB at the center and 8 DBs connected to 
each MB, As illustrated in the figure. 

Table 6.1: Components of RPC plane for STRATOS detector.

Figure 6.4: RPC plane of the STRATOS detector, each one of the four RPCs is composed of 4 MBs connected to 1 TRB at the center, and 8 DBs 
connected to each MB, As illustrated in the figure.
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The detector was located for about si  months in the niversity of 
oimbra premises, from the beginning of  until the end of une 

, under the supervision of the I  group. In ay , the four 
s of the detector were instrumented and entirely operated and it 

was ta ing data continuously and regularly. In uly of the same year, 
the T T  detector was installed near the igo airport, pain. 

In this chapter, we presented a description of the general structure of 
the T T  detector and provided the structure of the planes  
and their components. oreover, in the following sections, we will 
discuss the position calibration in  and  coordinates of the detector, 
the calculation of the efficiency and finally, the time resolution. 

o i ion ali ra ion

e will concentrate on the calibration procedure in this section. 
owever, it is essential to eep in mind the design and the geometry of 

the detector, as mentioned in the previous section. 

hen particles interact with the active volume of the , the gas will 
ioni e and an avalanche occurs. This process generates a readable 
signal. These signals are processed by the Front nd lectronics F , 
which translates them into valuable physical data such as the amount of 
the charge, measured time in the front and the bac  for each strip, the 
plane number in the detector, the channel number and the event 
number. nd then, the data is saved in root or II format file. Table 

.  presents a sample of data that is saved and ready to analy e. 

In Table . , f b strip means the front or bac  end of a given strip. hen 
a particle hits a specific strip, both ends of the strip read the time from 
the place where the particle hit the strip to the strip end. Therefore, there 
are two measured times on both ends, one in the front of the strip and 
the other in the bac . In Table . , we referred optionally to the front 
of the strip with  and  for the bac  of the strip.  

 

D.3 P.)'&'.+ %*/'"5*&'.+
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Table 6.2: Data sample of STRATOS detector. The data in the table is not in the 
same order as the data in the saved file. 

Event Channel f/b strip Plane Time (ns) Charge (a.u.) 
1 1 0 4 -268.5 94.3 
1 1 1 4 -268.7 102.9 
1 5 0 2 -247.4 90.7 
1 5 1 2 -253.8 96.8 
1 7 0 1 -254.9 86.3 
1 7 1 1 -249.6 104.3 
1 13 0 3 -261.5 90.4 
1 13 1 3 -259.6 98.2 
2 4 0 2 -264.5 98.0 
2 4 1 2 -261.1 95.0 
2 8 0 3 -262.3 99.2 
2 8 1 3 -267.1 98.6 
2 15 0 4 -264.9 88.1 
2 15 1 4 -262.5 87.9 
2 17 0 1 -257.7 96.9 
2 17 1 1 -257.3 96.3 
27 31 0 1 -259.8 95.9 
27 31 1 1 -261.3 92.7 
27 32 0 2 -260.2 97.9 
27 32 1 2 -262.4 96.1 
27 55 0 3 -266.9 90.6 
27 55 1 3 -261.1 96.6 
27 61 0 4 -265.5 100.0 
27 61 1 4 -259.5 93.6 
100 63 0 1 -256.7 89.1 
100 63 1 1 -260.1 93.5 
100 53 0 2 -256.5 94.3 
100 53 1 2 -259.8 88.8 
100 34 0 3 -263.5 99.3 
100 34 1 3 -263.7 96.7 
100 11 0 4 -260.4 111.7 
100 11 1 4 -266.6 114.6 

Table 6.2: Data sample of STRATOS detector. The data in the table is not in the same order as the data in the saved file.
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In this section, we will divide the position calibration into two parts: 
the first is calibration in  coordinates transversal to the direction of 
the strips  and it is calculated by the charge of the avalanche produced 
when the particles interact with the active volume of the . The 
second part is calibration in  coordinates along the direction of the 
strips  and it is calculated by the time difference between both ends of 
the fired strip for the same event.    

o i ion ali ra ion in oordina e and id h o har e
ali ra ion

The position along the transversal coordinate of the detector, , is 
obtained by utili ing prompt charge analysis. s many strips collect the 
charge for any single hit, the strip with the most charge gives a hint for 
the transversal location of the hit. Thus, calibration in the charge 
measurement is needed. 

The charge to width algorithm encodes the induced charge by a 
particle giving signal in the  strips in the width of the F   
output signal, referred to as to . s a result, T  units are used for 
the to  measurement is ns. onse uently, the reverse procedure is 
re uired: first, the to  pedestal is subtracted from all measurements 
because each F  channel has a slightly different behavior and to 
homogeni es each F  channel s response. The beginning of the to  
histogram on each channel is used to calculate these pedestals, as 
presented in Figure . . Furthermore, Through the parameteri ation 
implemented in , the T  units are converted into physical units 
f . owever, we used another type of electronics that did not convert 

the T  units to f  during this wor . onse uently, we will refer to 
the unit of the charge with arbitrary units a.u. .   

enerally, signals below the pedestal are essentially crosstal  
occurrences with no meaningful charge, so eep that in mind. ven 
though the  strips are electrically isolated, powerful signals, 
primarily from streamers, can cause induced crosstal  in their 
neighbors. 

D.3.2 Position calibration in  coordinates and Width to Charge Calibration 
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Figure 6.5: Histogram of the charge for one channel chosen arbitrary for one RPC 
of the detector. Where the black dashed line refers to the most frequent charge 
(q_binmax) and the green dashed line represents the fit for the charge bins to 
the left of q_binmax (green dots) to calculate the pedestal (the red dashed line). 

fter subtracting the pedestal from all the charge signals, the 
response of each Front nd lectronics F  channel is homogeni ing 
for all channels. e can easily find the largest charge produced for the 
same event and we do the same for all the events. t this point, we 
now the channel number  where the most significant charge is 

produced. s we also now the strip width previously, we can 
intuitively calculate the real position  on the  by multiplying the 
channel number by the strip width. Figure .  shows the distributions 
of the position  for the all s of the T T  detector. 

oreover, the charge spectra for all the strips in each plane  
of the detector are presented in Figure . , where the charge 
distributions for all the planes almost have the same distribution. 

Figure 6.5: Histogram of the charge for one channel chosen arbitrary for one RPC of the detector. Where the black dashed line refers to the most frequent charge 
(q_binmax) and the green dashed line represents the fit for the charge bins to the left of q_binmax (green dots) to calculate the pedestal (the red dashed line).
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Figure 6.6: Histograms illustrate the real position distributions of  coordinates 
for all planes in 𝒎𝒎𝒎𝒎. 

 

Figure 6.7: Charge distributions for all the strips in each RPC of the detector after 
subtracting the pedestal. 

Figure 6.6: Histograms illustrate the real position distributions of  coordinates for all planes in .
Figure 6.7: Charge distributions for all the strips in each RPC of the detector after subtracting the pedestal.
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s mentioned before, after calculating the pedestal and subtracting 
it from all the charge signals for the strips and determine the largest 
charge, which represents the position of the hit in each  for the 
detector. e can define an observable physical variable nown as 
multiplicity . ultiplicity is the number of hits, defined as a valid 
signal in terms of charge after pedestal subtraction and calibration, 
across the entire detector in a single event. In brief, we can find the 
multiplicity by counting the number of the signals hits  produced in all 
the strips for the same event. Figure .  shows the hit multiplicity 
distributions in all the planes. 

 

Figure 6.8: Hit multiplicity distributions in all the planes of STRATOS detector. 

s a clarification, as mentioned before, an avalanche occurs when 
charged particles interact with any  of the detector. This process 
will produce readable signals by electronic devices. s a result, the 
neighbor stripes in the  will be affected by the charge generated 
and it will be fired. The number of fired strips depends on the amount 
of charge generated in each plane. The distribution of the strips that got 
fired in all the planes is presented in the figure above. 

Figure 6.8: Hit multiplicity distributions in all the planes of STRATOS detector.
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enerally, the events with multiplicity 1 have the most 
probability of occurrence and the probability decreases with increasing 
the multiplicity. oreover, we can see that the particles with 
multiplicity greater than 	 	  have a very low probability of 
occurring. owever, the hit multiplicity per plane does not depend on 
that. It depends on the charge generated in each plane. s seen in Figure 
. , the multiplicity  is greater than 1 in plane four without 
nowing the reason.   

o i ion ali ra ion in oordina e

ach  in the T T  detector is formed by si ty four 
individual cables, one cable for each strip. hen a particle interacts 
with the detector, a signal is produced and it travels through the cables 
to the electronic system. ach set of channels or strips have a different 
cable length. ll the cables that form the  have a common point 
where the signal is collected in the detector. Therefore, the signal 
traveling by the lateral cables covers a larger distance than the central 
cables of the . onse uently, the signal s delay has to be corrected 
depending on the hit position. 

The time difference between measured times at both ends is used 
to calculate the longitudinal coordinate along the  strip, . s a 
result, an offset arises due to the length of the signal cable between the 
strip and the Front nd lectronics FF , as mentioned before. ee 
Figure . . 

The offset can be estimated by the following method. e define 
the middle point of the distribution and then calculate the median for 
its neighbor points from both sides. e set 10  of the median value 
as a threshold green line in Figure . . Furthermore, we determined 
the right and left edges red points  of the time difference distribution 
and the following is a formula for determining the mid position: 

1	 	 𝑒𝑒 	 𝑒𝑒   .  

D.3.3 Position calibration in  coordinates
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Figure 6.9: The position offset was described using the 	  
distribution. Take note of the offset in the distribution for each strip. 

and now, easily we can calculate the position of the hit in the  
coordinates after correction: 

	   .  

where  is the time difference in our data Table .  and e ual to 
	 /  for the same event and channel number. Figure 

.  presents the distribution of the position after correction. 

 

Figure 6.10:  distribution for the time difference after correction. 

Figure 6.9: The position offset was described using the  distribution. Take note of the offset in the distribution for each strip.
Figure 6.10:  distribution for the time difference after correction.
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s seen in the figure above, the offset was corrected and all the 
distributions for the channels are aligned precisely at the same points 
from 	  to 	 . 

Figure .  illustrates in dimensional histograms the position  
versus the position  before and after correction in the time difference 
for all the planes. In figure . , it is clear to notice that the  strips 
for all the planes are aligned to each other. oreover, we can chec  
whether the channels wor  or not. For instance, channel number  in
plane one does not wor  correctly. 

 

Figure 6.11: 2-dimensional histograms for the position  versus the position  
before correction (left) and after correction (right) in the time difference for all 
the detector planes. 

Figure 6.11: 2-dimensional histograms for the position  versus the position  before correction (left) and after correction (right) in the time difference for all the de-
tector planes.
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i ien and o i ion re olu ion

ach  event retains both the time and charge information read out 
at both ends and information about the strip s position in the detector. 

ased on this information and after the calibration procedures, the  
delivers two values: a time and its accompanying coordinate. ecause 
we have front and bac  signals, we can calculate the longitudinal 
position by multiplying the half time difference by the signal velocity 
in the strip, which is also nown as the conversion factor 1  

. The geometry determines the transversal coordinate and the strip 
width only determines its resolution. Than s to the four layer design, 
the uality of these measures may be determined in two ways, using the 
information provided by trac ing or characteri ing the distributions of 
overlapped events. 

o i ion re olu ion

The precision of the position determination directly influences the 
matching between the detect and predicted events by a geometric 
window identified by the calculated values of the spatial resolution. s 
a result, the fa e trac s can be eliminated if they do not match the 
window and in this case, we will not consider them as detect events. 

In order to calculate the efficiency in a particular plane of the 
detector, we should first determine the position resolution in  and  
coordinates. To achieve that, a linear fit is done for the coordinate 
points  for the three other planes after converting their 
coordinates to mm units. That is done by multiplying  coordinates 
with the strip s width and  coordinates by the conversion factor.  is 
constant, which is the plane s height from the origin and then finding 
the coordinates of the predicted points for the re uired plane to 
calculate its efficiency. fter that, we can easily calculate the residuals, 
which is the difference between the coordinate points  and 
predicted points. The distributions of the residuals in  and  
coordinates for all the planes are shown in Figure . . e applied a 
double aussian fit to determine the spatial resolution s final value.  

D.4 E>>'%'$+%1 *+, 7.)'&'.+ 5$)./6&'.+ 
D.4.2 Position resolution
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Figure 6.12: Residual distributions in X and Y for the four planes in the STRATOS 
detector. They are fitted to a double Gaussian method to obtain the spatial 
resolutions, given by the sigma of the fit. 

Figure 6.12: Residual distributions in X and Y for the four planes in the STRATOS detector. They are fitted to a double Gaussian method to obtain the spatial resolutions, given by the 
sigma of the fit.
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First, we used a aussian function to fit the distribution of the residuals 
without data range restrictions. nd then, a second aussian fit method 
is performed to restrict data range limited to the full width at half 
ma imum F  for the distribution to avoid the outliers tails . In 
this case, we get a aussian fit on the central section of the distribution 
and the spatial resolutions  is obtained. Table .  summari e 
the spatial resolutions for each plane. 

Table 6.3: Values of the spatial resolutions obtained after applying the Gaussian 
fit method. 

Plane 	   
 10 0 0  1 1 0  

2 0  11 0  
3 0 0  1 0  
4 11 0  1 0  

i ien

The efficiency of the  can be determined by nowing the ratio 
between the number of the detected particles to the hit predict  
particles in the plane, in other meaning, the magnitude of occupied 
space by detected particles from the volume of the detector. In order to 
eliminate partially fa e trac s, the allowable matching window must 
fulfill the following criteria: 

	 	 	 	 	 	   .  

and 

	 	 	 	 	 	   .  

If the hit particle achieves the above conditions, it is recorded as a detect 
event. In the figures . , .  and .  are presented the distributions 

Table 6.3: Values of the spatial resolutions obtained after applying the Gaussian fit method.

D.4.3 EFciency
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of the hit events, detected events and the efficiency, respectively, for all 
the planes. 

 

Figure 6.13: Hit events distribution for entire detector's planes.  

 

Figure 6.14: Detected events distribution for all the detector planes. 

Figure 6.13: Hit events distribution for entire detector’s planes. 
Figure 6.14: Detected events distribution for all the detector planes.
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Figure 6.15: The efficiency for each individual plane for STRATOS detector. 

ccording to the figures above, we can see some symmetry 
between planes  and  and between planes  and . The ratio between 
the number of the detected particles to the hit particles of the T T  
detector for all the planes is calculated and shown in Table . . 

Table 6.4: Values of the efficiency of the STRATOS detector for all the planes. 

Plane en   
 1 

2 1  
3 1 
4  

It is essential to mention that, in general, the values of the detector s 
efficiency are affected strongly by a parameter called geometric 
acceptance. The geometric acceptance is a probability distribution for 
describing particle tra ectories that traverse the detector. The value of 
the acceptance depends on the detector s geometry and is customarily 
used to correct the particle rates for the detector. 

Figure 6.15: The efficiency for each individual plane for STRATOS detector.
Table 6.4: Values of the efficiency of the STRATOS detector for all the planes.
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oreover, the efficiency can be affected by the high voltage 
applied on the s, which means we can improve the efficiency 
values by increasing the high voltage applied but not to the limit that 
produces streamers.    

ime re olu ion

The time resolution was calculated for the trac s that cross two 
overlapping strips by identifying the distribution: 

	 1   .  

where  is the half time difference for any two planes of the detector 
. Figure .  shows the distribution of  before correction for the 

two planes of the T T  detector. 

 

Figure 6.16: The distribution of the half-time difference for two overlapping 
strips before correction. 

D.9 T'8$ 5$)./6&'.+ 
Figure 6.16: The distribution of the half-time difference for two overlapping strips before correction.
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fter that, the value of sigma  for the distribution before correction 
is determined. The following e uation then calculates the time 
resolution:   

𝑚𝑚𝑒𝑒	 𝑒𝑒 	   .  

The value of the time resolution before correction we got for the  
of the T T  detector is 1	 . 

It can improve the time resolution of s by correcting the charge to 
time dependence . This effect is nown as slewing correction. The 
slewing is a read out electronics effect that must be corrected.  signal 
is generated when a particle interacts with an  and the amplitude is 
proportional to the amount of charge integrated on the strips. The read
out electronics receive this signal, which is then processed. The signals 
discriminated by a constant threshold have a delay between the start of 
the pulse and the moment they cross the threshold. The signal s charge 
determines this delay to amplitude ratio. s a result, large signals arrive 
before the others. onse uently, there is a time shift determined by the 
amount of charge generating the signal. 

The charge to time correction is done by two overlapped charge spectra 
with different behavior and the half time difference for the related 
strips. Fitting the two regions to second order polynomials rather than 
e ponentials is used since it is more robust and less dependent on 
locating the e act point where the trend changes, as illustrated in Figure 
. . 

s can be seen, Figure .  shows an ascendant curve shape in the 
lower plane. That means the events with a low charge present more time 
delay than the more intense signals and the opposite in the upper plane. 

fter correcting the half time difference for the overlapping strips by 
the second order polynomial fitting, we identified the distribution of  
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Figure 6.17: Slewing correction in RPC strips. The red line shows the 
phenomenological fit applied to the data. 

 after correction. oreover, a aussian fit for the distribution is 
done, as shown in Figure . . 

 

Figure 6.18:  distribution for two overlapping strips after correction. 

Figure 6.17: Slewing correction in RPC strips. The red line shows the phenomenological fit applied to the data.
Figure 6.18:  distribution for two overlapping strips after correction.
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sing uation . , the value of the time resolution after correction 
for the  of the T T  detector is 	  and the accepted 
value is around 00	 . oreover, tails above  were found to be 
below 0 . 

e can see the significant role of the correction for the half time 
difference  and how it affects the value of the time resolution before 
and after correction. s a result, that is leading to an improvement of 
close to a factor of . Furthermore, the mean value for the distribution 
of the  is improved and becomes closer to ero. 
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 na i  o  t e e o ance o  a o  
detecto  o  e ti atin  t e ene  o   

i a  co ic a  

n rodu ion

ne of the most interesting features of Trasgo detectors is their 
capability to detect bundles of particles, measure their arrival directions 
and arrival times and even provide a hypothesis about their masses. s 
far as we now, all this information has not been used previously in a 
systematic way by other cosmic ray detectors. In our opinion, these 
features are very interesting. They may be used for many purposes, for 
instance, for getting information about the atmosphere properties or 
even for getting information, event by event, about the properties of the 
primary cosmic ray  namely, the arrival direction, the mass and the 
energy. In order to analy e these possibilities, we have launched a large 
set of simulations of primary cosmic rays of different masses and 
energies, impinging in the top of the atmosphere and analy ed the 
properties of the bundles of particles arriving on the ground. e have 
concentrated our effort mainly on the observables that a single Trasgo 
detector can measure as the multiplicity of the bundles of particles, their 
composition, their time distribution and the arrival angles between the 
particles, among others. 

e have used the I  pac age developed at IT  for our 
simulations. s a collision generator, we have chosen the T 
option starting at an energy of 1	𝐺𝐺𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒 per nucleon. lthough this is not 
the best choice at low energies and is more suitable at energies above a 
few thousands of 𝐺𝐺𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒, we decided to use that model in order to 
guarantee the continuity of the results when we e trapolate them to 
higher energies with higher multiplicity events where we e pect our 

7 Analysis of the performance of Trasgo detectors for estimating the energy of  primary cosmic rays
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results to be more significant . In fact, at low energies, we do not e pect 
to have many bundles of particles arriving at a small area detector. 

s far as we now, this is the first time that such a systematic study has 
been done. e focused our priority on developing all the simulation 
programs, the finding algorithms of bundles or clusters of particles and 
the analysis programs. e made our simulations assuming an observer 
at the altitude of antiago de ompostela with their corresponding 
magnetic field. s we are mainly interested in counting the particles 
that a Trasgo detector could measure, we have chosen for the T  
parameter of I , defining the lowest energy threshold for 
accepting a particle, the values in 𝐺𝐺𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒 : 0 , 0 1, 0 0  and 0 0  for 
hadrons, muons, electrons and gammas respectively. 

en enera ion me hod

e have generated events with primary cosmic rays of masses: 1 
ydrogen ,  elium , 1  arbon  and  Iron . oncerning the 

energies, we have generated events at four intervals per energy decade 
between 1	𝐺𝐺𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒 and 10&	𝐺𝐺𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒 per nucleon and at constant distances in 
the logarithmic scale. recisely, energy intervals followed the serial 
1 , , 0 , 0 1 , 1  and 

so on, where all the values are given in 𝐺𝐺𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒. Those intervals were 
centered at the energies 1 , 1 , , 10, 1 , respectively again, 
all values are given in 𝐺𝐺𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒 . In each interval, the energy of the primary 
cosmic ray was chosen randomly following a probability distribution 
given by the well nown ! % power behavior. Finally, we repeated 
the generation of events for different angles of arrival to the atmosphere 
for the proton sample. e chose the intervals following a constant 
distribution in the cosine of the enith angles, namely: 0 , 

,  and . The rate of bundles of particles 
arriving at the ground for bigger angles was almost negligible compared 
with those measured at lower angles. The number of events generated 
for the different samples is shown in Table . . For each event, the 

 
 t lo  energies the F  flu a.cern  collision generator ould be more a ro riate. 
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shower of secondary particles or : tended ir hower  has been 
propagated until their arrival at the ground level. 

Table 7.1: The number of events generated for each mass of the primary cosmic 
ray and each energy range. 

 

enerally, when we analy e cosmic ray data, we reali e that most 
variables are affected by huge fluctuations and are very far from 
showing a aussian behavior. The evolution of a shower depends very 
significantly on the degree of centrality of the first collision and on the 
height at which it ta es place. n the other side, the evolution of the 
shower depends on many processes that are summari ed in Table . . 

s can be seen, some of the processes are related to the collision 
probability and are mainly affected by the atmosphere s local mass 
width. ther processes, such as the decays of unstable particles, 
depending on their lifetimes and, conse uently, on the space width 
traveled by the particle. ome particles, as high energy neutrons, do 
mainly interact through elastic collisions. ther hadrons, li e protons, 
pions, or aons, show big probabilities of suffering an inelastic nuclear 

Table 7.1: The number of events generated for each mass of the primary cosmic ray and each energy range.
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collision with the further production of new hadrons of lower energies. 
These particles would suffer further collisions with the production of 
new particles with lower energies. ll these competitive processes 
ma e it very difficult to parameteri e the development of a shower, 
whose behavior depends on many un nowns: the height of the first 
interaction, the target nucleus of the first collision , , r or other , 
the type of collision central or peripheral , etc. onse uently, for a 
given primary particle mass, with a given energy and a given arriving 
angle, the development of two different showers may be completely 
different, both in si e and composition. 

Table 7.2: Summary of the main processes that take place in the development of 
Extended Air Showers induced primary cosmic rays. 

 

It is also worth saying that the shower development depends 
dramatically on the atmosphere s temperature profile. For instance, an 
increase in the temperature of the high atmosphere the stratosphere  
would e pand it increasing the chance that the first interaction ta es 
place at a low altitude and high density region, with a bigger probability 
of producing secondary collisions and less probability for the 
development of the shower before reaching the arth s surface. n the 
other side, increasing the temperature in the low stratosphere would 

Table 7.2: Summary of the main processes that take place in the development of Extended Air Showers induced primary cosmic rays.
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e pand it increasing the chance that low energy muons have enough 
distance for decaying in electrons affecting their e pected rates. 

uons, electrons and gammas mainly dominate the composition of the 
air shower when they arrive at the ground.  Their appro imate energy 
distribution is given in Table .  at sea level. lthough all muons have 
a single source and come from the decay of mesons mainly pions and 
aons , electrons and gammas may have been originated either in the 

decay of neutral pions produced in the nuclear collisions that too  place 
in the high atmosphere or via the decay of high energy muons near the 
ground level. lso, delta electrons produced by noc on collision of 
muons with atomic electrons may produce an electromagnetic shower. 

 summary of all these processes can be seen in Figure . . 

Table 7.3: Integrated mean flux of the most abundant secondary cosmic rays 
arriving the Sea Level for different thresholds of energy. 

 

For each of our simulations, we have counted the number of particles 
of the different types arriving at the ground and some of the properties 
of the bundles of particles that a Trasgo detector could measure. e 

Table 7.3: Integrated mean flux of the most abundant secondary cosmic rays arriving the Sea Level for different thresholds of energy.
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counted the total number of muons, electrons and gammas concerning 
the single particles. lthough Trasgos are not sensitive to gammas, a 
few percent of these particles may e ect electrons or produce 
electromagnetic showers in the first layer of the detector, increasing the 
probability of detecting electrons. lso, we have counted the electrons 
in different energy intervals. amely, 0 0 0 1 , 0 1 0 1 , 
0 1 0 , 0 0 , 0 0 , 0 1 , 1  and 	 , where, 

again, the units are given in 𝐺𝐺𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒. 

 

Figure 7.1: Main sources of muons and electrons of cosmic origin arriving to the 
ground level. 

hen cosmic rays collide with an air nucleus for the first time, often 
between 10 and 0 ilometers above the ground, a shower of secondary 

Figure 7.1: Main sources of muons and electrons of cosmic origin arriving to the ground level.
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particles secondary cosmic rays  nown as the tensive ir hower 
 begins. 

lectromagnetic, muonic and hadronic are the three ma or components 
of the tensive ir hower . uons are formed in the decay of 
charged pions. The decay of neutral pions into two gamma rays may 
also form a pair electron positron that can produce more gamma rays 
through the remsstrahlung mechanism. The hadronic composes of a 
high energy hadronic core feeds the muonic and electromagnetic 
components producing pions. ifferent effects influence the flu  of 
secondary particles measured on arth s surface , as shown in 
Figure . . 

 

Figure 7.2: Effects that modify the flux of cosmic rays measured on the Earth's 
surface. The curved lines indicate the distortion in the path of primary cosmic 
rays caused by magnetic fields. Red straight lines represent the trajectory of 
muons of the EAS. Gamma-rays are represented by dashed blue lines, while solid 
blue lines represent electrons and positrons. The path of a neutron is depicted 
in purple. 

Figure 7.2: Effects that modify the flux of cosmic rays measured on the Earth’s surface. The curved lines indicate the distortion in the 
path of primary cosmic rays caused by magnetic fields. Red straight lines represent the trajectory of muons of the EAS. Gamma-rays are 
represented by dashed blue lines, while solid blue lines represent electrons and positrons. The path of a neutron is depicted in purple.
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oncerning the bundles or clusters of particles, we have concentrated 
our efforts only on those with at least two charged particles, either 
muons or electrons. e have classified the clusters into the following 
groups: 

 lectron clusters, composed by at least two electrons and any number 
of gammas. 

 uonic clusters, composed by at least two muons. 

 i ed clusters, composed by both muons and electrons. 

lectron clusters usually are ust a small portion of big electromagnetic 
showers cut by the small acceptance of the detector. e may assume 
that clusters of bigger multiplicities involve higher thresholds to the 
energy of the primary cosmic ray. 

oncerning the muonic clusters, as mentioned before, muons are 
produced in the high atmosphere through the decay of mesons mainly 
pions . Then, the arrival of more than one muon can only be produced 
by the decay of two mesons in the same shower. Then the arrival of two 
muons to a small si e detector is very unli ely and can only be produced 
by high energy primaries. 

Finally, as shown in Figure . , the mi ed clusters do correspond 
probably to a high energy muon coupled with an electromagnetic 
shower produced by a delta electron e ected near the detector. 

For each primary particle and range of energy, we have ad usted the 
number of simulated events according to the number of particles 
arriving at the ground and, conse uently, to the si e of the generated 
files. The numbers of showers ranged between one hundred thousand 
for the lowest energies and a few thousand for the highest energies. For 
each set of simulations at given energy and a given mass, we recorded 
four II files containing summary information about all the 
showers, the clusters of particles and single particles ee Table . . 
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The variables stored in each of the files are the following: 

Sho er ile

This file contains in each line  columns containing summary 
information of each of the showers generated at a given energy interval. 
There is a line per shower. The stored variables are the following: 

. ass of the primary cosmic ray. 

. ean energy of the primary cosmic ray. 

. ean height of the primary cosmic ray interaction. 

. umber of the shower. 

. umber of secondary particles. 

. umber of clusters. 

. umber of gammas. 

. umber of electrons. 

. ean distance of the electrons to the shower center. 

. umber of muons. 

. ean distance of the muons to the shower center. 

. umber of neutrons. 

. umber of rotons. 

. umber of other particles. 
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. umber of electron clusters. 

. umber of muon clusters. 

. umber of mi ed clusters. 

. umber of with at most one charged particle. 

. Total number of electrons in each range of the following energy 
intervals, given in 𝐺𝐺𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒: 0 0 0 1 , 0 1 0 1 , 0 1 0 , 0 0 , 
0 0 , 0 1 , 1  and 	 .  columns. 

lu er ile

This file contains a summary of the properties of all the clusters found 
for each of the showers generated in all the energy ranges. There is a 
line with  columns for each cluster. They are huge and heavy files for 
the highest energies and the information has not been used yet, but the 
files remain for future analysis. The stored variables are the following: 

. ass of the primary cosmic ray. 

. nergy of the primary cosmic ray. 

. eight of the primary cosmic ray interaction. 

. umber of the generated shower. 

. umber of the cluster. 

. Identifier code of the cluster.  compact number informs about the 
composition of the cluster, number of gammas, electrons, muons, 
protons and neutrons. 

. The cluster type: electronic, muonic, mi ed, or other. 
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. umber of particles in the cluster. 

. umber of electrons in the cluster. 

. umber of muons in the cluster. 

. Types of the first and last particles in the shower. 

.  and  coordinates of the center of the cluster and radial si e 
of the cluster, respectively. 

. rrival time of the first and the last particle of the shower, the 
mean arrival time of all the particles in the cluster and the standard 
deviation of the arrival times of all the particles in the shower, 
respectively. 

. ummary of the electron properties: rrival times of the first 
and last electrons, enith and a imuth angles of the first and the last 
electron and momenta of the first and last electrons, respectively. 

. ummary of the muon properties. The e act definition as for 
electrons. 

. istance of the cluster to the center of the shower. 

. the pening angle between the first and the last particle in the 
cluster. 

ar i le ile

This file contains a compact summary of all the secondary particles 
arriving at the detector. It has a line per generated energy and mass with 

 columns each. ach line has the following variables: 

. ass of the primary cosmic ray. 
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. nergy of the primary cosmic ray. 

. ean height of the primary cosmic ray interaction. 

. The total number of simulated showers. 

. The total number of secondary particles. 

. The total number of clusters. 

. The total number of gammas, electrons, muons, protons, neutrons 
and other particles, respectively. 

. The total number of clusters of the different types: electronic, 
muonic, mi ed and others.  

. Total number of electrons in each range of the following energy 
intervals, given in 𝐺𝐺𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒: 0 0 0 1 , 0 1 0 1 , 0 1 0 , 0 0 , 
0 0 , 0 1 , 1  and 	 	 .  columns. 

Neural Ne or ile

This file contains in each line  columns providing summary 
information of all the showers generated at given energy and a primary 
cosmic ray mass. The main goal of this file is to use it for analy ing the 
capability of estimating both the energy and the mass of the primary 
cosmic rays based on a few of the properties of the clusters of particles 
that a Trasgo detector could measure. 

The variables we have stored are the following: 

. ass of the primary cosmic ray. 

. ean energy of the primary cosmic ray. 

. umber of generated showers at this energy. 
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. The total number of electrons in the shower. 

. The Total number of muons in the shower. 

. The total number of electron clusters in the shower. 

. The Total number of muon clusters in the shower. 

. The Total number of mi ed clusters in the shower. 

. The total number of electrons in each range of energy is given 
above  columns . 

. umber of electron clusters with their time width time 
difference between the first and the last electron  classified in si time 
intervals  in : 0 1 , 1 , , 0 , 0 0  and 	 0 . 

. The number of muon clusters with their time width is classified 
in si time intervals mentioned above. 

. The mi ed clusters with their time width are classified in the 
aforementioned si time intervals. 

. umber of electron clusters with their angular opening angle 
between the first and the last electron  classified in si  angular 
intervals  in degrees: 0 , , , 1 , 1  and 	

. 

. The number of muon clusters with their angular opening is 
classified in si  aforementioned angular intervals.  

. The number of mi ed clusters with their angular opening is 
classified in those mentioned above si  angular intervals. 
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he lu er

e define a cluster as a group of two or more particles arriving in a 
small area at the detector level  in our case, the one corresponding to 

antiago de ompostela. To find the cluster candidates, we proceed in 
the following way. 

For each of the simulated showers, we first loo ed for the fastest 
particle to fi  a positive time reference. Then for each particle of the 
shower, we loo  for a second particle at a distance smaller than a given 
distance, done by a si e parameter, di m , the user fi es that according 
to the si e of the detector  usually, the radius of a circle having the same 
area of the detector. nce a particle has been found, both particles are 
labeled as defining a cluster and we calculate the system s center of 
gravity. Then, we loo  among the remaining particles for new particles 
to be added to the cluster fulfilling the condition that the distance to the 
previous center of gravity is smaller than the given si e parameter. 

lso, in order to avoid the finding of long clusters, where the new 
particles run too far from the first particles, for adding new particles, 
we re uire the radial standard deviation of the cluster to eep it smaller 
than a new parameter i rm , defined as di m / . In any case, the 
analysis done with a few showers has shown that this condition is not 
too constraining and ignoring it does not change too much the final 
results. 

The search for new particles is done iteratively. fter including a new 
particle in a cluster, the center of gravity of the cluster is recalculated 
before loo ing for new particles among the rest of the particles. ll 
particles added to a cluster are labeled and are ignored while searching 
for new clusters. 

Figure .  shows an e ample of the strategy used in our analysis for 
finding a cluster. tarting from the first point, , a second point, , is 
found inside a radius di m . The center of gravity  is then 
estimated. In the second step, a new point  is found at a distance to 

 smaller than di m . Then, the new center of gravity  is 

G.4 T-$ %/6)&$5)
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calculated.  new point  at a distance to  smaller than di m  is 
found, but it is not included in the cluster because the radial standard 
deviation of the three particle system i  is larger than the i rm  
parameter. 

 

Figure 7.3: Example of the cluster finding strategy. Starting from point P1, the 
cluster composed of particles P1, P2 and P3 is found. P4 is not accepted because 
it is out of the circle centered in CG2 with radius sigrmx. 

It is essential to clarify that the method used does not completely 
guarantee that all the particles found would arrive in the acceptance 

Figure 7.3: Example of the cluster finding strategy. Starting from point P1, the cluster composed of particles P1, P2, and P3 is 
found. P4 is not accepted because it is out of the circle centered in CG2 with radius sigrmx.
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region of a detector that also depends on the position and arrival angle 
of the particles. e also did not consider the fact that the clusters we 
have found could not match with the position of the detector. Those 
circumstances were out of the scope of this wor . ur main goal was 
to estimate the number of clusters of particles of an appro imate si e in 
order to analy e their compositions, the fluctuations in their properties 
and how they depend on the mass of the primary cosmic ray, as well as 
to analy e how they behave as a function of the energy of the primary 
cosmic ray. 

nal i o he lu er

The research aims to use an array of Trasgo detectors at the ground 
level to analy e several physical observables of  secondary 
particles to determine properties of the primary cosmic ray, such as 
mass, energy and arrival direction. 

The study in this section is carried out by generating events with 
primary cosmic rays for four nuclei ydrogen, elium, arbon and 
Iron  to study the number of electrons per shower at different energy 
ranges as a function of the primary energy "  and also, the average 
number of clusters corresponding to the primary energy for the 
electrons, muons and mi ed clusters. oreover, the electron clusters 

esponse Function F  𝐺𝐺  at different energy ranges was 
performed. nd also, for different nuclei as a primary cosmic ray, we 
studied the response function for electron clusters detected by the 
detector at different angles. 

Figure .  shows the differential intensity of particles  as a function 
of inetic energy per nucleon energy spectrum  for different nuclei. 

 
 e no  that there are many mathematical algorithms to find clusters more recisely than 
e did. o e er  none of them fulfilled directly the main re uirements e needed. n the 

other side  using them in the ay e anted  ith such a large amount of simulated sho ers  
the number of articles and ariables to store re uired big com uter resources and rocessing 
time. 

G.9 A+*/1)') .> &-$ %/6)&$5)
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The following e uation describes the intensity of the primary nuclei 
with the energy range from a few 𝐺𝐺𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒 up to a few hundred 𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒: 

	 1 	 	10& 	 	 𝐺𝐺𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒
! %
	 𝑚𝑚 !	 $	 $	𝐺𝐺𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒 $  

 .  

where  is the energy of each nucleus and the intensity of the primary 
nuclei is proportional to the abundance of nuclei that arrive in the 
atmosphere. 

 

Figure 7.4: The differential intensity of particles (Flux) of primary cosmic rays as 
a function of the energy.  

Figure 7.4: The differential intensity of particles (Flux) of primary cosmic rays as a function of the energy. 
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s seen in Figure . , when the energy is below 10	𝐺𝐺𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒, the flu  is low 
due to cosmic rays with low energy being bloc ed by the solar plasma. 
The values in the yellow bo es represent the slope of the linear 
regression fit was done for the behavior of the nuclei under study , 

e,  and Fe  that used to calculate the integral of the intensity 
corresponds to the energy to find the number of the particles in a 
specific energy range. 

The esponse Function  𝐺𝐺  is the distribution of detector 
counting rate at the given energy of a particular primary nucleus. It can 
be written as: 

𝐺𝐺 	 	 	   .  

where  is the multiplicity function provided by the orsi a 
simulations, which represents the number of particles normali ed to the 
shower number,  is the intensity of the particles and 	  is 
the partial acceptance of the detector where it did not ta e into account 
in the simulation thus, we will ignore it. 

The response function for the detector is calculated using e uation .  
by multiplying the multiplicity function  with the intensity of 
the particles , as depicted in Figure . . The data of differential 
energy spectrum were ta en directly from Figure .  after applying a 
linear regression fit to find the slope for the behavior of the nuclei under 
study , e,  and Fe  that used to calculate the intensity of primary 
nucleons using e uation . . 
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Figure 7.5: The distribution of detector counting rate at the given energy of a 
specific primary nucleus. 

Re ul o he lu er

This section presents the results obtained for the clusters at different 
energy ranges and different incidence angle ranges. 

Re ul o he lu er a di eren ener ran e

The average number of electrons at different energy ranges per 
shower energy as a function of the primary energy "  in logarithmic 
scale for the four nuclei: ydrogen, elium, arbon and Iron, 
respectively, are presented in Figure . . 

To summari e, according to Figure . , the minimum shower 
energy re uired for different nuclei to produce only one electron with a 
different energy range according to the shower energy is listed in Table 
. .   

Figure 7.5: The distribution of detector counting rate at the given energy of a specific primary nucleus.

G.; :$)6/&) .> &-$ %/6)&$5)
G.;.2 Results of the clusters at diEerent energy ranges
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Figure 7.6: The average multiplicity function for the electrons at different 
energy ranges per shower energy as a function of the primary energy in 
logarithmic scale for H, He, C and Fe nuclei. 

Table 7.4: Summary of the shower energy required for different nuclei to 
produce one electron with a different energy range according to the shower 
energy. 
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Figure 7.6: The average multiplicity function for the electrons at different energy ranges per shower energy as a function of the primary energy in logarithmic scale for H, He, C, and Fe nuclei.
Table 7.4: Summary of the shower energy required for different nuclei to produce one electron with a different energy range according to the shower energy.
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e can observe that the shower s energy needed to produce one 
electron is proportional to the mass of the nuclei for the same energy 
range for the produced electron. For e ample, to produce one electron 
with an energy range 0 100 	 𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒, the shower should have at least 
an energy of about 	𝐺𝐺𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒, which is for the ydrogen nucleus. In 
contrast, the shower of the elium nucleus re uires the energy of about 
1000	𝐺𝐺𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒, the shower of the arbon nucleus needs around 11 	𝐺𝐺𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒. 
The shower of the Iron nucleus should have about 1 	𝐺𝐺𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒 to 
produce one electron with the same energy range for all the nuclei. 

oreover, with increasing the energy range of the produced electron, 
the energy of the shower for all the nuclei increases. 

fter calculating the response function 𝐺𝐺 , the response 
function results of the electrons produced for the four primary nuclei 

, e,  and Fe  after their interactions with the atmosphere are 
illustrated in Figure . .   

 

Figure 7.7: The response function  of the electrons produced in the 
atmosphere at different energy ranges for the primary nuclei Hydrogen, Helium, 
Carbon and Iron, respectively. The solid lines in the Figure do not represent any 
fit for the data. It has been drawn to guide the eyes. 

Figure 7.7: The response function  of the electrons produced in the atmosphere at different energy ranges for the primary nuclei Hydrogen, Helium, Carbon, and Iron, respec-
tively. The solid lines in the Figure do not represent any fit for the data. It has been drawn to guide the eyes.
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oreover, the average number of clusters for the primary nuclei 
understudy corresponding to the primary energy for the produced 
electrons, muons and mi ed clusters was studied in this section, as 
shown in Figure . . 

 

Figure 7.8: Average number of clusters for the primary four nuclei (H, He, C and 
Fe) corresponding to the primary energy of the produced clusters for the 
electrons (top), muons (middle) and mixed (bottom). 

Figure 7.8: Average number of clusters for the primary four nuclei (H, He, C, and Fe) corresponding to the primary energy of the produced clusters for the 
electrons (top), muons (middle), and mixed (bottom).
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It is observed in Figure .  that the heavier nucleus re uired more 
primary energy of the shower to produce the same number for the 
clusters of electrons, muons, or mi ed clusters. 

In summary, we used the ydrogen nucleus proton  in the 
simulation as a primary nucleus to compare the number of clusters for 
electrons, muons and mi ed clusters produced corresponding to the 
primary energy in a range 	𝐺𝐺𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒, as presented in Figure . . 

 

Figure 7.9: A comparison between the number of clusters for electrons, muons 
and mixed clusters as a function of the primary energy for the proton. 

e can see in Figure . , for the same primary energy, the average 
number of the electron clusters is greater than the muon clusters and 
mi ed clusters and the average number of the mi ed clusters is greater 
than the muon clusters. It could be because the mi ed clusters contain 
electrons. 

oreover, the analysis of the variation of the number of 
electromagnetic  clusters in time may estimate the variation of the 
average first interaction altitude and inform about the changes in the 
temperature of the high atmosphere. mong other changes could 

Figure 7.9: A comparison between the number of clusters for electrons, muons, and mixed clusters as a function of the primary energy for the 
proton.
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provide the changes in the average energy of the primary cosmic rays 
and changes in the average mass of the primary cosmic rays. Figure 
.  illustrates the number of electromagnetic  clusters per shower 

produced for simulated primary proton interacting with the atmosphere 
with different primary energies as a function of the first interaction 
altitude in ilometer 𝑚𝑚 . 

 

Figure 7.10: represents the number of electromagnetic (EM) clusters per shower 
for the primary proton interacting with the atmosphere with different primary 
energies as a function of the first interaction altitude. 

It is obvious that the number of electromagnetic clusters per 
shower depends on the primary energy. The number of electromagnetic 
clusters per shower increases with increasing the primary energy. nd 
also, with increasing the altitude, the number of clusters per shower 
slightly decreases.  

In addition, the analysis of the variation of the ratio of the numbers 
between different types of clusters may provide information about the 
changes in the average energy of the primary cosmic ray and perhaps 
its mass. The ratio between muonic and electromagnetic clusters and 

Figure 7.10: represents the number of electromagnetic (EM) clusters per shower for the primary proton interacting with the atmosphere with different pri-
mary energies as a function of the first interaction altitude.
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between mi ed and electromagnetic clusters as a function of the energy 
for proton as a primary cosmic ray, as shown in Figure . . 

 

Figure 7.11: The ratio between Muonic and electromagnetic clusters and 
between Mixed and electromagnetic clusters as a function of the energy of a 
proton as a primary cosmic ray. 

ccording to Figure . , when the primary energy is below 
100	𝐺𝐺𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒, the ratio between mi ed and electromagnetic clusters is 
almost the same ratio between muonic and electromagnetic clusters. 

evertheless, when the primary energy is above 100	𝐺𝐺𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒, the ratio 
between different types of clusters is proportional to the primary 
energy. oreover, we notice that the ratio between mi ed and 
electromagnetic clusters is greater than the ratio between muonic and 
electromagnetic clusters for the same value of the primary energy. 

Furthermore, Figure .  shows the ratio of the numbers between 
electromagnetic and mi ed clusters corresponding to the primary 
energy. 

Figure 7.11: The ratio between Muonic and electromagnetic clusters and between Mixed and electromagnetic clusters as a function 
of the energy of a proton as a primary cosmic ray.
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Figure 7.12: The ratio of the numbers between electromagnetic and mixed 
clusters as a function of the primary energy. 

It is clear that the ratio decreases with the increase of primary 
energy. oreover, for the same reasons that led to study the ratio of the 
numbers between different types of clusters previously mentioned, 

nalysis of the variation of that ratio in a given time period may give 
an estimation of the variation of the average energy of primary cosmic 
rays or other phenomena, as the effect of the atmosphere in that ratio. 

Re ul o he lu er a di eren an le ran e

In this subsection, we repeated almost what was done in the 
previous one. e calculated the response function for different nuclei 

, e,  and Fe  at the different incident enith angle ranges. 
oreover, for the four nuclei under study at different enith angle 

ranges, the primary energy of the ma imum of the response function 
was investigated and also, threshold energy for the production of 
different clusters of particles, threshold energy for the production of 
different secondary particles and threshold energy for the production of 
electrons at different energy ranges. 

Figure 7.12: The ratio of the numbers between electromagnetic and mixed clusters as a function of the primary energy.

G.;.3 Results of the clusters at diEerent angle ranges
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For this purpose, the enithal angles have been chosen to span a 
large area of space where the primary cosmic rays can occur in the 
atmosphere. The enithal angle has a uniform separation in four ranges 
between 0  and , with step in  of 0 1 according to 0 1, 
the enithal angle ranges employed are 0 , ,  
and . 

The response function results of the electrons produced for the four 
primary nuclei , e,  and Fe  after their interactions with the 
atmosphere with different energy ranges at various incident enith 
angles are shown in the following figures.   

 

Figure 7.13: The response function of the electrons produced for the Proton as 
a primary cosmic ray with different energy ranges as a function of the primary 
energy in logarithmic scale at various incident zenith angles in degrees. The 
energy ranges of the electrons are given in . 

Figure 7.13: The response function of the electrons produced for the Proton as a primary cosmic ray with different energy ranges as a func-
tion of the primary energy in logarithmic scale at various incident zenith angles in degrees. The energy ranges of the electrons are given in .
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Figure 7.14: The response function of the electrons produced for the Helium 
nucleus as a primary cosmic ray with different energy ranges as a function of the 
primary energy in logarithmic scale at various incident zenith angles in degrees. 
The energy ranges of the electrons are given in . 

 

Figure 7.14: The response function of the electrons produced for the Helium nucleus as a primary cosmic ray with different energy ranges as a function of the primary energy in loga-
rithmic scale at various incident zenith angles in degrees. The energy ranges of the electrons are given in .
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Figure 7.15: The response function of the electrons produced for the Carbon 
nucleus as a primary cosmic ray with different energy ranges versus the primary 
energy in logarithmic scale at various incident zenith angles in degrees. The 
energy ranges of the electrons are given in . 

 

Figure 7.15: The response function of the electrons produced for the Carbon nucleus as a primary cosmic ray with different energy ranges 
versus the primary energy in logarithmic scale at various incident zenith angles in degrees. The energy ranges of the electrons are given in .
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Figure 7.16: The response function of the electrons produced for the Iron 
nucleus as a primary cosmic ray with different energy ranges versus the primary 
energy in logarithmic scale at various incident zenith angles in degrees. The 
energy ranges of the electrons are given in .  

It is observed that the response function decreased with increasing 
the primary energy for all the nuclei. Furthermore, with increasing the 
incidence of enith angles for the same nucleus used as primary cosmic 
rays, the results showed a discrepancy in the response function values. 

ome of them were increasing and others were decreasing, but in 
general, the response function is inversely proportional to the mass of 
the nucleus. 

The following figures show the response function of the produced 
electrons, muons, neutrons and protons for various primary nuclei as a 
function of the primary energy at different incidence enith angles.   

Figure 7.16: The response function of the electrons produced for the Iron nucleus as a primary cosmic ray with different energy ranges versus the primary energy in 
logarithmic scale at various incident zenith angles in degrees. The energy ranges of the electrons are given in . 
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Figure 7.17: Represents the response function of the produced electrons, muons, 
neutrons and protons for the Proton as primary cosmic rays versus the primary 
energy at different incidence zenith angles. 

 

Figure 7.17: Represents the response function of the produced electrons, muons, neutrons, and protons for the Proton as pri-
mary cosmic rays versus the primary energy at different incidence zenith angles.
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Figure 7.18: Shows the response function of the produced electrons, muons, 
neutrons and protons for the Helium nucleus as primary cosmic rays versus the 
primary energy at different incidence zenith angles. 

 

 

Figure 7.18: Shows the response function of the produced electrons, muons, neutrons, and protons for the Helium nucleus as primary cosmic rays versus 
the primary energy at different incidence zenith angles.
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Figure 7.19: Illustrates the response function of the produced electrons, muons, 
neutrons and protons for the Carbon nucleus as primary cosmic rays as a function 
of the primary energy at different incidence zenith angles. 

 

Figure 7.19: Illustrates the response function of the produced electrons, muons, neutrons, and protons for the Carbon 
nucleus as primary cosmic rays as a function of the primary energy at different incidence zenith angles.
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Figure 7.20: Shows the response function of the produced electrons, muons, 
neutrons and protons for the Iron nucleus as primary cosmic rays as a function of 
the primary energy at different incidence zenith angles. 

It is evident that the response function depends on the mass of the 
nuclei, where the response function decreases with the mass of the 
nucleus increased for the same enith angle ranges. oreover, we 
observed that the highest value of the response function was for the 
produced electrons, then for the muons and then for the neutrons and 
the lowest value for the protons at all incidence enith angle ranges.    

oreover, as depicted in the following figures, we studied the 
response function of the electron clusters, muon clusters and mi ed 
clusters for different nuclei as primary cosmic rays versus the primary 
energy at different incidence enith angles. 

Figure 7.20: Shows the response function of the produced electrons, muons, neutrons, and protons for the Iron nucleus as primary cosmic rays as a function of the 
primary energy at different incidence zenith angles.
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Figure 7.21: The response function of the electron clusters, muon clusters and 
mixed clusters for the primary Proton versus the primary energy in logarithmic 
scale at different incidence zenith angles. 

 

Figure 7.21: The response function of the electron clusters, muon clusters, and mixed clusters for the primary Proton 
versus the primary energy in logarithmic scale at different incidence zenith angles.
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Figure 7.22: The response function of the electron clusters, muon clusters and 
mixed clusters for the Helium nucleus as primary cosmic rays as a function of the 
primary energy in logarithmic scale at different incidence zenith angles. 

Figure 7.22: The response function of the electron clusters, muon clusters, and mixed clusters for the Helium nucleus as primary cosmic rays as a function of the primary energy in logarithmic 
scale at different incidence zenith angles.
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Figure 7.23: Shows the response function of the electron clusters, muon clusters 
and mixed clusters for the Carbon nucleus as primary cosmic rays as a function 
of the primary energy in logarithmic scale at different incidence zenith angles. 

Figure 7.23: Shows the response function of the electron clusters, muon clusters, and mixed clusters for the Carbon nucleus as primary cosmic rays as a function 
of the primary energy in logarithmic scale at different incidence zenith angles.
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Figure 7.24: The response function of the electron clusters, muon clusters and 
mixed clusters for the primary Iron nucleus as a function of the primary energy 
in logarithmic scale at different incidence zenith angles. 

The response function of the produced clusters for electrons, 
muons and mi ed clusters does not differ from producing the secondary 
particles for various primary nuclei. here we noticed that the response 
function for producing different types of clusters decreases with the 
mass of the nucleus increased for the same enith angle ranges and the 
highest value of the response function was for the produced electron 
clusters and then for the mi ed clusters and the lowest value for the 
muon clusters. 

The primary energy was studied at the ma imum of the esponse 
Function F  at different enith angles for different nuclei , e,  
and Fe  as primary cosmic rays for the production of electrons with 
varying ranges of energy and production of the electron clusters, muon 
clusters and mi ed clusters and the production of different secondary 

Figure 7.24: The response function of the electron clusters, muon clusters, and mixed clusters for the primary Iron nucleus as a function of the primary ener-
gy in logarithmic scale at different incidence zenith angles.
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particles such as electrons, muons, neutrons and protons, as presented 
in the following figures. 

In the following figures, the a is represents either name of the 
nuclei or the enith angle ranges. e referred to 1 for ydrogen,  for 

elium,  for arbon and  for Iron for the nuclei names. oreover, 
for the enith angle ranges, we referred to 1 for energy range 0

,  for ,  for  and  for . 

Figure .  shows the primary energy at the ma imum value of the 
response function 𝐺𝐺  for different primary nuclei , e,  and Fe  
that interact in the atmosphere to produce electrons as a secondary 
particle at different arrival enith angles with varying ranges of energy.  

 

Figure 7.25: The primary energy at the maximum of the response function for 
different primary nuclei to produce electrons as a secondary particle at different 
arrival zenith angles with varying energy ranges. The energy ranges of the 
electrons are given in . 

Figure 7.25: The primary energy at the maximum of the response function for different primary nuclei to produce electrons as a secondary parti-
cle at different arrival zenith angles with varying energy ranges. The energy ranges of the electrons are given in .
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The primary energy at the ma imum response function 𝐺𝐺  for 
roton, elium, arbon and Iron, respectively, to produce electrons 

with varying energy ranges at different arrival enith angles, as 
illustrated in Figure . . 

 

Figure 7.26: Represents the primary energy at the maximum response function 
to produce electrons with varying energy ranges at different arrival zenith angles 
for Proton, Helium, Carbon and Iron, respectively. The energy ranges of the 
electrons are given in . 

oreover, the primary energy at the ma imum response function 
𝐺𝐺  for various primary nuclei , e,  and Fe  to create different 
secondary particles and clusters of particles at different arrival enith 
angles was analy ed, as depicted in the following figures. 

Figure 7.26: Represents the primary energy at the maximum response function to produce electrons with varying energy ranges at different arrival zenith angles for Proton, Helium, Carbon, 
and Iron, respectively. The energy ranges of the electrons are given in.
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Figure 7.27: The primary energy at the maximum response function for different 
primary nuclei (H, He, C and Fe) to produce different secondary particles at 
various zenith angles. 

 

Figure 7.27: The primary energy at the maximum response function for different primary nuclei (H, He, C, and Fe) to produce different secondary 
particles at various zenith angles.
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Figure 7.28: The primary energy at the maximum response function for various 
primary nuclei (H, He, C and Fe) at various arrival zenith angles to produce 
different clusters of particles. 

Figures .  and .  show the primary energy at the highest value 
of the response function for different nuclei to produce the different 
secondary particles and clusters of particles with varying arrival enith 
angles.   

Figure 7.28: The primary energy at the maximum response function for various primary nuclei (H, He, C, and Fe) at various arrival zenith angles to produce different clusters of 
particles.
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Figure 7.29: Illustrates the primary energy at the maximum of the response 
function for different nuclei to produce different secondary particles with 
various arrival zenith angles. 

 

Figure 7.29: Illustrates the primary energy at the maximum of the response function for different nuclei to produce different secondary 
particles with various arrival zenith angles.
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Figure 7.30: Represents the primary energy at the maximum response function 
for various nuclei to produce different clusters of particles with different arrival 
zenith angles. 

Furthermore, the threshold energy, which is the minimum energy 
re uired to produce electrons with different energy ranges, various 
secondary particles, or different clusters of particles were investigated 
at different arrival enith angles for different nuclei , e,  and Fe  
as primary cosmic rays as shown the following figures.  

Figure .  shows the threshold energy for different primary nuclei 
, e,  and Fe  for producing the electrons as secondary particles 

with different energy ranges at various incident enith angles. 

Figure 7.30: Represents the primary energy at the maximum response function for various nuclei to produce different clusters of particles with different arrival zenith 
angles.
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Figure 7.31: The threshold energy for various primary nuclei (H, He, C and Fe) 
to produce electrons with different energy ranges at varying arrival zenith 
angles. The energy ranges of the electrons are given in . 

The threshold energy for roton, elium, arbon and Iron nuclei, 
respectively, to produce electrons with different energy ranges at 
different arrival enith angles, as presented in Figure . . 

Figure 7.31: The threshold energy for various primary nuclei (H, He, C, and Fe) to produce electrons with different energy ranges at varying arrival 
zenith angles. The energy ranges of the electrons are given in .
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Figure 7.32: shows threshold energy to produce electrons with varying energy 
ranges at different arrival zenith angles for Proton, Helium, Carbon and Iron, 
respectively, where the energy ranges for the produced electrons are given in 

. 

Furthermore, as shown in the following figures, we analy ed the 
threshold energy re uired for producing different secondary particles 
and different clusters of particles for various primary nuclei , e,  
and Fe  at different incident enith angle ranges. 

Figure 7.32: shows threshold energy to produce electrons with varying energy ranges at different arrival zenith angles for Proton, Helium, Carbon, and Iron, respectively, where the energy ranges 
for the produced electrons are given in .
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Figure 7.33: Presents the threshold energy required to produce secondary 
particles for different primary nuclei (H, He, C and Fe) at different arrival zenith 
angle ranges. 

 

Figure 7.33: Presents the threshold energy required to produce secondary particles for different primary nuclei (H, He, C, and Fe) at different arrival zenith angle 
ranges.
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Figure 7.34: Illustrates the threshold energy required for producing different 
clusters of particles for various primary nuclei (H, He, C and Fe) at different 
incident zenith angle ranges. 

The threshold energy needed for roton, elium, arbon and Iron 
nuclei, respectively, for producing the various secondary particles and 
clusters of particles with different incident enith angles, as presented 
in Figures .  and . .   

Figure 7.34: Illustrates the threshold energy required for producing different clusters of particles for various primary nuclei (H, He, C, and Fe) at different incident zenith angle ranges.
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Figure 7.35: The threshold energy required for different nuclei to create 
secondary particles with various arrival zenith angles. 

 

Figure 7.35: The threshold energy required for different nuclei to create secondary particles with various arrival zenith angles.
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Figure 7.36: The threshold energy needed for various nuclei to produce clusters 
of particles with different arrival zenith angles. 

It is clear that the primary energy at the ma imum response 
function to produce electrons with differing energy ranges at various 
arrival enith angles increases with increasing the mass of the nucleus. 
Furthermore, this also applies to the threshold energy to create electrons 
with varying energy ranges at different arrival enith angles. 

u ure er e i e or ra o de e or

The response function of the Trasgo family detectors enables the 
estimation and identification of the energy of the primary cosmic rays. 

 pro ect called I  ini nsemble for Identifying lactic 
radiation  is developed by ab F with multiple Trasgo detectors at 
the niversity of antiago de ompostela  to study and 
understand better the properties of the primary cosmic ray. everal 
Trasgo detectors spread across a vast area can collect enough data to 
detect secondary cosmic rays from the same origin as the primary 

Figure 7.36: The threshold energy needed for various nuclei to produce clusters of particles with different arrival zenith angles.

G.D F6&65$ 7$5)7$%&'($ >.5 T5*)0. ,$&$%&.5) 
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cosmic rays. Thus, the Trasgo detectors open the door to measure new 
interesting observables. 

ppro imate energy thresholds of different particles or bundles of 
particles able to be measured with an area of about 1 	𝑚𝑚! using Trasgo 
detector at the niversity of antiago de ompostela, as illustrated in 
Figure . . 

 

Figure 7.37: Energy thresholds of different particles or bundles of particles can 
be measured with an area of about 𝟏𝟏 	𝒎𝒎  using Trasgo detector. 

Figure .  depicts the esponse Function  of three detectors, both 
of the flu  of the cosmic ray primaries and the secondary cosmic rays 
multiplicity as a function of the primary energy . Three response 
functions 1  are obtained by multiplying three 
multiplicity functions 1  by the linear e uation of the 
energy spectrum. The estimated primary energy is the area generated 
by superimposing the three distributions. It is a straightforward and 
effective method for estimating primary energy precisely and removing 
any possible causes of inaccuracy using statistics. 

Figure 7.37: Energy thresholds of different particles or bundles of particles can be measured with an area of about  using Trasgo detector.
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Figure 7.38: The area obtained by the superposition of the three response 
functions of the Trasgo detector provides the estimated energy of the primary 
cosmic rays. 

s we can see, the oint analysis of the response functions of different 
observables, either for single particles or bundles of particles of the 
same shower measured by different detectors, may provide a precise 
estimation of the energy of the primary cosmic rays and perhaps their 
mass. 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 7.38: The area obtained by the superposition of the three response functions of the Trasgo detector provides the estimated energy of the primary cosmic rays.
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 na i  o  t e co ic a  ac o nd  
in t e ac t  o  ic  i din  at  
t e  in  a  detecto  

n rodu ion

s discussed in previous chapters, the cosmic ray muon flu  provides 
a way of testing parameters of the primary cosmic ray flu  energy 
spectrum, chemical composition  and particle interactions at high 
energies. ur T  detector is placed on the first floor of 
the hysics Faculty of the niversity of antiago de ompostela 

aboratory . In order to estimate the lead e uivalent thic ness  
of the building above the detector and to study the influence of the 
bac ground and gamma and electron contributions to the observed data, 
a compact muon detector developed by the French I  
laboratory I  former entre d tudes ucl aires de ordeau  

radignan,  , called I , was used . The I  
detector was installed at different levels of the hysics Faculty: The 
first level is the roof of the building, the second location is the ab  on 
the second floor, the third position is the ab  on the first floor and 
finally to the ground level ab . In the following section, a 
description of the I  detector is given as well as the study of the 
cosmic ray rates and the bac ground measured with this detector. 

S ru ure o he SM de e or

The detector is made up of two scintillator bars cut from a spare esium 
Iodide sI Tl  bar from the Fermi T satellite  test detector 

, which are connected to amamatsu  I  diodes and custom 
electronics, with the data ac uisition  system based on an 

rduino microcontroller, as illustrated in Figure . . It has a , a 
pressure meter, an  screen showing counters and a data ac uisition 
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system that allows data to be saved in II format on an  memory 
card. 

 

Figure 8.1: COSMIX detector, where detector  (bar ) was placed over detector 
𝟏𝟏 (bar 𝟏𝟏). The dimension of detector 𝟏𝟏 is 𝟏𝟏 	 𝒎𝒎 in length, 	 𝒎𝒎 in width and 
𝟏𝟏	 𝒎𝒎 in thickness. Detector  has the same dimension, but it is 	 𝒎𝒎 longer. 

cintillator bars create visible light when a charged particle travels 
through it, which can be converted into an electrical pulse by a I  
photodiode.  photodiode is a semiconductor device that consists of a 
thin layer of silicon in which the light is absorbed, after which free 
charge carriers electrons and holes  are created. I  means that a 
depleted undoped Intrinsic semiconductor region separates the  and  
dopped sides. lectrons and holes are collected at the anode and 
cathode of the diode. This results in a photocurrent that is the output of 
the diode. owever, the charge is not amplified, ma ing the output 
signal amplitude small. This ma es the photodiode sensitive to 
electronic noise. n the other hand, the uantum efficiency for the 
photodiode 0 0  compared to a photomultiplier 0 0  
gives a higher energy resolution, but for counting purposes, a I  diode 
is optimal. 

Figure 8.1: COSMIX detector, where detector  (bar ) was placed over detector  (bar ). The dimension of detector  is  in length,  in width, and  in thickness. Detector  has the same dimen-
sion, but it is  longer.
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ach photodiode is, in fact, double only the large surface is used in 
I . The collected electric charge is converted into a voltage 

pulse by preamplifiers in contact with the photodiode. This pulse is 
amplified and shaped by an amplifier. The preamplifiers are placed in 
copper bo es, whereas the amplifiers are placed in an aluminum bo . 
The signals of each bar are available via  e its. 

ach detector counts independently at a rate of about 1 / 𝑒𝑒 . 
In contrast, the coincidence rate detector  is movable and thus can be 
placed on top of the other  decreases to about 0  / 𝑒𝑒  . 
The tripping thresholds must be set at 00	𝑚𝑚𝑒𝑒, which allows for 
observing pulses that are consistent with the counting of cosmic rays. 
The high noise level below this threshold may mas  the physical 
impulses. 

The detector is robust, light and portable in a small case, no tuning 
needed, re uiring only a  connection cable for its power supply 
such as that offered by a laptop or e ternal battery power ban  and 
operates about 00	𝑚𝑚 . oreover, the detector can be connected to the 
oscilloscope to show the signals of the detected particles. 

Radia ion len h

The average rate of energy loss owing to the remsstrahlung process 
for relativistic electrons per 𝑚𝑚 path length is directly proportional to 
the particle energy . The e uation below describes the relationship 

: 

	
"
  .  

where the constant " is denoted to the radiation length of the absorbent 
material and is given by the following e uation: 

H.4 :*,'*&'.+ /$+0&- 
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	 𝑚𝑚
!
	 1 	 #	 	 1

$ #  
 .  

where  is material density 𝑚𝑚 / 𝑚𝑚# , 𝑚𝑚 is the mass of the 
electron,  is the fine structure constant 1/1  and  is the atomic 
number. It is found that the radiation length " value for electrons in 
the lead is 0 	 𝑚𝑚. 

e can calculate the energy  of the particle after crossing 	 𝑚𝑚 
thic ness inside absorber material with an energy " by integral of 
e uation . , we got:   

	 "	𝑒𝑒   .  

uation .  shows that " is proportional to the particle mass s uare. 
ecause the muon s mass is  times that of the electron, it can be 

predicted to have a much longer radiation length than the electron. This 
e plains why muon energy loss by the remsstrahlung process is 
negligible compared with electron energy loss, allowing muons to 
traverse much longer length through absorbing material before coming 
to rest. 

le roma ne i ho er

hen electron or positron with high energy interacts with matter, 
remsstrahlung is the dominant energy loss mechanism, while pair 

production is the dominant absorption mechanism for the photons 
produced. s a result of these two processes, the initial electron will 
produce a cascade of 𝑒𝑒  pairs and photons, which will continue until 
the secondary electron energies fall below the critical energy , at 
which ioni ation losses e ual those from remsstrahlung . 

 

 

H.9 E/$%&5.8*0+$&'% )-.A$5)
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he im li ied ho er model

 schematic diagram of an electromagnetic shower assuming this 
simple model is shown in Figure . . 

 

Figure . : The simplified electromagnetic shower model. The values 
of  denote the successive radiation lengths. 

The model is predicated on the following constraints: 

. ach photon with an energy  travels one radiation length and 
forms electron positron pairs, each with half the photon s energy. 

. ach electron with an energy  travels one radiation length and 
loses half of its energy to a remsstrahlung photon. 

. lectrons with  stop radiating and, by collisions, lose the rest 
of their energy. 

. For , ioni ation losses are negligible. 

Figure 8.2: The simplified electromagnetic shower model. The values of  denote the successive radiation lengths.
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uppose that the initial electron has energy " , the shower will 
contain  particles consisting of about e ual numbers of electrons, 
positrons and photons, each with average energy given by: 

	 "  .  

when 	 , the absorber thic ness at which the cascade ceases, 
, can be e pressed in terms of the critical and initial energies, as 

follows: 

	
"

 
  

.  

ccording to the model of the lectromagnetic shower, the theoretical 
prediction of the variation of the detected particle rates of the e pected 
behavior for a single detector and two detectors in coincidence 
respectively as a function of the thic ness of the lead  divided by 
the radiation length "  is shown in Figures . . 

 

Figure 8.3: An example of a theoretical prediction of the variation of the 
detected particle rates of the expected behavior for a single detector (left) and 
two detectors in coincidence (right) as a function of the ratio between the 
thickness of the lead  and the radiation length . 

Figure 8.3: An example of a theoretical prediction of the variation of the detected particle rates of the expected behavior for a single detector (left) and 
two detectors in coincidence (right) as a function of the ratio between the thickness of the lead  and the radiation length .
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In the first appro imation in a single detector, electrons and gamma ray 
behave the same way. owever, low energy gammas are more 
penetrant than low energy electrons because the electrons are charged 
particles. everal reasons cause the random noise: hori ontal cosmic 
rays, natural radiative sources radon, tc.  and thermal gamma rays. 

sually, we assume that cosmic electrons and gamma ray at sea level 
are entirely absorbed by 	 𝑚𝑚 of lead. This thic ness of about 	 " 
establishes the difference between the cosmic rays soft and hard 
components of the cosmic rays. 

oncerning the predicted behavior of the two detectors in coincidence, 
it is observed that the random coincidences are almost null. oreover, 
some coincidences could be produced by separated charged cosmic 
rays muons, electrons  arriving simultaneously to both detectors. 

lectrons and gamma rays produce the pea  produced by the 
electromagnetic shower. The width of the pea  depends on the highest 
energy of electrons and gamma rays. The height of the pea  depends 
on the number of electrons and gamma rays. lectron and gamma rays 
pea s are almost similar. The precise shape of the pea  depends on the 
relative number of electrons and gamma rays and their energies. 

Mea uremen and a in da a

Ta ing data with the I  detector is easy. The users re uire no 
calibration or settings. The detector provides two modes to ta ing data: 
First, as mentioned before, detector  is movable, enabling the study of 
the detected particle rate for any detector individually. The other mode 
is either put detector  over detector  in a vertical position or put them 
beside each other in a hori ontal position, as illustrated in Figure . . 

 set of lead layers of about  mm thic  for each were added gradually 
one layer every day, sometimes every two days  above the two 

detectors in both configurations vertical and hori ontal  for each 
building floor. Figure .  shows the main processes e pected with the 
detected cosmic rays to study the coincidence rates. The coincidence 

H.; M$*)65$8$+&) *+, &*B'+0 ,*&* 
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rates mean the two detectors detect two different particles 
simultaneously for detected particles. 

 

Figure 8.4: Main processes expected with cosmic rays after adding the lead layers 
gradually with the two configurations for studying the coincidence rate of the 
cosmic rays. The expected processes depicted in the vertical configuration could 
take place in the horizontal configuration. 

where the e pected processes in both configurations are: 

a: uon coincidence . 

b: ow energy electron absorbed . 

c: edium energy electron signal in . 

d: igh energy electron coincidence . 

e: igh energy electron coincidence . 

f: ow energy gamma absorbed . 

g: edium energy gamma signal in . 

h: igh energy gamma coincidence . 

Figure 8.4: Main processes expected with cosmic rays after adding the lead layers gradually with the two configurations for studying the coinci-
dence rate of the cosmic rays. The expected processes depicted in the vertical configuration could take place in the horizontal configuration.
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i: igh energy gamma some chance of signal in .   

isible light will produce when charged particles pass through a 
scintillator bar detector . The photodiode converts the light to an 
electrical charge. reamplifiers convert this electrical charge collected 
into a voltage pulse, then translate it into valuable physical data. nd 
then, the data is saved on the  memory card in an II format file 
used later in analy ing the data. Table .  shows a sample of saved and 
ready to analy e data. 

Table 8.1: Data sample recorded by a COSMIX detector. 

 

In the table above, each column represents the following: 

: the year  : the month  : the day. 

: the hour  : the minutes  F: the seconds. 

: the number of  satellites used by the detector. 

: the number of milliseconds since powering up the detector. 

I:  latitude. 

Table 8.1: Data sample recorded by a COSMIX detector.
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:  longitude. 

:  altitude in meters . 

: the temperature in elsius . 

: the pressure in pascals . 

,  and :  if the corresponding counter recorded a hit   
otherwise.  corresponds to counter   corresponds to counter   
corresponds to the coincidence between counters  and  if we read  
in column , columns  and  have the same value . 

,  and : the cumulative of the three counters. olumn  
corresponds to counter  column  corresponds to counter  column 

 corresponds to the coincidence between the two counters. 

a a anal i and re ul

The two configurations in Figure .  were used to study how the 
coincidence rate varied with a thic ness of lead placed above the 
counters at different altitudes of the floors for the facility of the physics 
faculty, as previously mentioned. The collected data follow the oisson 
distribution. The oisson distribution shows how many times an event 
is probable to occur in a certain period see Figure . . It is, in other 
words, a count distribution. specially when we have independent and 
random events with a vast number and the probability for each event is 
small and constant. oreover, the detection time for the events is short 
compared with the half life of the detected particles, especially for 
muons. 

TimTrac  algorithm e plained in chapter  was used to analy e the data 
of the I  detector. everal advantages are provided by using the 
TimTrac  algorithm. First, it provides the best fit for the data 
distribution. The other advantage is that it forces the data to behave as 
an e ponential distribution, which helps solve the dead time problem 

H.D D*&* *+*/1)') *+, 5$)6/&)
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for the detector see the ppendi  without affecting the fit. 
Furthermore, the TimTrac  algorithm allows us to choose the best fit 
of the data distribution according to the highest probability or the 
lowest uncertainty of the slope where all the analysis for the gathered 
data was done.  

 

Figure 8.5: An example of a Poisson distribution of the histogram for the 
coincidence counts per second detected by the COSMIX detector. The y-axis for 
the inserted plot is in the logarithmic scale. 

Figure .  left  shows an e ample of the TimTrac  algorithm s fit for 
the detected rate in logarithm scale  versus the time difference between 
two successive events without using lead layers and the histogram 
right  for the time difference between the coincidence event and the 

ne t one, is also shown in the figure. The absolute value of the slope 
represents the detected rate of the detector. 

Figure 8.5: An example of a Poisson distribution of the histogram for the coincidence counts per second detected by the COSMIX detector. The 
y-axis for the inserted plot is in the logarithmic scale.
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Figure 8.6: The distribution fit using the TimTrack algorithm (left) to find the 
coincidence rate for the COSMIX detector without using any absorbers. The best 
fit corresponded to the lowest uncertainty for the slope of the fit. The histogram 
of the time difference between the coincidence event and the next event (right). 

The mean value for the histogram in Figure .  right  was calculated, 
representing the time needed to obtain one coincidence event, which 
means the coincidence rate of the detector e uals 
1 	 0 0	 𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻 . s we can see, the coincidence rate of the 
detector is compatible with the absolute value of the slope that we got 
by using the TimTrac  algorithm. 

The following figures as an e ample illustrate the results of the 
I  detector at a certain altitude with different thic nesses of a 

lead layer placed over the two detectors in the vertical position. 

Figure 8.6: The distribution fit using the TimTrack algorithm (left) to find the coincidence rate for the COSMIX detector without using any absorbers. The best fit 
corresponded to the lowest uncertainty for the slope of the fit. The histogram of the time difference between the coincidence event and the next event (right).
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Figure 8.7: The distribution fit for the rate of detector 1 with different 
thicknesses of a lead layer in the vertical position. 

Figure 8.7: The distribution fit for the rate of detector 1 with different thicknesses of a lead layer in the vertical position.
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Figure 8.8: The distribution fit for the rate of detector 2 with different 
thicknesses of a lead layer in the vertical position. 

Figure 8.8: The distribution fit for the rate of detector 2 with different thicknesses of a lead layer in the vertical position.
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Figure 8.9: The distribution fit of the coincidence rate for the COSMIX detector 
with different thicknesses of a lead layer in the vertical position. 

Figure 8.9: The distribution fit of the coincidence rate for the COSMIX detector with different thicknesses of a lead layer in the vertical position.
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otes that in Figure .  how the uncertainty error bars  affects the fit 
slope, which is referred to as the detected particle rate. That s why we 
choose the best fit of the data distribution according to the lowest 
uncertainty of the fit slope. 

elow we show the results obtained using the I  detector in the 
hori ontal configuration at all the levels using different thic nesses of 
lead layers added gradually on the top of both detectors. The 
normali ed rate according to the corresponding rate without using any 
absorber for detector , detector  and coincidence rate, respectively, 
are shown in the following figures. 

 

Figure 8.10: The normalized rate of detector 1 obtained by the horizontal 
position versus the lead thickness at all the altitudes in the physics faculty. 

 

Figure 8.10: The normalized rate of detector 1 obtained by the horizontal position versus the lead thickness at all the altitudes in the physics faculty.
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Figure 8.11: The normalized rate of detector 2 versus the lead thickness at all 
the levels obtained by the horizontal position. 

 

Figure 8.11: The normalized rate of detector 2 versus the lead thickness at all the levels obtained by the horizontal position.
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Figure 8.12: The normalized coincidence rate of the COSMIX detector where 
detector 2 placed over detector 1 versus the lead thickness obtained in the 
horizontal position at different floors of the physics faculty. 

In the same manner, the following figures illustrate the results of the 
I  detector obtained in the vertical configuration at different 

floors in the physics faculty using different thic nesses of lead layers 
added gradually over both detectors. 

Figure 8.12: The normalized coincidence rate of the COSMIX detector where detector 2 placed over detector 1 versus the lead thickness obtai-
ned in the horizontal position at different floors of the physics faculty.
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Figure 8.13: The normalized rate of detector 1 versus the lead thickness at all 
the levels obtained by the vertical position. 

 

 

Figure 8.13: The normalized rate of detector 1 versus the lead thickness at all the levels obtained by the vertical position.
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Figure 8.14: The normalized rate of detector 2 obtained by the vertical position 
versus the lead thickness at all the altitudes in the physics faculty. 

 

Figure 8.14: The normalized rate of detector 2 obtained by the vertical position versus the lead thickness at all the altitudes in the physics faculty.
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Figure 8.15: The normalized coincidence rate of the COSMIX detector where 
detector 2 placed over detector one versus the lead thickness obtained in the 
vertical position at different floors of the physics faculty. 

Figure .  illustrates the results of all the data collected in hori ontal 
and vertical configurations at different altitudes of the physics building 
using different thic nesses of the lead layers for the rate of detector , 
the rate of detector  and the coincidence rate for the I  detector. 

Furthermore, the following Tables present a summary for all the data 
results of the I  detector in both configurations, hori ontal and 
vertical, at different altitudes using various thic nesses of the lead 
layers for the rate of detector , the rate of detector  and the 
coincidence rate. 

Figure 8.15: The normalized coincidence rate of the COSMIX detector where detector 2 placed over detector one versus the lead thickness obtained in the vertical 
position at different floors of the physics faculty.
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Figure 8.16: A summary of the results for all the gathered data in both positions 
at different levels using different thicknesses of the lead layers for the rate of 
detector 1, the rate of detector 2 and the coincidence rate of the COSMIX 
detector. 

 

 

Figure 8.16: A summary of the results for all the gathered data in both positions at different levels using different thicknesses of the lead layers for the rate of detector 1, the rate of detector 2, and the 
coincidence rate of the COSMIX detector.
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Table 8.2: Represents a summary for all the results of the data in the horizontal 
configuration at different floors heights of the physics building using various 
thicknesses of the lead layers for the average rate of detector 1, the average 
rate of detector 2 and the average coincidence rate of the COSMIX detector. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Table 8.2: Represents a summary for all the results of the data in the horizontal configuration at different floors heights of the physics building using various 
thicknesses of the lead layers for the average rate of detector 1, the average rate of detector 2, and the average coincidence rate of the COSMIX detector.
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Table 8.3: summarizes all the data results in vertical configuration at different 
floors heights of the physics building using different thicknesses of the lead layers 
for the average rate of detector 1, the average rate of detector 2 and the average 
coincidence rate of the COSMIX detector. 

 

Figure .  depicts a summary of the coincidence rates for the gathered 
data of the I  detector at all the floors utili ing different 
thic nesses of the lead layers. 

Table . , Table .  and Figure .  illustrate a summary for all the 
data results in hori ontal configuration and vertical configuration at 
various altitudes of the physics building using different thic nesses of 
the lead layers for the normali ed rate of detector , the normali ed rate 
of detector  and the normali ed coincidence rate of the I  
detector. 

 

Table 8.3: summarizes all the data results in vertical configuration at different floors heights of the physics building using different thicknesses of the 
lead layers for the average rate of detector 1, the average rate of detector 2, and the average coincidence rate of the COSMIX detector.
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Figure 8.17: A comparison between the average coincidence rates for the COSMIX 
detector with both configurations for all the collected data. 

Table 8.4: A summary of all the data results in horizontal configuration at 
different floors heights of the physics building using different thicknesses of the 
lead layers for the normalized average rate of detector 1, the normalized average 
rate of detector 2 and the normalized average coincidence rate of the COSMIX 
detector. 

 

Figure 8.17: A comparison between the average coincidence rates for the COSMIX detector with both configurations for all the collected data.
Table 8.4: A summary of all the data results in horizontal configuration at different floors heights of the physics building using different thicknesses of the lead layers for 
the normalized average rate of detector 1, the normalized average rate of detector 2, and the normalized average coincidence rate of the COSMIX detector.
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Table 8.5: A summary for all the results of the data in vertical configuration at 
different floors heights of the physics building using various thicknesses of the 
lead layers for the normalized average rate of detector 1, the normalized average 
rate of detector 2 and the normalized average coincidence rate of the COSMIX 
detector. 

 

 

Figure 8.18: A comparison between the normalized coincidence rates for the 
COSMIX detector with the horizontal and vertical configuration for all the 
collected data. 

Table 8.5: A summary for all the results of the data in vertical configuration at different floors heights of the physics building using various thicknesses of the lead la-

yers for the normalized average rate of detector 1, the normalized average rate of detector 2, and the normalized average coincidence rate of the COSMIX detector.
Figure 8.18: A comparison between the normalized coincidence rates for the COSMIX detector with the horizontal and vertical configuration for all the collected data.
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The results were as our e pectations. The highest value of the rate of 
coincidence was in the roof where the highest altitude and the value of 
the coincidence rate decreased with the decrease in the altitude and the 
lowest value of the coincidence rate was found at the ground level 

ab , as shown in Figures .  and . . hereas in the vertical 
configuration, there are fluctuations in the detector especially, in ab  
and ab , which could be due to the instability of the bac ground 
because many laboratories with a lot of electronic devices surround the 
laboratory and that might have an influence on the detector in that 
period.   

ven though the fluctuations occurred in the detector, we could still see 
how the coincidence rate differed depending on the lead thic ness 
placed above the counters. The coincidence rate increased continuously 
with lead thic ness, pea ing between 1 and  𝑚𝑚 before dropping to 
roughly  of the pea  value as lead thic ness increased to around 
	 𝑚𝑚.   

The uic  drop off in the coincidence rate beyond the shower curve s 
pea  revealed that the particles responsible for creating the groups of 
particles were not the same as those capable of easily penetrating 1	 𝑚𝑚 
of lead. 

ima ion o ele ron ener di ri u ion in h i a ul a
S

This section focuses on the rates measured for detector  and detector 
 in vertical and hori ontal configurations. First of all, we have 

estimated the average values of all the measurements done with both 
detectors with the associated uncertainties. The results are shown in 
Tables .  and . . They show the rates measured in both scintillators 
after subtracting the rate measured with a b bric  	 𝑚𝑚 wide, 
assuming that thic ness was enough to stop all the electromagnetic 
components  we assume that the decrease of the muon component is 
negligible. e may also assume that the electromagnetic component is 
dominated by the electrons, both positive and negative. e observe that 
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the data obtained by both detectors are almost similar. Table .  shows 
the result of the analysis we have done comparing the compatibility of 
both detectors. Finally, Table .  shows the results of merging the data 
of both detectors providing a single sample with lower statistical errors. 

Table 8.6: Shows the electromagnetic rates measured for detector S1 after 
subtracting the rate measured with a brick of lead 	 𝒎𝒎 wide. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Table 8.6: Shows the electromagnetic rates measured for detector S1 after subtracting the rate measured with a brick of lead  wide.
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Table 8.7: Displays the electromagnetic rates measured for detector S2 after 
subtracting the rate measured with a brick of lead 	 𝒎𝒎 wide. 

 

Table 8.8: Presents the analysis results comparing the compatibility of both 
detectors. 

 

Table 8.7: Displays the electromagnetic rates measured for detector S2 after subtracting the rate measured with a brick of lead  wide.

Table 8.8: Presents the analysis results comparing the compatibility of both detectors.
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Table 8.9: Shows the results of combining the data of both detectors, giving in a 
single sample with lower statistical errors. 

 

Figure .  shows the attenuation of the measured electromagnetic 
component in the lead layers using the rates of both scintillators as a 
function of the lead thic ness together with the weighted average. 

Table 8.9: Shows the results of combining the data of both detectors, giving in a single sample with lower statistical errors.
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Figure 8.19: Represents the attenuation of electrons in the lead using the rate 
of detector one and detector two as a function of the lead thickness. 

s passing through a given thic ness of matter, electrons need 
minimum energy and we also considered it of interest to analy e the 
measured attenuation of electrons as a function of the energy threshold 
that electrons need to overcome a given lead thic ness. Figure .  
shows the range of electrons in the lead adapted from the reference 

. The figure also shows the energy thresholds corresponding to 
different numbers of the lead plates we used in our measurements. 

Figure 8.19: Represents the attenuation of electrons in the lead using the rate of detector one and detector two as a function of the lead thickness.
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Figure 8.20: Shows the range of the electrons in several numbers of the lead 
plates used in our work as a function of the energy of the electrons. 

Figure .  shows the attenuation of electrons in the lead as a function 
of the energy thresholds estimated using Figure . . e observe that 
the number of particles with an energy above the energy needed to go 
through the different number of lead plates follows appro imately a 
linear behavior in all the levels of our data. 

Figure 8.20: Shows the range of the electrons in several numbers of the lead plates used in our work as a function of the energy of the electrons.
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Figure 8.21: Illustrates the attenuation of electrons in the lead layers as a 
function of the estimated energy thresholds. The solid line represents the linear 
regression fit of the data for different levels. 

sing the observed behavior, we have estimated the energy distribution 
of electrons in all the levels of the physics faculty building and a more 
accurate calculation of the associated rate of electrons. For this purpose, 
we made the following analysis. 

et us call  the energy distribution of electrons at any of the levels 
of the building. Then, the number of electrons above a given energy 
threshold  is: 

	 	  
   

																																													 	 	   .  

Figure 8.21: Illustrates the attenuation of electrons in the lead layers as a function of the estimated energy thresholds. The solid line represents the linear 
regression fit of the data for different levels.
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where  is the ma imum energy of the electrons arriving to that 
level. Then 0. 

s we are wor ing in 𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒 energy units, when 1	 𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒, we get: 

1 	 	
$

 
 .  

Then, the parameter a of the linear fit represents the number of electrons 
with an energy greater than 1	 𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒. 

The  distribution can be deduced calculating the integral given in 
e uation .  in the interval . e get, step by step: 

	

	  

   

	 	     

	 	 $ 
 .  

e arrive to the very interesting a nice result: 

	 $ 

sing the fact that the number of electrons with an energy greater than 
the  is ero, we can find the ma imum energy  for the 
electrons as follows: 

	 	 	 	 0 
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	 𝑒𝑒   .  

To find the values of variables  and , we performed a linear 
regression fit to the data presented in Table . . The results are shown 
in Table . , together with the hi uare !  value of the fit,  and 
the probability  estimated as 1 , where  is 
the cumulative distribution function associated with a chi s uare 
distribution with  degrees of freedom. The last column shows the 
e pected ma imum energy of the electrons at every level. e made the 
fit in two fitting intervals with  and  points in order to analy e the 
consistency of our results. oth fits show compatible results inside the 
estimated uncertainties. 

In order to see if there were other smaller but significant effects in our 
data, we also tried a second order fit. The results are shown in Table 
. , also with their statistical significance using the p value test. e 

observe that the fit does not improve significantly with respect to the 
linear fit e cept in both the roof and the laboratory  levels. In any 
case, as we are mainly interested in estimating the electromagnetic 
bac ground in laboratory , where the T  detector is 
located, we consider the results obtained with the linear fit good enough 
for our purposes. 
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Table 8.10: Shows the values for both parameters,  and  and the maximum 
energy of the electrons at different levels of the physics building. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Table 8.10: Shows the values for both parameters,  and , and the maximum energy of the electrons at different levels of the physics building.
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Table 8.11: Illustrates the values for both parameters,  and , when a second-
order fit was applied for the data at different levels of the physics building. 

 

ima ion o he ele ron a round in he R S
de e or

The rates of the electromagnetic bac ground estimated in the previous 
paragraph do not represent the real rates e isting in reality. ur 
measurements were affected by several factors as the inefficiencies in 
the detectors, their geometrical acceptances, changes in the air 
temperature or in the barometric pressure affecting the rates of the 
cosmic rays, among others. 

a ing the corrections of all these effects is not an easy tas  and is 
beyond the scope of our wor . In order to ma e a realistic estimation 
of the real rates associated with our measurements, we proceed as 
follows. The high energy electron contained in the atmosphere from 
cosmic origin was carefully studied in reference . ar er  in several 

Table 8.11: Illustrates the values for both parameters,  and , when a second-or-
der fit was applied for the data at different levels of the physics building.
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places. ne of them was nn rbor ichigan  at a latitude of  
and an altitude of 0	𝑚𝑚 over the sea level. These values are uite 
similar to those at antiago de ompostela, which is at a latitude of 

 and an altitude of 0	𝑚𝑚 over the sea level. lthough the 
mean rate of cosmic rays also depends on other factors as the mean 
atmospheric conditions or local geomagnetic field, we may assume at 
the first order of appro imation that we could e pect in our building in 

antiago de ompostela the same rate of electrons that the ones 
measured at nn rbor. . ar er got an integrated intensity of 
/𝑚𝑚!  electrons with an energy above 10	 𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒 of energy. sing this 

value, we can estimate the correction factor we need in our 
measurements for getting the same result in our measurements. sing 
the results obtained with the  points fit, we e pect in our measurements 
a rate of 0 1 0 0 /  for the electrons with energy above 10	 𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒. If 
we ma e the rough estimation that any of our detectors have a surface 
of about 10	 𝑚𝑚!, it provides a total rate of about /𝑚𝑚! , 
not far away from the result obtained by . ar er. In any case, in order 
to get results compatible with those in nn rbor, we will apply a factor 
of 0   to all our data. It is supposed that this factor 
accounts for all the efficiency and geometrical acceptance effects and 
gammas contamination not included in our results. 

onsidering the estimated energy distribution of electrons in ab  
on the first floor of the Faculty of hysics building, where the 
T  detector is located, it is possible to ma e a rough 
estimation of the e pected electron bac ground in such detector. 

The reconstruction efficiency of electrons in the T  
detector was estimated in the h. . Thesis of . Fontenla . e got 
the values given in Table . . 

 fit of the efficiency of form:  provides 
for the parameters the values: 	 1 1, 0  and 
1 0 1. The result of the fit is shown in Figure . . 
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Table 8.12: Represents the estimation of the reconstruction efficiency of 
electrons in the TRAGALDABAS detector. 

nergy 𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒  fficiency  

 1 

0  

  

100 0 

00  

00  

 

Figure 8.22: Shows the estimated TRAGALDABAS efficiency versus the energy of 
the electrons. The red dashed line represents the fit of the data given in Table 
8.12. 

sing the fit of the reconstruction efficiency of electrons in the 
T  detector, we can estimate the e pected efficiency of 
the detector in any range of energy of the arriving electrons. 

Table 8.12: Represents the estimation of the reconstruction efficiency of electrons in the TRAGALDABAS detector.

Figure 8.22: Shows the estimated TRAGALDABAS efficiency versus the energy of the electrons. The red dashed line represents the fit of the data given in Table 8.12.
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s we have previously estimated the number of electrons we e pect at 
different energy intervals, it is possible to ma e an estimation about the 
electron bac ground we e pect in the laboratory , where the 
T  detector is placed. ur results are summari ed in 
Table . . 

Table 8.13: Summary of the calculations for estimating the electron background 
in the TRAGALDABAS detector. Where  is the energy of electrons in , the 
efficiency has been calculated using the fit described in the text,  is the 
expected rate of electrons estimated from the COSMIX data,  contents their 
associated uncertainties, diff  is a number of electrons in the different energy 
intervals, diff 𝟏𝟏  is the expected rate per 𝒎𝒎  in , in each energy interval at 
laboratory 106 after interpolating the efficiency between the lateral values. The 
last columns R_TR and R_TR show the expected rates in the TRAGALDABAS 
detector, taking into account both its size and the geometrical acceptance and 
their corresponding uncertainties, where the uncertainty is the square root of 
the summation for all elements in the last column.  

 

Table 8.13: Summary of the calculations for estimating the electron background in the TRAGALDABAS detector. Where  is the energy of electrons in , the efficiency has been calculated using the fit des-
cribed in the text,  is the expected rate of electrons estimated from the COSMIX data,  contents their associated uncertainties, diff is a number of electrons in the different energy intervals, diff is the expec-

ted rate per  in , in each energy interval at laboratory 106 after interpolating the efficiency between the lateral values. The last columns R_TR and R_TR show the expected rates in the TRAGALDABAS detec-

tor, taking into account both its size and the geometrical acceptance and their corresponding uncertainties, where the uncertainty is the square root of the summation for all elements in the last column. 
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For estimating the final results, we have considered that the detector 
has a surface of 1 	𝑚𝑚! and a geometrical acceptance of 0 , 
corresponding to a distance of 1 	𝑚𝑚 between the e ternal trigger 
planes. That is to say that only around one fourth of the electrons 
arriving at the upper plane of the detector gives a signal in the lower 
plane. The final result for the e pected rate of electrons in the 
T  detector is around 1	𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻. s it is shown in 
Table . , the big uncertainty in the total result comes mainly from the 
uncertainties in the estimation of the number of electrons at the highest 
energies, where the statistics in our data were smaller. 

i u ion and ou loo

The analysis of the gathered data for the I  detector with the 
two configurations, vertical and hori ontal, revealed some crucial 
conclusions and suggestions it could be summari ed as follows: 

. oth data set configurations, vertical and hori ontal, show a clear 
e pected behavior of the absorbed rates for the data e isting at all the 
Faculty of hysics building levels. 

. The data for laboratory  show a more dispersed behavior, maybe 
due to the multiple scatting effects due to the environment floor, walls, 
devices, etc.  and the different location of the I  detector in the 
laboratory for several reasons could not always be the same. 

. In all data sets, the behavior using 	 𝑚𝑚 of lead absorber shows the 
clear absorption pattern e pected, being all data sets statistically 
compatible. owever, we observe a dispersion again on data sets 
corresponding to laboratories  and  that are not present at the roof, 
where no matter can produce dispersion and in the underground 
laboratory , where the matter above it seems to be enough to absorb 
these scattering effects. e propose to do these e periments again at 
laboratories  and  in the future either by blinding the I  
detector on sides to ta e only vertical rays or by increasing the 

H.H D')%6))'.+ *+, .6&/..B
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separation of the detectors to reduce the acceptance for the inclined 
rays. 

. sing the tables e isting in the literature of the range of electrons in 
the lead, it is possible to estimate the rate of electrons e pected above 
given energy. ith a detailed analysis of those behaviors, it is possible 
to estimate with good accuracy the energy distribution of the electrons 
in the four levels of the building analy ed in this wor . s very 
interesting and une pected results, we observe that in all the levels, the 
energy of the electrons follows a law of the form 	 , being 
the number of electrons with energy higher than 1	 𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒, 
1	 𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒  e ual the parameter . e did not find any reference to the 

$ behavior in the bibliography. oth parameters do allow 
uantifying the attenuation of the rate of electrons across the building 
given by the  parameter  and the cooling  of their energy 

distribution given by the  parameter . ccording to the linear fits 
performed of the number of electrons above given energy cut as a 
function of the energy, it is effortless to estimate the ma imum energy 
of the electrons at a given level an 	 𝑒𝑒 . 

The values obtained for both parameters,  and  and the energy limit 
 at the different levels analy ed and shown in Table . . 

. sing the estimated rate of electrons in laboratory  and their 
energy distribution and the reconstruction efficiencies of electrons with 
the T  detector, we have estimated the e pected rate of 
the bac ground of electrons measured by such detector, T . e got 
the value to be around 1	𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻. onsidering that the typical mean 
rate of the T  detector is around 100	𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻, we do not 
e pect the electron component in the data to be very much higher than 
around 10 . Improving this result would re uire ta ing more data with 
more than  absorber plates, including more data points between 
	 𝑚𝑚 and 	 𝑚𝑚 of the lead absorber. It would significantly improve 

our fit and also inform us about the necessity or not of including high 
order terms in the energy distribution  of electrons.   
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onc ion  
 

This wor  covered several aspects related with the cosmic ray 
detection, focusing mainly on the Trasgo family detectors li e 
T , T I T  and T T . Trasgo is a family of 
particle detectors for cosmic ray measurements based on the esistive 

late hambers s  technology. T  is a detection 
device located at the niversity of antiago de ompostela in the 
Faculty of hysics. The detector T I T  achieved three ourneys 
onboard the panish vessel armiento de amboa and I  esperides 
oceanographic vessel and was installed as a permanent location at the 

panish ntarctic ase uan arlos I in ivingston Island. T T  
is a third detector of the family and was developed by the I  
Technology company and was built by I oimbra, specifically for 
atmospheric studies. 

The wor  has been done using nsar oot as the main software tool for 
the analysis and simulation tas s related with all the Trasgo detectors. 

everal simulations and analysis tools were designed and tested in the 
T  detector, which is devoted to studying cosmic 
radiations. The TimTrac  algorithm is the standard particle 
reconstruction method for the Trasgo detector and it has been used for 
the fitting of e perimental data and for getting the uncertainties and 
correlation coefficients of all the parameters. The I  pac age 
has been used for the systematic generation of cosmic ray showers 
induced by primary cosmic rays of different masses and at different 
energies. e also found the oogle heet tool as a very interesting, 
fle ible and powerful tool for preliminary data analysis, uality control 
and general behavior trends where a rigorous statistical analysis was 
considered unnecessary. e used all these tools for developing a 
significant number of programs that will stay as a computing and 
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analysis infrastructure for future tas s and initiatives related to the 
Trasgo program. 

Two main studies were carried out with two different configurations of 
the T  detector: a first one composed by three 

 active planes without any material between them and a second one 
including 1	 𝑚𝑚 thic  lead layer placed under the third plane. TimTrac  
was used for the trac  reconstruction. e compared our results with the 
ones obtained using real data ta en with the same configurations. 

pecifically, we used our analysis to estimate the capability of the 
detector for separating electrons from muons. e used the results to 
ma e a first estimation of the electron content in the T  
data sample and their corresponding angular distribution. 

ithout using the lead radiator, we found that the ratio of the electrons 
from the total number of the detected particles is about  and the 
ratio of the muons about . The probability of the most electrons is 
about  and 0  for the most muons. fter using a lead layer, the 
ratio of the identified electrons becomes around  and the ratio of 
the detected muons is about . The electron content is slightly 
higher than the e pected value and can be a conse uence of the radiator 
effect of the surrounding concrete e isting in walls and ceilings. lso, 
the probability of being the detected particle of a specific particle was 
improved, where the probability of the most electrons became almost 
100  and  for the most detected muons. s it could be e pected, 
adding lead layers between detector planes improved the system s 
calorimetric capabilities and improved the separation of muons and 
electrons. e also made a first estimation of the angular distribution of 
events in the detector after acceptance corrections.  fit to the typical 

 behavior provides the value 0 0 , slightly bigger 
than the typical value of around  measured by other e periments 
outdoors. The big uncertainty is a conse uence of both the small 
statistic of corrected data that were available for our analysis. e also 
did not consider the fact that having the detector inside a building would 
re uire careful analysis. 
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nli e other typical cosmic ray stations, the high granularity of the 
Trasgo detectors provides the capability of detecting bundles or clusters 
of particles coming from the same primary cosmic ray. s has been 
already commented in the previous paragraph, they also offer the 
possibility of separating electrons and muons. These features might 
open new research possibilities either related to the study of the primary 
cosmic rays or, perhaps, direct analysis of the properties of the 
atmosphere. For this purpose, we used a previously e isting program, 
improving the cluster finding algorithm and including new variables. 

e created a big sample of events with , e,  and Fe primaries 
ranging in energies between 1	𝐺𝐺𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒 and 10 	𝐺𝐺𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒. mong other studies, 
we determined the minimum energy needed by the analy ed primary 
nucleus to produce different particles or clusters of particles arriving at 
a ground 1 	𝑚𝑚! detector. s a main result, we found that muons and 
low energy electrons have appro imately the same threshold energy, 
around 	𝐺𝐺𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒, to produce 1	𝐺𝐺𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒 electrons need at least 1 	𝐺𝐺𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒 of 
primaries. i ed clusters composed of muons and electrons need 
0	𝐺𝐺𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒 and  muons need at least proton primaries with an energy 

above 00	𝐺𝐺𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒. e also estimated the energy of the ma imum of the 
respective response functions. These results do allow to uantify the 
capability of the Trasgo detectors to scan the arrival of primary cosmic 
rays in different ranges of energies opening new research possibilities 
related to the variation of the solar activity and the interplanetary 
magnetic field. lso, several variables were sensitive to the height of 
the first interaction, offering also the possibility for the real time 
measurement of the temperature of the high atmosphere. e also found 
that the e pected rate of mi ed and muon clusters is too small for 
allowing day by day studies with a significant research interest. 

owever, we e pect a rate of about 0	  electron clusters per day and 
it could be advisable a more careful analysis of their properties as 
estimating their total energy, their si e, their opening angle, tc. 

lectron clusters offer an indirect way of measuring the rate variation 
of high energy muons and their systematic analysis might open new 
perspectives for the regular survey of cosmic rays in the low energy 
region. 
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e made a preliminary analysis of the effect of the pressure and 
temperature variation in the data ta en by the T I T  detector along 
its first ourney between igo pain  and unta renas hile . e 
observe an apparent latitude effect in our data, but we do not observe a 
systematic effect in the pressure or temperature correction coefficients. 

 more deep analysis of the uality of the data is needed, as we now 
the data could be affected by an important malfunction of the cooling 
system during the ourney and several e treme variations of the room 
temperature. 

s a contribution to the T T  pro ect, we made the first 
commissioning of the detector, obtaining, among other performances, 
a time resolution 	  and a mean position resolution of 

1 1	𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚 and 1 0	𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚 in  and  directions 
respectively. Finally, we used a small compact and portable I  
detector, developed by the niv. of ordeau , for direct measurement 
of the electrons and gammas bac ground at laboratory  of the 
Faculty of hysics building, where the T  detector is 
located. e also e tended our study to three other levels of the 
building: the roof at open air , the second floor laboratory  and the 
basement at ground level, laboratory . The tas  was not easy due to 
the small si e of the detector, two scintillator bars of about 	 𝑚𝑚! si e 
needing e posure times of one or several days and the difficulties of 
placing the detector always in the same position in the different 
laboratories, among others. e did n t ma e the typical pressure 
corrections assuming that at first order, the pressure effect in the data 
ta en during around two years would compensate themselves. e too  
data in two different configurations, with both detectors, one on top of 
the other vertical configuration  and with both detectors placed side by 
side. In both configurations, we too  data with several plates of lead on 
top of the detectors to study the development of the electromagnetic 
showers. In order to avoid the dead time effect of the detector, we 
calculated the rates ma ing an e ponential regression on the 
distribution of time intervals between consecutive counts using the 
TimTrac  algorithm. s the main result, we estimated that the energy 
distribution of the electromagnetic bac ground  follows a law of 
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the form 1  at all the building levels. sing the values 
obtained for laboratory  and the e pected efficiency of the 
T  detector for electrons of different energies, we 
estimate that the electron component e pected at such detector is of the 
order of about 1	𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻. This result is far from compatible with the 
one measured directly in the T  detector. The reason 
may be on both sides. n the one hand, the sample of the reconstructed 
data available of the detector was very small and the presence of a 
bac ground of a few bad reconstructed trac s is not negligible.  better 
time reconstruction would be needed for better re ection of ghost 
combinations. n the other hand, in the I  side, in the absence 
of a detailed acceptance analysis and considering the non uniform 
distribution of the cosmic electrons, the correction performed using 
e ternal data could have been too strict. ndoubtedly both methods 
should be improved. owever, the e istence of both of them would 
allow in the future the respective intercalibration and a better 
understanding of the cosmic ray bac ground inside the building. 
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e o da te e en a e o 

n rodu i n

as pr imas p inas resumimos o traballo reali ado na detecci n de 
aios smicos con detectores de tipo T  e tam n os resultados 

obtidos m is importantes. ste tipo de detectores foron dese ados 
espec ficamente para o estudo desta radiaci n ioni ante caracter stica  
est n basados na tecnolo a de c maras de placa resistiva, s, un 
tipo de sensores gaseosos moi e tendido na actualidade, relativamente 
baratos e con altas prestaci ns de eficiencia e resposta temporal. 
 

a actualidade est n funcionando tres sistemas da chamada Familia 
T : o detector T , na Facultade de F sica da 

niversidade de antiago de ompostela  o detector T I T , ue 
fi o a d as via es dende igo ata a base espa ola uan arlos I na 

nt rtida, onde se atopa a d a de ho e  e o detector T T , m is 
recente e evolucionado, validado con datos no seu laboratorio de 
desenvolvemento no I oimbra, ortugal, e esp rase ue est  pronto 
operativo no entorno do aeroporto de igo. 
 

 traballo resumido a u  anali a datos de aios smicos e prestaci ns 
operacionais dos tres sistemas mencionados, al n dun cuarto sistema 
independente e port til co ob ectivo de completar e complementar as 
medidas dos outros sistemas. ntes de presentar resultados, este 
traballo recolle unha descripci n e evoluci n hist rica do 
descubrimento e nature a dos aios smicos, unha descripci n da 
tecnolo a de s e un resumo das ferramentas e m todos 
desenvolvidos e usados ao longo do traballo.  ademais da an lise de 
datos reais, inclu mos desenvolvementos e an lise de simulaci ns, algo 
sempre de especial importancia en cal uer e perimento actual. 
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Raio mi o

s chamados aios smicos foron descubertos por ictor ess a 
comen os do s culo . ess atopou evidencias dunha radiaci n de 
part culas ue chegaba ao nivel do chan e obtivo, anos m is tarde, o 
premio bel polo seu descubrimento. stos raios poden ter ori e solar, 
gal ctico e incluso e tragal ctico. Identific molos como raios 
c smicos primarios, e poden recorrer grandes distancias ata chegar ata 
n s. oden verse influenciados por campos magn ticos, incluso o 
terrestre, chegando a uedar atrapados neles se non levan ener a 
suficiente. e consiguen evitalos e chegar ata a Terra, interaccionan na 
atm sfera erando o ue se chama unha chuveira de part culas 

tensive ir howers  ue chegan anta a superficie terrestre, 
constitu ndo o ue chamamos raios c smicos secundarios, e cunha tasa 
apro imada de  part culas por metro cadrado e por segundo.  
especie de part cula m is abundante no chan son os mu ns, cunha 
distribuci n de chegada pr ima  vertical. s electr ns e fot ns ue 
chegan fano cunha distribuci n m is uniforme e en menor cantidade. 

rot ns, neutrinos e neutr ns son o resto de part culas ue chegan ata a 
superficie pero ou ben en cantidades moi pe uenas ou ben sen case 
capacidade de interacci n. dem is, a forma na ue se agrupan todas 
estas part culas ao nivel do chan  un indicativo da nature a, ener a e 
outras caracter sticas do raio c smico primario ue produciu a 
chuvieira. 

e e ore ou mara de la a Re i i a R e a amilia
R S

omo a introducimos, as s son detectores gaseosos moi usados 
en e perimentos de F sica uclear e de art culas. Foron desenvoltos e 
utili ados inicialmente como contadores e detectores de trigger na 
entrada de grandes espectr metros. or n, a mellora nos seus dese os 
permititu ue a d a de ho e poidan usarse como detectores de trac ing 
e, m is a mi do, como detectores de tempo de voo, chegando a 
resoluci ns ben por bai o dos  ps. 

:*'.) CI)8'%.)
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 base de funcionamento dunha  consiste en detectar a descarga 
el ctrica producida pola ioni aci n da part cula incidente cando 
atravesa o gas activo, ue se atopa sometido a unha alta diferencia de 
potencial. ita ioni aci n induce un sinal el ctrico nos electrodos de 
lectura ue  atenuada e locali ada gra as  presen a dun material de 
alta resistividade entre os electrodos e a ona activa. espois, ese sinal 
 amplificado e tratado de forma a eitada por unha electr nica 

espec fica, chegando as  a un sistema de ad uisici n de datos. 
 

s detectores da familia T  cos ue traballamos nesta tese son 
detectores de s, con m ltiples volumes activos e especialmente 
focados ao estudo dos aios smicos. ita familia, o pro ecto 
T  T c ing recon tructin  m dule  foi proposto por . . 

ar n e colaboradores en  co ob ectivo de desenvolver novos 
sistemas de detecci n m is simples, modulares e econ micos pero de 
altas prestaci ns. ende a uela, foron a cosntru dos varios detectores 
de tipo T . obre tres de eles presentamos prestaci ns e an lise 
de datos neste traballo. 
 

 primeiro sistema constru do e operativo  o detector 
T . onsiste en  planos de s de dobre gap, cunha 
separaci n apro imada de 0	 𝑚𝑚 entre planos, e unha rea de detecci n 
apro imada de 	𝑚𝑚! por plano, dividida en celas rectangulares. 
Implementa a electr nica e ad uisici n do e perimento  do 

I F I , e est  situado tomando datos dende  na Facultade de 
F sica da . 
 

 segundo sistema desenvolvido  o detector T I T . oi parecido 
ao anterior, este consta de  planos activos cunha rea li eiramente 
menor e coa mesma electr nica. ste detector tomou datos ao longo 
dunha via e de ida e volta dende igo a unta renas, hile, entre 

 e , e posteriormente noutro via e de ida ata a base ant rtica 
espa ola uan arlos I, onde se atopa operativo na actualidade. 
 

or ltimo, o terceiro detector de tipo T  avaliado neste traballo, 
chamado T T , ten unha estructura base similar aos anteriores 
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pero  m is novo e incorpora certas melloras mencionadas en detalle 
no seu correspondente cap tulo. 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

Figura 10.1: Fotografía dos tres detectores de tipo TRASGO avaliados neste 
traballo. Arriba: o detector TRAGALDABAS xunto cun esquema dos seus planos 
detectores. Centro: fotografía do sistema TRISTAN instalado na Antártida, tamén 
xunto co seu esquema de planos. Abaixo: fotografía do detector STRATOS 
recentemente desenvolvido no LIP-Coimbra. 

Figura 10.1: Fotografía dos tres detectores de tipo TRASGO avaliados neste traballo. Arriba: o detector TRAGALDABAS 
xunto cun esquema dos seus planos detectores. Centro: fotografía do sistema TRISTAN instalado na Antártida, tamén xunto 

co seu esquema de planos. Abaixo: fotografía do detector STRATOS recentemente desenvolvido no LIP-Coimbra.
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al ori mo de im ra

n dos aspectos m is importantes na an lise de datos e perimentais  
a reconstrucci n de eventos.  algoritmo de TimTrac   o m todo de 
referencia de reconstrucci n nos detectores de tipo T . sase 
en m nimos cadrados para determinar con precisi n os par metros 
din micos das part culas a partir das medidas e perimentais dos 
detectores. stos par metros agr panse nun vector ao ue chamamos 
saeta . ito vector cont n as coordenadas de inicio de propagaci n 
da part cula, o tempo inicial respecto dun contador e terno, as 
pendentes das tra ectorias e a lentitude ou inversa da velociade.  
vanta a do m todo  ue  capa  de unificar e mane ar de forma 
con unta todos os datos e perimentais independentemente do sistema 
ue os mida. 

 
ependendo do tipo de modelo ue apli uemos ao TimTrac  podemos 

distinguir entre m todo lineal e m todo non lineal. Foi aplicado a u  o 
m todo non lineal resolv ndoo de forma iterativa a partir dunha 
primeira estimaci n feita polo m todo lineal.  criterio de 
conver encia basouse en distancias eucl deas dentro da saeta. 
 
TimTrac  tam n pode ser usado como ferramenta de calibraci n ou 
como ferramenta de an lise matem tico de a uste de funci ns. 

recisamente esta ltima utilidade foi a ue se usou na an lise de datos 
dun pe ueno sistema de referencia para medida de raios c smicos, 
como comentaremos no seu correspondente apartado. 

n li e de da o o de e or R S

omo a mencionamos, este detector foi o primeiro da familia 
T . Tr tase dun sistema de  planos, rea activa de . .  m , 
cobertura angular de  sr e resoluci n temporal por plano por debai o 
dos  ps. eva dende  tomando datos na Facultade de F sica a 
unha tasa apro imada de  mill ns de eventos por d a. 
 

O */0.5'&8. ,$ T'8T5*%B
A+J/')$ ,$ ,*&.) %. ,$&$%&.5 T:AGALDABAS
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este traballo anali amos datos de T  tanto reais coma 
simulados. especto a estos ltimos, desenvolv ronse unha gran 
cantidade de simulaci ns usando o entorno nsar oot, e como erador 
de eventos o pa uete . Foi desenvolvida non so a eometr a do 
detector, senon tam n a eoetr a do edificio da Facultade de F sica co 
ob ectivo de estudar a s a contribuci n  absorci n de radiaci n, e 
tam n m todos de reconstrucci n de eventos e tra ectorias. 
 

 
 
Figura 10.2: Visualización dun evento simulado de raios cósmicos incidindo sobre 
tres planos activos do detector TRAGALDABAS, situado na súa posición nominal 
dentro do edificio da Facultade de Física, cuxa estructura foi tamén simulada. 
 

 ob ectivo principal neste cap tulo foi estimar a proporci n ou 
cantidade de electr ns e mu ns detectados por T . ito 
doutro eito, facer unha identificaci n de part culas. artindo de 
simulaci ns, anali ronse tres observables f sicos para cada evento: a 
multiplicidade, o alcance ponderado e o ! resultante da reconstrucci n 
da tra ectoria con TimTrac . esenvolveuse un m todo ue 
fenomenol icamente  capa  de apro imar a separaci n entre mu ns 
e electr ns. ito m todo foi adaptado e evolu do dende a idea ori inal 
de . Fontenla e colaboradores en , e aplicado por primeira ve  en 
datos reais. 
 

nali ronse d as configuraci ns diferentes do detector: por un lado, 
tres planos activos T , T  e T , con trigger na coincidencia de T  e T  

Figura 10.2: Visualización dun evento simulado de raios cósmicos incidindo sobre tres planos activos do detector TRAGALDABAS, situado na súa posición nominal dentro do edificio da 
Facultade de Física, cuxa estructura foi tamén simulada.
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e por outro, a mesma configuraci n pero insertando unha l mina de 
chumbo de  cm de grosos entre T  e T .  ob ectivo desta l mina de 

b non foi outro ue absorber a compo ente electr nica, incluso 
provocar pe uenas chuvieiras , e as  aumentar a capacidade de 
separaci n e identificaci n entre mu ns e electr ns, a ue os primeiros 
te en a capacidade de atravesar a l mina sen apenas interaccionar. 
 

ara a configuraci n sen a l mina de chumbo, obt vose a primeira 
instancia unha contribuci n apro imada de  electr ns e  
mu ns, mentras ue unha ve  anali ados os datos ue incu an a l mina 
de b obt vose unha contribuci n final de  mu ns e  electr ns, 
mellorando significativamente a separaci n e achegando a 
probabilidade de acertar ata un . 
 

 
 
Figura 10.3: Separación entre electróns e muóns con TRAGALDABAS antes e 
despois de colocar a lámina de chumbo entre os dous últimos planos. Esta lámina 
aumenta significativamente o número de muóns identificados (electróns ID=11; 
muóns ID=13) e aumenta a probabilidade de ter acertado coa identificación. 

Figura 10.3: Separación entre electróns e muóns con TRAGALDABAS antes e despois de colocar a lámina de chumbo entre os dous últimos planos. Esta lámina aumenta significativamente o número de 
muóns identificados (electróns ID=11; muóns ID=13) e aumenta a probabilidade de ter acertado coa identificación.
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demais da identificaci n de part culas, estudamos tam n a 
distribuci n angular de incidencia de raios c smicos sobre 
T .  resultado obtido  li eiramente diferente ao 
esperado a ceo aberto , o ue su ire ue unha contribuci n non 
despreciable dos materiais do edificio da Facultade sobre a direcci n 
final de incidencia sobre o detector. ita distribuci n foi corri ida pola 
aceptancia eom trica do detector, calculada mediante simulaci n, e 
a ustada  co ecida distribuci n fenomenol ica de Flu o , 
obt ndose no noso caso unha potencia de . 

 
Figura 10.4: Esquerda: distribución angular de raios cósmicos medida con 
TRAGALDABAS e curva de aceptancia calculada. Dereita: distribución angular 
final corrixida e axustada a unha curva . 

n li e de da o de R S N ao lon o do ano l n i o

T I T   outro dos sistemas operativos da familia T . 
Tr tase dun con unto de  planos de s, moi similar a 
T , ue ademais incorpora por defecto unha l mina de 
chumbo de  cm entre os dous ltimos planos cubrindo unha superficie 
apro imada do  do detector. 
 
T I T  fi o a d as via es polo c ano tl ntico.  primeira delas 
foi un tra ecto de ida e volta dende igo spa a  ata unta renas 

hile , e tremo sur de udam rica, a bordo do bu ue armiento de 
amboa.  s a segunda via e f oa a bordo do bu ue esp rides, e 

foi, ata o de agora, un tra ecto so de ida ata a base espa ola uan arlos 
I na nt rtida, ue  onde se atopa operativo na actualidade. ste 

Figura 10.4: Esquerda: distribución angular de raios cósmicos medida con TRAGALDABAS e curva de aceptancia calculada. Dereita: distribución angular final corrixida e axustada a unha curva .
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traballo anali a datos da primeira parte da primeira via e ao longo de 
 d as entre ovembro e ecembro de  no seu tra ecto entre igo 

e unta renas. 
 

 ob ectivo era unha medida da tasa de c smicos ao longo do 
percorrido e a s a correlaci n coas variables atmosf ricas. s , mediuse 
tam n a presi n atmosf rica e a temperatura ao longo do cami o.  tasa 
de raios c smicos foi corri ida pola presi n e temperatura de cada 
momento do d a. espois, corri iuse esta tasa pola eficiencia calculada 
do detector, e finalmente tam n por aceptancia. 
 

 figura a continuaci n amosa o percorrido seguido polo detector e a 
variaci n relativa da tasa de medida de raios c smicos ao longo da 
via e, a corri ida por presi n atmosf rica, temperatura, eficiencia e 
aceptancia. 

 
 

 
 

Figura 10.5: Arriba: representación do percorrido de TRISTAN na súa viaxe dende 
Vigo ata Punta Arenas. Cada triángulo representa un día de viaxe. Abaixo: 
variación relativa de raios cósmicos observada na viaxe. Pode verse claramente 
como a tasa é menor nas rexións da Terra próximas ao ecuador. 

Figura 10.5: Arriba: representación do percorrido de TRISTAN na súa viaxe dende Vigo ata Punta Arenas. Cada triángulo representa un día de viaxe. Abaixo: variación relativa de raios cósmicos observada 
na viaxe. Pode verse claramente como a tasa é menor nas rexións da Terra próximas ao ecuador.
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ali ra i n e re a i n do de e or S R S

 e periencia ad uirida na construcci n dos primeiros detectores da 
familia T  levou aos e uipos de traballo ao recente 
desenvolvemento do detector T T . onceptualmente similar aos 
anteriores sistemas, implementa unha lectura de sinal en forma de  
strips longos por plano mentras ue ti amos pads cadrados nos outros 
casos  e unha nova electr nica de amplificaci n e lectura, moito m is 
optimi ada tanto en prestaci ns como en custe. Foi constru do nos 
laboratorios do I oimbra, ortugal, e foi al  onde levamos a cabo 
as tarefas e postas a continuaci n. 
 

 detector T T  foi calibrado en posici n, tanto na s a dimensi n 
lon itudinal, onde a posici n  calculada a partir da diferencia de 
tempos do mesmo sinal nos dous lados do mesmo strip de lectura, coma 
na s a dimensi n transversal, ue ven dada pola posici n mesma do 
strip centro de masas  da carga recollida. Foi pois tam n calibrado en 
carga e obtiv ronse os par metros de transformaci n dende unidades 
de  a valores f sicos de carga, p .  calibraci n en tempos foi 
tam n implementada e admais, dada as medidas de carga, a medida 
final temporal foi corri ida polo efecto ue a carga produce na 
informaci n de tempos slewing correction . or ltimo, a eficiencia de 
detecci n do sistema tam n foi medida. 
 

espois de todos estos traballos, chegouse a unha resoluci n temporal 
de todo o sistema de s, ben por bai o do criterio inicial de dese o 
establecido en  ps. s resoluci ns en posici n e eficiencias obtidas 
para cada un dos planos de detecci n am sanse na t boa a continuaci n. 
 

Plane   en   
 10 0 0  1 1 0  1 

2 0  11 0  1  
3 0 0  1 0  1 
4 11 0  1 0   
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n li e de lu er de ar ula he ando ao ni el do han

nha das propiedades m is destacadas do tipo de detectores co ue 
traballamos  a s a capacidade para detectar grupos ou clusters de 
part culas, medindo os seus tempos e direcci ns de chegada, o ue 
permite formular hip teses sobre a nature a da chuvieira e a ori e do 
raio c smico primario. on este ltimo ob ectivo, neste traballo 
fi emos simulaci ns de c smicos primarios de diferentes nature a, 
ener a e masa, e estudamos o comportamento das chuvieiras 
secundarias provocadas polos primeiros ao chegar ao chan. 
 
Foi desenvolvido un m todo de definici n de cl ster e o seu 
correspondente m todo de b s ueda e identificaci n. Todas as 
propiedades dos clusters atopados foron coidadosamente anali adas e 
correlacionadas tam n coas propiedades do c smico primario ori inal. 

sto levou, entre outras cousas, a estimar a chamada Funci n de 
esposta de hipot ticos detectores cara a detecti n de ditos clusters. 

 
n particular, en funci n do tipo de cl ster ue pode ser medido e 

identificado cun detector de tipo T  de .  m  de superficie 
activa, f ose unha estimaci n da nature a, ori e, ener a e flu o do 
raio c smico primario, e tam n do tipo, nature a, ener a e direcci n 
de propagaci n da chuvieira producida. lg ns dos resultados m is 
destacados son amosados a continuaci n. 
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n li e de Raio mi o o de e or o mi  
 

omo a foi mencionado, o estudo de raios c smicos secundarios 
proporciona unha informaci n moi valiosa sobre diferentes fen menos 
f sicos. T , T I T  e T T  contrib en a estos 
estudos. ara dar m is seguridade s medidas de estos sistemas 
completamos os e perimentos con detecci n de c smicos con un 
sistema diferente, pe ueno e port til, espec ficamente desenvolvido 
para medidas r pidas e simples: o detector osmi . 
 

osmi  consiste en d as pe uenas barras escintilantes de sI Tl  de  
e  cm de lon itude, con lectura por fotodiodos e unha electr nica moi 
simple con un sistema de coincidencias e un contador. res ntase nun 
con unto compacto un pe ueno malet n  o ue permite facer medidas 
en cal uer locali aci n espacial. 
 

este traballo usamos osmi  para compementar os resultados de tasas 
de raios c smicos medidos na Facultade de F sica da niversidade de 

antiago, facendo medidas en catro lugares distintos do edificio: a ceo 
aberto no tellado, nuha sala do terceiro piso, no mesmo laboratorio onde 
se atopa T  no segundo andar, e nunha cuarta sala no 
soto do edificio. ed ronse ademais diferentes configuraci ns das 
barras de osmi  e incluindo varios espesores de chumbo por riba das 
mesmas. 
 

demais das propias tasas de c smicos obtidas, se cadra o resultado 
m is destacado demostrado con este traballo  a enorme importancia 
ue te en os materiais dos edificios cando se trata de medidas de 

c smicos no seu interior, en particular con T . omo 
e emplo, podemos afirmar ue no tellado, a ceo aberto, as tasas son un 

 maiores ue en cal uer outra locali aci n o interior do edificio, 
incluso nos casos con diferentes blinda es de chumbo. Isto su ire ue, 
por unha parte o edificio act a como absorbente, e por outra, como 
radiador secundario producindo unha maior contribuci n de electr ns 
ao con unto de c smicos no interior, modificando ademais a 
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distribuci n angular dos mesmos, o ue  consistente cos resultados 
obtidos con T . 
 

lgunhas das tasas obtidas con osmi  podemos velas nas t boas a 
continuaci n. estaca, primeiro, a maior tasa medida sempre no tellado 
independentemente da configuraci n dos detectores, e tanto de forma 
individual coma en coincidencia, sendo constante en cal uer outro 
punto do edificio, e segundo, a pouca reducci n ue producen na tasa 
os diferentes esperores de chumbo, o ue da a entender ue os propios 
materiais do edificio a absorben a maior parte da contribuci n 
electr nica, chegando maioritariamente mu ns, independentemente da 
locali aci n interior. 
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e en de a te i  en a o  
 

n rodu i n

n las pr imas p ginas se resume el traba o reali ado sobre detecci n 
de ayos smicos con detectores de tipo T  y los resultados 
obtenidos m s importantes. ste tipo de detectores fueron dise ados 
espec ficamente para el estudio de este tipo de radiaci n  est n basados 
en la tecnolog a de c maras de placa resistiva, s, un tipo de 
detectores gaseosos muy e tendidos en la actualidad, relativamente 
baratos y con altas prestaciones de eficiencia y respuesta temporal. 
 

n la actualidad est n funcionando tres detectores de la llamada familia 
T : el detector T , locali ado en la Facultad de 
F sica de la niversidad de antiago de ompostela, spa a  el 
detector T I T , ue ha reali ado ya dos via es desde igo spa a  
hasta la base espa ola uan arlos I en la nt rtida, en donde se 
encuentra en la actualidad  y el sistema T T , el m s reciente y 
evolucionado, ue ha tomado datos en su laboratorio de desarrollo en 
el I oimbra, ortugal, y muy pronto estar  operativo en el entorno 
del aeropuerto de igo spa a . 
 

l traba o resumido a u  anali a datos de ayos smicos y 
prestaciones operacionales de los tres sistemas mencionados, adem s 
de con un cuarto sistema independiente y port til con el ob etivo de 
completar y complementar las anteriores medidas. ntes de los 
mencionados resultados, se presenta una descripci n y evoluci n 
hist rica del descubrimiento y la naturale a de los ayos smicos, 
una descripci n de la tecnolog a de detectores de s, y un resumen 
de las herramientas y m todos desarrollados y usados en este traba o. 

dem s, incluye no solo an lisis de datos reales, sino tambi n 
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desarrollos y an lisis de simulaciones, algo siempre muy importante en 
cual uier e perimento actual. 

Ra o mi o

os llamados ayos smicos fueron descubiertos por ictor ess a 
principios del siglo . ess encontr  evidencias de una radiaci n de 
part culas ue llegaban a nivel suelo terrestre, y a os m s tarde obtuvo 
el premio nobel de F sica por su descubrimiento. os rayos c smicos 
son de origen solar, gal ctico o e tragal cticos, producidos en estrellas 
como el ol, supernovas u otras fuentes e tragal cticas como agu eros 
negros, enanas blancas y estrellas de neutrones. os rayos c smicos 
primarios recorren largas distancias y se ven influenciadas por campos 
magn ticos y en menor medida por los campos gravitatorios si estos 
no son agu eros negros  hasta llegar a nuestro sistema solar. rimarios 
cargados se ven desviados por los campos magn ticos generados por el 
sol y por el campo magn tico generado por la Tierra. lgunas part culas 
c smicas cargadas se ven atrapadas por trampas magn ticas si su 
velocidad no es lo suficientemente altas o simplemente desviadas sin 
interaccionar con la Tierra. i tienen la suficiente energ a cin tica como 
para evitar el campo magn tico terrestre, interaccionan con la atm sfera 
de la Tierra generando una cascada atmosf rica de part culas 

tensive ir hower,  y produciendo grandes cantidades de los 
llamados rayos c smicos secundarios, ue son los ue llegan hasta la 
superficie terrestre. stos, llegan a un ritmo de unos  por metro 
cuadrado y por segundo, siendo en su mayor a muones, una part cula 
inestable muy penetrante y electrones y fotones de alta energ a, o rayos 
gamma. stos llegan a alcan ar energ as una  veces mayores ue las 
de los rayos  mas energ ticos. e pueden diferenciar varias partes en 
una cascada atmosf rica: la primera interacci n del c smico con la 
parte alta de la atm sfera, el n cleo o core de la cascada y las diferentes 
componentes ue la forman hadr nica, electromagn tica, mu nica y 
nucle nica . as part culas productos de las sucesivas interacciones 
llegan a nivel del suelo muones, neutrones, electrones, fotones y en 
menor medida piones  o simplemente atraviesan la Tierra neutrinos . 
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os rayos c smicos secundarios mas abundantes a nivel del suelo 
decimos ue son los muones  casi todos ellos llegan pr imos a la 
direcci n vertical. n el caso de los electrones y los rayos gamma, su 
distribuci n es mas uniforme, aun ue los efectos ue sufren al atravesar 
materiales son muy diferentes a los sufridos por los muones. dem s, 
la forma en la ue se agrupa la llegada de todos estos a la superficie 
terrestre es un indicativo de la naturale a, propiedades y caracter sticas 
de la part cula primara ue dio lugar a la . 

e e ore de la a Re i i a Re i i e la e ham er R
la amilia ra o

as s son detectores de tipo gaseoso ampliamente utili ados en 
e perimentos de F sica uclear y de art culas. Fueron usados 
inicialmente como contadores o detectores de tri er a la entrada de 
grandes espectr metros. in embargo, la posterior me ora en sus 
dise os permiten ue puedan usarse como detectores de trac in , y m s 
com nmente como detectores de tiempo de vuelo, alcan ado 
resoluciones bien por deba o de  ps. 
 

a base de un sistema de  consiste en detectar la descarga el ctrica 
producida por la ioni aci n de la part cula incidente al atravesar el gas 
activo, el cual se encuentra sometido a una alta diferencia de potencial. 

sta ioni aci n induce una se al el ctrica en los electrodos de lectura, 
se al ue es aplacada y locali ada gracias a la inclusi n de un material 
altamente resistivo entre los electrodos y la ona activa. 

osteriormente, esa se al el ctrica es amplificada y tratada por una 
electr nica adecuada, y el resultado final es anali ado en un sistema de 
ad uisici n. 
 

n esta tesis hemos traba ado con detectores de la familia Trasgo. stos 
detectores son del tipo  con m ltiples vol menes activos y ue 
est n enfocados al estudio de rayos c smicos. 

l proyecto  o tambi n llamada familia  Trasgo Ac in  
reconStr ctin  m d le  fue propuesto por . . ar n y 
colaboradores en   con el ob etivo de desarrollar detectores 
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simples, econ micos y modulares, pero de altas prestaciones, basados 
en s, y dedicados al estudio integral de ayos smicos y sus 
efectos asociados tales como las propiedades de la atm sfera terrestre. 

urante estos a os se han desarrollado y construido varios detectores 
tipo Trasgo, de los cuales, este traba o presenta an lisis de datos y 
prestaciones de tres de ellos. 
 

l primer sistema construido y operativo es el detector 
T . onsiste en  planos de s de doble gap, con 
una separaci n apro imada de 0	 𝑚𝑚 entre ellos, y una rea de 
detecci n por plano de cerca de 	𝑚𝑚! dividida en celdas rectangulares. 
Implementa la electr nica de Front nd y el sistema de ad uisici n de 
datos del e perimento  del I. st  situado en la Facultad de 
F sica de la niversidad de antiago de ompostela, y lleva tomando 
datos desde . 
 

l segundo sistema de la familia Trasgo anali ado en este traba o es el 
detector T I T . uy similar a T , consta de  
planos de s con una rea activa un poco menor ue el primero, y 
pr cticamente la misma electr nica. ste detector tom  datos durante 
un via e de ida y vuelta desde igo spa a  a la base espa ola en la 

nt rtida entre  y , y posteriormente en otro via e solo de ida 
a la misma locali aci n, donde se encuentra operativo en la actualidad.  
 

l tercer detector de tipo Trasgo evaluado en este traba o, T T , 
tiene una estructura similar a los dos anteriores pero incorpora ciertas 
me oras ue ser n mencionadas en su cap tulo correspondiente. 
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Figura 10.1: Fotografía de los tres detectores tipo Trasgo evaluados en este trabajo. Arriba: el detector TRAGALDABAS insta-
lado en la Facultad de Física de la Universidad de Santiago de Compostela, junto con un esquema de sus planos detectores. 
Centro: fotografía del detector TRISTAN instalado en la Antártida, junto a su esquema de planos detectores. Abajo: fotografía 
del sistema STRATOS recientemente desarrollado en el LIP – Coimbra.

 
 

 
 

 
 

Figura 10.1: Fotografía de los tres detectores tipo Trasgo evaluados en este 
trabajo. Arriba: el detector TRAGALDABAS instalado en la Facultad de Física de 
la Universidad de Santiago de Compostela, junto con un esquema de sus planos 
detectores. Centro: fotografía del detector TRISTAN instalado en la Antártida, 
junto a su esquema de planos detectores. Abajo: fotografía del sistema STRATOS 
recientemente desarrollado en el LIP – Coimbra. 
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l al ori mo de im ra

no de los aspectos m s importantes en el an lisis de datos 
e perimentales es la reconstrucci n de los eventos. l algoritmo 
TimTrac  est  basado en el m todo de m nimos cuadrados y es la 
herramienta de reconstrucci n de referencia en los detectores de la 
familia Trasgo , . l ob etivo de TimTrac  es la determinaci n 
de los par metros din micos de la part cula a partir de las medidas 
e perimentales obtenidas de los detectores. stos par metros se 
agrupan en un vector llamado saeta . 
 

l vector saeta contiene las coordenadas del inicio de la propagaci n 
de la part cula, el tiempo inicial respecto a un contador e terno, las 
pendientes de la trayectoria seg n los e es predefinidos  e , y la 
llamada lentitud o inversa de la velocidad. na de las venta as del 
m todo es ue TimTrac  es capa  de unificar todos los datos 
e perimentales independientemente del tipo de detector ue los mide. 

i en un mismo e perimento tenemos, por e emplo, detectores  
unto con pl sticos centelleadores, TimTrac  es capa  de mane arlos de 

manera con unta. 
 

a cone i n entre el espacio de medidas e perimentales y el espacio de 
los par metros se reali a a trav s de un modelo m . ste modelo 
consta de tantas ecuaciones como datos e perimentales. ependiendo 
del tipo de detector y del problema a tratar tendremos una forma del 
modelo u otra. os par metros finales son obtenidos tras resolver una 
ecuaci n matricial ue involucra la configuraci n del sistema y los 
pesos estad sticos. 
 

ependiendo del tipo de modelo ue tengamos, podemos distinguir 
entre TimTrac  lineal o no lineal. l TimTrac  de tipo no lineal se 
resuelve de manera iterativa. l algoritmo de resoluci n es el mismo 
ue el de cual uier problema de an lisis de varias variables: 

proponemos una soluci n inicial y la vamos modificando hasta 
encontrar el m nimo. ara el criterio de convergencia, proponemos 
criterios basados en el m dulo eucl deo de las saetas.  
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TimTrac  puede ser usado como herramienta de calibraci n, como 
algoritmo de reconstrucci n de trayectorias o incluso como herramienta 
de an lisis y a uste matem tico de funciones. n este traba o se ha 
hecho uso de TimTrac  tanto en la reconstrucci n de la trayectoria de 
las part culas en los detectores como en el an lisis de tasas de un cuarto 
sistema de detecci n usado como complemento a los sistemas de s. 

n li i de da o reale imulado on el de e or
R S

omo se ha ya mencionado, T  fue el primer detector 
operativo de la familia Trasgo. e trata de un sistema de  planos de 

s con una rea activa de .   .  m  por plano, una cobertura de 
ngulo s lido vertical de  sr y una resoluci n temporal global por 

deba o de  ps. leva desde  tomando datos, e cepto paradas de 
mantenimiento, en la Facultad de F sica de la , a una tasa 
apro imada de  millones de eventos por d a. 
 

n este traba o se ha hecho an lisis de datos de T , 
tanto reales como simulados. especto a estos ltimos, se han 
desarrollado un gran n mero de simulaciones sobre el detector dentro 
del entorno de software Ensar oot, y usando como base de eventos el 
generador de rayos c smicos . e ha traba ado tambi n en la 
geometr a del edificio de la facultad y en la me ora de los m todos de 
reconstrucci n de eventos y trayectorias.  
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Figura 10.2: Visualización de un evento simulado de rayos cósmicos incidiendo 
sobre tres planos activos del detector TRAGALDABAS, situado en su posición 
nominal dentro del edificio de la Facultad de Física, cuya estructura está también 
simulada. 
 

l ob etivo principal del an lisis de este cap tulo ha sido intentar 
apro imar la cantidad de muones, electrones y otras part culas 
detectadas por T . icho de otro modo, hacer una 
identificaci n de part culas.  partir de simulaciones espec ficamente 
desarrolladas, se han anali ado tres observables f sicos, la multiplicidad 
total, el alcance ponderado y el ! resultante de la reconstrucci n de 
trayectorias con TimTrac , para as  desarrollar un m todo ue 
fenomenol gicamente consiga diferenciar part culas de diferente 
naturale a, principalmente muones y electrones. icho m todo ha sido 
adaptado y evolucionado a partir del primer traba o reali ado por . 
Fontenla y colaboradores sobre simulaci n, y ha sido aplicado por 
primera ve  a datos reales. 
 

na ve  refinado el m todo, a ustados sus par metros con datos 
simulados y evaluado en detalle, fue aplicado a datos de 
T  en dos configuraciones distintas: por un lado, tres 
planos activos, T , T  y T , con tri er en coincidencia de T  y T  y 
por otro, la misma configuraci n pero con una l mina de b entre los 
planos T  y T . l ob etivo de esta l mina de b de  cm de espesor no 
es otro ue absorber la componente electr nica, o incluso provocar 

Figura 10.2: Visualización de un evento simulado de rayos cósmicos incidiendo sobre tres planos activos del detector TRAGALDABAS, situado en 
su posición nominal dentro del edificio de la Facultad de Física, cuya estructura está también simulada.
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pe ue as cascadas  con origen en electrones o fotones de muy alta 
energ a, para as  aumentar la capacidad de separaci n entre electrones 
y muones, ya ue estos ltimos tienen capacidad suficiente como para 
atravesar dicha l mina sin desviarse ni interaccionar de forma 
significativa. 
 

 
Figura 10.3: Separación entre electrones y muones con TRAGALDABAS antes y 
después de colocar la lámina de plomo entre los últimos planos. Se observa como 
la lámina aumenta sustancialmente el número de muones identificados 
(electrones ID=11; muones ID=13) y se mejora sustancialmente la probabilidad 
de haber acertado. 
 

ara la configuraci n sin l mina de plomo, se obtuvo una contribuci n 
de apro imadamente 0  muones y 0  electrones, con una 
probabilidad de en torno a 0  de haber acertado con ser un muon 
mientras la probabilidad de ue fuese un electr n la part cula 

Figura 10.3: Separación entre electrones y muones con TRAGALDABAS antes y después de colocar la lámina de plomo entre los últimos 
planos. Se observa como la lámina aumenta sustancialmente el número de muones identificados (electrones ID=11; muones ID=13) y se 
mejora sustancialmente la probabilidad de haber acertado.
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identificada como tal era del . na ve  ue se anali aron los datos 
de la configuraci n ue incluye la l mina de b, se me or  
significativamente en la identificaci n de part culas, obteni ndose un 

de muone  con una probabilidad de acierto pr ima al 100  y 
un de ele rone  con probabilidad de acierto del . 
 

dem s de la identificaci n y separaci n de part culas, se ha estudiado 
la distribuci n angular de incidencia de c smicos sobre 
T . l resultado obtenido es ligeramente diferente al 
esperado a cielo abierto , lo ue sugiere una contribuci n no 
despreciable de los materiales del edificio de la Facultad a la direcci n 
final de incidencia sobre el detector. a distribuci n angular medida ha 
sido corregida por la aceptancia geom trica del detector, obtenida a 
partir de datos simulados, y ha sido a ustada la conocida distribuci n 
fenomenol gica de l jo , obteni ndose en nuestro caso una 
potencia de . 

 
Figura 10.4: Izquierda: Distribución angular de Rayos Cósmicos medida con 
TRAGALDABAS y curva de aceptancia calculada. Derecha: distribución angular 
final corregida por aceptancia y ajustada a una curva . 

n li i de da o del de e or R S N a lo lar o del ano
l n i o

T I T  es otro de los detectores operativos de la familia Trasgo. e 
trata de un con unto de tres planos de s, muy similar a 
T  ue adem s incluye por defecto una l mina de 
plomo de  cm cubriendo una superficie apro imada del  del 

Figura 10.4: Izquierda: Distribución angular de Rayos Cósmicos medida con TRAGALDABAS y curva de aceptancia calculada. Derecha: distribución angular 
final corregida por aceptancia y ajustada a una curva .
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sistema con el ob etivo de ayudar a una me or separaci n de muones y 
electrones. 

T I T  ha reali ado dos via es hasta la base espa ola uan arlos I 
en la nt rtida. l primero de los via es fue un trayecto de ida y vuelta 
desde igo spa a  hasta la nt rtida, pasando por unta renas, en 

hile, a bordo del bu ue armiento de amboa. l segundo via e hasta 
la nt rtida lo hi o a bordo del bu ue esp rides, y es all  en donde se 
encuentra en la actualidad. n este traba o se han anali ado datos de la 
primera parte del primer via e, en concreto a lo largo de  d as entre 
noviembre y diciembre de  en su trayecto entre igo y unta 

renas. 
 

l ob etivo del traba o de este cap tulo ha sido obtener la tasa de medida 
de rayos c smicos con T I T  en su via e de orte a ur por el 

c ano tl ntico y su relaci n con las variables atmosf ricas.  
 

e han estudiado la presi n atmosf rica y la temperatura a lo largo del 
via e  se ha medido la tasa de c smicos y se ha correlacionado y 
corregido por la presi n y temperatura de cada momento del d a. 

osteriormente, se ha corregido esta tasa por la eficiencia obtenida del 
detector y por ltimo, corregido tambi n por aceptancia. sta 
aceptancia ha sido calculada mediante simulaciones. 
 

a figura a continuaci n muestra la trayectoria seguida por el detector 
y la variaci n relativa de tasa medida de rayos c smicos a lo largo del 
via e, ya corregida por presi n atmosf rica, temperatura, eficiencia y 
aceptancia. 
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Figura 10.5: Arriba: representación de la trayectoria seguida por TRISTAN en su 
primer viaje de ida desde Vigo (España) a Punta Arenas (Chile). Cada triángulo 
representa un día de viaje. Abajo: variación relativa de Rayos Cósmicos 
observados a lo largo de ese viaje. Se puede ver claramente como la tasa de Rayos 
Cósmicos es menor en las regiones de la Tierra próximas al ecuador. 

ali ra ione medida de re a ione del de e or S R S

a e periencia ad uirida en la construcci n de los primeros detectores 
de la familia Trasgo ha llevado al reciente desarrollo del detector 

T T . onceptualmente muy similar a los otros dos sistemas 
anteriores, implementa lectura de se al en forma de  stri s largos por 
plano mientras ue en los anteriores se le a en ads cuadrados  y una 

Figura 10.5: Arriba: representación de la trayectoria seguida por TRISTAN en su primer viaje de ida desde Vigo (España) a Punta Arenas (Chile). Cada 
triángulo representa un día de viaje. Abajo: variación relativa de Rayos Cósmicos observados a lo largo de ese viaje. Se puede ver claramente como la 
tasa de Rayos Cósmicos es menor en las regiones de la Tierra próximas al ecuador.
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electr nica de amplificaci n y lectura nueva, mucho m s optimi ada 
tanto en prestaciones como en precio. l sistema se ha construido en el 
laboratorio del I oimbra, ortugal, y es all  donde se han 
desarrollado las tareas resumidas a continuaci n. 
 

l detector T T  ha sido calibrado en posici n, tanto en 
dimensi n longitudinal, en donde dicha posici n se obtiene a partir de 
la diferencia de tiempos de la misma se al a ambos lados del mismo 
stri  de lectura, como en dimensi n transversal, calculada a partir de la 
posici n misma del stri  centro de masas  de la carga recogida. 
Tambi n se ha calibrado en carga, y se han obtenido los par metros de 
transformaci n de unidades desde unidades de  a valores f sicos 
de carga, p . a calibraci n en las medidas de tiempos del detector 
tambi n fue desarrollada y adem s, dada la medida y calibraci n de la 
carga, la medida temporal final se ha corregido tambi n por carga 
slewin  correction . Finalmente, la eficiencia del sistema tambi n ha 

sido evaluada. 
 

especto a los resultados obtenidos despu s de todas las calibraciones 
y correcciones, cabe destacar ue se ha llegado a una resoluci n 
temporal de todo el sistema de 	 , bien por deba o del criterio de 
aceptancia inicial del dise o establecido en 00	 . as resoluciones 
en posici n y eficiencias obtenidas para cada uno de los planos de 
detecci n se muestran en la tabla a continuaci n. 
 

Plane   en   
 10 0 0  1 1 0  1 

2 0  11 0  1  
3 0 0  1 0  1 
4 11 0  1 0   

n li i de lu er de ar ula lle ando al ni el del uelo

na de las capacidades mas destacadas de los detectores tipo Trasgo es 
su capacidad para detectar grupos o clusters de part culas, midiendo sus 
tiempos y direcciones de llegada, lo ue puede permitir formular 
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hip tesis sobre la naturale a de la cascada y la masa y origen del 
c smico primario. on este ltimo prop sito, en este traba o se han 
reali ado simulaciones de rayos c smicos primarios de diferentes 
naturale as, energ as y masas, y se ha estudiado el comportamiento de 
las cascadas secundarias provocadas por stos al llegar al nivel del 
suelo. 
 

e ha desarrollado un m todo de definici n de cluster de part culas a 
nivel de suelo y su correspondiente m todo de b s ueda e 
identificaci n de clusters. Todas las propiedades de los clusters 
identificados y anali ados se han correlacionado con las propiedades 
del rayo c smico primario. simismo, se ha obtenido la funci n de 
respuesta de hipot ticos detectores hacia dichos clusters. 
 

n particular, en funci n del tipo de cluster de part culas ue pueden 
ser medidos e identificados con un detector tipo Trasgo de .  m  de 
superficie activa, se ha hecho una estimaci n de la naturale a, origen, 
energ a y flu o del c smico primario, y tambi n del tipo, naturale a y 
energ a de las cascadas atmosf ricas producidas. lgunos de los 
resultados m s destacados se resumen en la figura a continuaci n. 
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n li i de Ra o mi o on el de e or o mi

omo se ha comentado ya, el estudio de ayos smicos secundarios 
proporciona informaci n muy valiosa sobre diferentes fen menos 
f sicos. Tanto T , como T I T  como T T  
han contribuido a estos estudios. ara dar m s seguridad a las medidas 
de estos sistemas, se han completado los estudios con medidas de ayos 

smicos con un sistema diferente, pe ue o y port til, espec ficamente 
desarrollado para una medida simple y r pida de ayos smicos: el 
detector osmi . 
 

osmi  consiste en dos pe ue as barras centelladoras de sI Tl  de  
y  cm de largo, le das por fotodiodos y con una electr nica simple de 
ad uisici n terminada con un sistema de tri er y un contador. e 
presenta en un con unto compacto un pe ue o malet n  lo ue permite 
hacer medidas en cual uier lugar. 
 

s , en este traba o se ha usado osmi  para complementar los 
resultados de tasas de rayos c smicos en la Facultad de F sica de la 

niversidad de antiago de ompostela, haciendo medidas en cuatro 
locali aciones distintas del edificio: a cielo abierto en el te ado de la 
facultad  en una sala en el tercer piso del edifico  en el mismo 
laboratorio donde se encuentra T  en el segundo piso 
de la facultad, y en una cuarta sala en el s tano del edificio. e ha 
medido con diferentes configuraciones de las barras centelladores y 
diferentes configuraciones de tri er, y tambi n se han hecho medidas 
incluyendo diferentes espesores de plomo encima de los detectores. 
 

dem s de las propias tasas medidas, el resultado m s destacado al ue 
se ha llegado en este traba o es la demotraci n de la gran importancia 
ue tienen los materiales del edificio en las medidas de c smicos en su 

interior, en particular con el detector T . omo 
muestra, se puede afirmar ue las tasas medidas en el te ado, a cielo 
abierto, son un  mayores ue las medidas en cual uier piso interior 
del edificio, incluso los casos con diferentes blinda es de plomo. sto 
sugiere ue el edificio act a, por una parte, como absorbente de una 
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gran cantidad de las cascadas atmosf ricas a nivel del suelo, y por otra, 
como radiador secundario produciendo una mayor contribuci n de 
electrones al con unto de c smicos en el interior y modificando la 
distribuci n angular de los mismos, lo ue es consistente con los 
resultados obtenidos con T . 
 

lgunas de las tasas medidas con osmi  se pueden ver en la tabla a 
continuaci n. estacan dos resultados ya mencionados: primero, la 
mayor tasa medida siempre en el te ado  a cielo abierto  
independientemente de la configuraci n de los detectores, y tanto de 
forma individual como en coincidencia, y como esa tasa es 
apro imadamente constante en cual uier otro punto dentro del edificio  
y segundo, la poca reducci n a la tasa ue producen los espesores de 
plomo a las coincidencias dentro del edificio, lo ue da a entender ue 
los propios materiales del edificio ya absorben la mayor parte de la 
contribuci n electr nica, y llegan mayoritariamente muones a las salas 
de dentro del edificio, de forma muy similar independientemente de 
donde se encuentre esa sala. 
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Appendix 
 

The acceptance in particle physics detectors 

1 Introduction  

Efficiency, acceptance, geometrical acceptability, and other terms are 
often used in nuclear and particle physics and, by extension, any subject 
where nuclear instrumentation is utilized. We present a brief review of 
those principles and associated topics in this appendix from a very 
general point of view. 

2 Geometrical acceptance and mean acceptance  

Let us call 𝑗𝑗(𝜃𝜃, 𝜙𝜙) the flux of particles that exist in a given region of 
space such that the number of particles 𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑(𝜃𝜃, 𝜙𝜙) arriving at a particular 
planar surface 𝑆𝑆 inside a solid angle cone of size 𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑 at a given time9 is 
given by: 

𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑(𝜃𝜃, 𝜙𝜙) = 	𝑗𝑗(𝜃𝜃, 𝜙𝜙)	. cos 𝜃𝜃 	. 𝑆𝑆	. 𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑   (1) 

A surface 𝑆𝑆 could be a particle detector's surface, a telescope's surface, 
or any other planar surface inside a detector setup. Defined in that way, 
the dimensions of the flux are [𝑗𝑗(𝜃𝜃, 𝜙𝜙)] = 	𝐿𝐿-!	. 𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠-$. The definitions 
of the main variables are shown in Figure 1. 

The total number N of particles traversing the surface S coming from 
the upper hemisphere, defined in this way, is: 

 
9 This definition can also be done per unit of time, energy, or any other measurable variable. 
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=	 𝑗𝑗(𝜃𝜃, 𝜙𝜙)	.		cos 𝜃𝜃 	.		𝑆𝑆	.		𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑
!!

 

																= 	 	 𝑗𝑗(𝜃𝜃, 𝜙𝜙)	.		𝑆𝑆	.		𝑑𝑑(cos! 𝜃𝜃)
!

	.		𝑑𝑑𝜙𝜙
!

 

   

 

( ) 

 

Figure 1: Definition of the main variables. 

f the arriving particle distribution is uniform, 𝑗𝑗(𝜃𝜃, 𝜙𝜙) = 	 𝑗𝑗 , then we 
can write: 

=	 	.		𝑗𝑗 	.		𝑆𝑆	. 	𝑑𝑑(cos! 𝜃𝜃)
!

	.		𝑑𝑑𝜙𝜙
!

 

=	 𝑗𝑗 	. 𝑆𝑆	.    ( ) 

The previous e uations are no longer applicable if the detector is not 
perfect and does not detect all the particles arriving the surface 𝑆𝑆. A 
particle impinging on a detector may not be measured for various 
reasons. ne reason could be that the particle collides with a dead 
region where the detector is not active for whatever reason (there is a 
frame or an empty region). Another reason could be that, despite hitting 
an active region, the detector lac s sensitivity in some regions or that 
the probability of detecting a particle varies depending on the particle's 
type, energy, or other variables. Figure  shows an example 
corresponding to a detector with strip readout where the detection 
regions have maximum and minimum efficiency at the high efficiency 
and low efficiency areas, respectively. The figure also illustrates the 
active and dead zones.  

n E uation (1), we can include all the read out effects as follows: 

𝑑𝑑 (𝜃𝜃, 𝜙𝜙) = 	 (𝜃𝜃, 𝜙𝜙)	. (𝜃𝜃, 𝜙𝜙)	. 𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑(𝜃𝜃, 𝜙𝜙) 

 

Figure 2: A strip detector with geometrical and read-out effects. 
 

𝑑𝑑 (𝜃𝜃, 𝜙𝜙) = 	 (𝜃𝜃, 𝜙𝜙)	. (𝜃𝜃, 𝜙𝜙)	. 𝑗𝑗(𝜃𝜃, 𝜙𝜙)	. cos 𝜃𝜃 	. 𝑆𝑆	. 𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑   ( ) 
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where (𝜃𝜃, 𝜙𝜙) denotes the number of particles detected by the detector, 
(𝜃𝜃, 𝜙𝜙), or geometric acceptance, represents the probability that a 

particle passes through the detector's active region, and (𝜃𝜃, 𝜙𝜙), or 
intrinsic efficiency, refers the probability that such a particle is 
measured by the detector . 

The concept of geometric acceptance is commonly extended to 
encompass other inefficiencies or any other effect dependent on the 
arrival direction and prevents correct particle measurement. 

Mean acceptance, or simply acceptance is the average value of 
geometric acceptance integrated overall with the arrival directions. This 
concept can also include any other variable or circumstance that affects 
the overall number of events measured by the detector (as the dead time 
of the detector, inefficiency in the data ac uisition (DA ), etc..). 

f  is the total number of particles recorded from  arriving particles, 
the acceptance 11 can be defined as follows: 

𝑑𝑑 = 	 	.    ( ) 

E uation ( ) can be used to estimate any of the magnitudes once the 
other magnitudes are well nown. ecause gathering sufficient data to 
estimate them is not always possible, alternative methods should be 
employed. n most cases, the geometric acceptance can be estimated 
using simulation or onte arlo ( ) techni ues or approximating it 
with a simple formula in more intricate experimental setups. n the 
other hand, the intrinsic efficiency can be calculated in various ways: 
as a constant using the mean value, individually using a dedicated 
experiment, or parameterized using existing nowledge of the 
detector's behavior. 

 
 ther particle features, such as type, energy, charge, and so on, may influence the efficiency. 
 cceptance can also be defined as a function of one or more variables, or in a specific solid 

angle region, over a particular energy range for a given type of particle. 

t is possible to integrate (𝜃𝜃, 𝜙𝜙) in the geometrical acceptance (𝜃𝜃, 𝜙𝜙) 
and wor  with only one magnitude for simplicity. Then we may express 
E uation ( ) as follows: 

𝑑𝑑 (𝜃𝜃, 𝜙𝜙) = 	 (𝜃𝜃, 𝜙𝜙)	. 𝑗𝑗(𝜃𝜃, 𝜙𝜙)	. cos 𝜃𝜃 	. 𝑆𝑆	. 𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑   ( ) 

The geometrical acceptance now ta es the form: 

(𝜃𝜃, 𝜙𝜙) = 	 𝑗𝑗(𝜃𝜃, 𝜙𝜙)	. cos 𝜃𝜃 	. 𝑆𝑆 	
𝑑𝑑 (𝜃𝜃, 𝜙𝜙)
𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑  

  ( ) 

E uation ( ) is integrated over all relevant variables in a solid angle : 

= 	 	. 𝑗𝑗(𝜃𝜃, 𝜙𝜙)	. cos 𝜃𝜃 	. 𝑆𝑆	. 𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑	  

																																																		= 	 	.    ( ) 

where  is the integrated flux over the detector surface, note that 
particle fluxes with varying angular distributions 𝑗𝑗(𝜃𝜃, 𝜙𝜙) can result in 
different relationships between the total number of particles  and the 
number of measured particles . The detector's acceptance is then a 
function of the particle distribution that arrives at it. 

The geometric acceptability of a detector can be analyzed in the 
following manner. First, we generate a sample of  events in the upper 
hemisphere  with a random uniform distribution of angles (𝜃𝜃, 𝜙𝜙). 
Then, at different intervals ( 𝜃𝜃, 𝜙𝜙), we count the number  of 
particles that have been detected based on the detector's geometry and 
characteristics. As a result, we get an estimate of the function: 

 
  uniform distribution sample of angles {𝜃𝜃& , 𝜙𝜙&} can be created by generating a sample of 

pairs of random numbers {𝑟𝑟& , 𝑠𝑠&} having a uniform distribution in (0, 1) and defining  cos 𝜃𝜃& =
𝑟𝑟& and 𝜙𝜙& = 2𝜋𝜋. 𝑠𝑠&. 
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(𝜃𝜃, 𝜙𝜙) = 	 (𝜃𝜃, 𝜙𝜙)	. 𝑗𝑗 	. cos 𝜃𝜃 . 𝑆𝑆   ( ) 

with the condition of integration: 

𝑗𝑗 = 	 	 . 𝑆𝑆    (1 ) 

f we define the following: 

(𝜃𝜃, 𝜙𝜙) = 	 (𝜃𝜃, 𝜙𝜙)
 

   

																																	= 	 	 . (𝜃𝜃, 𝜙𝜙)	. cos 𝜃𝜃   

(11) 

The probability that a particle arriving at the detector with an angle 
(𝜃𝜃, 𝜙𝜙) is measured by the detector  is given by (𝜃𝜃, 𝜙𝜙). 

The flux 𝑗𝑗(𝜃𝜃, 𝜙𝜙) of the arriving particles is sometimes un nown. The 
problem is determining it as accurately as feasible, for example, when 
measuring cosmic ray arrival distributions and their evolution over 
time. As previously indicated, this problem can be solved utilizing a set 
of experimental data (𝜃𝜃, 𝜙𝜙)  measured by the detector and 
estimating the geometrical acceptance. 

sing the right hand terms of E uation (11) and starting with E uation 
( ), we get: 

(𝜃𝜃, 𝜙𝜙) = 	 	.		 (𝜃𝜃, 𝜙𝜙)	 . 𝑗𝑗 (𝜃𝜃, 𝜙𝜙)	. 𝑆𝑆 
 (1 ) 

 
 t is obvious that if both efficiencies,  and , are identical to one, (𝜃𝜃, 𝜙𝜙) is normali ed 

and behaves li e a good probability distribution. 

Solving this e uation, we get: 

𝑗𝑗(𝜃𝜃, 𝜙𝜙) = 	 	.		𝑆𝑆 	 .
(𝜃𝜃, 𝜙𝜙)
(𝜃𝜃, 𝜙𝜙) 

 (1 ) 

To summarize, using the measured distribution of events (𝜃𝜃, 𝜙𝜙) and 
the estimated distribution (𝜃𝜃, 𝜙𝜙) of a sample of  particles 
generated using a random uniform distribution, we may obtain the flux 
distribution 𝑗𝑗(𝜃𝜃, 𝜙𝜙) of a set of particles arriving at a detector. 

We can also use E uation (11) to write: 

𝑗𝑗(𝜃𝜃, 𝜙𝜙) = 	 	.		𝑆𝑆 	 .
(𝜃𝜃, 𝜙𝜙)
(𝜃𝜃, 𝜙𝜙)  

 (1 ) 

 ead time corrections  

The definition given by E uation (1) can be generalized to include the 
time 𝑑𝑑  and an energy interval  around given energy  or any other 
relevant variable as follows: 

𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑(𝜃𝜃, 𝜙𝜙, , ) = 	𝑗𝑗(𝜃𝜃, 𝜙𝜙, , )	. cos 𝜃𝜃 . 𝑆𝑆	. 𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑	. 𝑑𝑑 	.   (1 ) 

ther variables, such as dead time, can influence the number of 
particles measured by a detector during a given period of time. ecause 
the detector or the readout system is busy after recording a previous 
event, some particles are lost due to this effect. The average ratio of 
dead time to total time is nown as relative dead time. 

Suppose we refer  to the relative dead time of a given configuration. 
n that case, the total number of events recorded over a specific time 

period, integrated over all other variables, can be expressed as: 

= ( )	.    (1 ) 
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Solving this e uation, we get: 
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ther variables, such as dead time, can influence the number of 
particles measured by a detector during a given period of time. ecause 
the detector or the readout system is busy after recording a previous 
event, some particles are lost due to this effect. The average ratio of 
dead time to total time is nown as relative dead time. 
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n that case, the total number of events recorded over a specific time 

period, integrated over all other variables, can be expressed as: 

= ( )	.    (1 ) 
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The acceptance is sometimes defined using the distribution of detected 
particles as a function of incoming angles and other relevant variables. 
Then, we can write the measured distribution of events as follows: 

(𝜃𝜃, 𝜙𝜙) = 	 (𝜃𝜃, 𝜙𝜙)	. (𝜃𝜃, 𝜙𝜙)	. 𝑗𝑗(𝜃𝜃, 𝜙𝜙)	. cos 𝜃𝜃 	. 𝑆𝑆	  (1 ) 

onsidering the following: 

𝑗𝑗(𝜃𝜃, 𝜙𝜙) = 	 (𝜃𝜃, 𝜙𝜙)	.    (1 ) 

as well as the geometric acceptance being defined as: 

=	 (𝜃𝜃, 𝜙𝜙)	.		 (𝜃𝜃, 𝜙𝜙)	.		 (𝜃𝜃, 𝜙𝜙)	.		cos 𝜃𝜃 	.		𝑆𝑆	.		𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑 (1 ) 

after integrating into all the variables, we arrive at: 

=	 	.    ( ) 

n this way, nowing the geometrical acceptance, the total number of 
recorded events  directly provides the total number of events . 
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Cosmic rays (CR) are high-energy atomic nuclei and other 
subatomic particles coming from outer space. After they travel 
through interstellar space, they collide with the Earth’s atmosphere, 
producing up to billions of secondary particles, the so-called 
secondary cosmic rays. The main objective of this work is the 
comparative analysis of the cosmic rays measured in different 
locations by the two operative Trasgo-like detectors, TRISTAN 
and TRAGALDABAS, and make the first data commissioning for 
the newest STRATOS detector. For the intended study, all the 
calibration and correction tools necessary to obtain absolute rates 
and those for the study of correlations and joint analysis with 
detectors were developed and fine-tuned.
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